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READING
READING AND
AND NEW
NEW IDEAS
IDEAS
Why
Why isis itit that
that when
when someone
someone comes
comes along
along with
with aa new
new idea
idea inin reading
reading
that
widespread utilization
that ititseems
seems totoenjoy
enjoysuch
such sudden
sudden popularity
popularity and
andwidespread
utilization for
for
aa while?
while? What
What eventuated
eventuated from
from the
the idea
idea isis not
not of
of particular
particular concern
concern
here
- but why
here—but
why did
did the
the idea
idea seem
seemto
to have
havealmost
almostimmediate
immediatesuccess?
success? AAclose
close
look
a number
new approaches,
look atat the
the mercurial
mercurial careers
careers of
ofa
number of
ofnew
approaches, methods,
methods, and
and
strategies in
in the
the teaching
teaching of
ofreading,
reading, prompts
prompts aa few
few observations.
observations.
strategies
In the
the first
first place,
place, we
we need
needto
to give
give proper
proper credit
credit to
to the
the innovator
innovator for
for the
the
In
energy
gave the
energy and
and original
original impetus
impetus he
hegave
theidea.
idea. Whether
Whether an
an approach
approach isis the
the
result of
of studies
studies and
and statistical
statistical computation
computation or
or isis simply
simply wrung
wrung out
out of
of exex
result
perience,
perience, the
the person
person who
who presents
presents itit to
to the
the public
public always
always adds
adds the
the strength
strength
and force
force of
of convincing
convincing personality.
personality. Second,
Second, aanew
method apparently
apparently has
has
and
new method
the
the aura of magic
magic associated with
with it.
it. The mere
mere fact that itit isis new
new isis often
often aa
major
major selling
selling point
point with
with many
many teachers.
teachers. Charles
Charles Dickens,
Dickens, characterizing
characterizing the
the
American
American personality
personality during
during aa brief
brief visit
visit to
to our
our nation
nation in
in the
the last
last century,
century,
our impatience with existing things and our constant search for
noted our
for
novelty.
.examine this urge to try something
Our pressing need in this decade is to examine
to reflect on
on what it may mean to us as professional teachers.
different, and to
what Reading Instruction in America
A merica by Nila
We might stop to think about whatReading
Read) Historically
Hzstorically Considered by Diack, are
Banton Smith and Teaching to Read,
trying to impress on our minds —that
-that there are really no brand-new
of students
methods and approaches in this field. What works for one group ofstudents
in a given period of time in a certain place is not the answer for each
classroom in all areas. We are making a mistake in judgment, therefore,
when we
we attend
attend conventions
conventions and
and conferences
conferences with
with the
the singleminded
singleminded goal
goal of
of
when
finding
finding out
out what
what isis new
new in
in the
the field-it
field-it very
very well
well might
might not
not be
be for
for us
us at
at
all-whether
it's new
new ornot
or not really
really doesn't
doesn't matter
matter ifit's
if it's not
not right
right for
for us.
us.
all
-whether it's
Thus, if
if we
we wish
wish to
to improve
improve upon
upon the
the world
world ofreading
of reading for
for our
our students,
students,
Thus,
we would
would do
do best
best by
by examining
examining our
our own
own fitness
fitness to
to different
different concepts—We
concepts - We
we
must
must realize
realize that
that we,
we, individually,
individually, are
are the
thenew
new items
items in
in the
the field
field ofreading
of reading
each year;
year; by
by looking
looking for
for what
what works
works in
in given
given circumstances,
circumstances, and
and by
by at
ateach
tempting
tempting to
to use
use those
those parts
partsof
ofvarious
variousideas
ideas in
inour
ourown
own classrooms
classrooms that
that work
work
for
for us,
us, we
we can
can have
have aa new
new and
andsuccessful
successful teaching
teachingexperience
experienceevery
everyyear.
year.

KennethVanderMeulen
VanderMeulen
Kenneth
Editor
Editor

LET'S
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What
do? Everything the
What does aa good remedial reading
reading teacher
teacherdo?
the teacher
teacher
of
example, all
of aa regular classroom does, only more in
in depth.
depth. Consider, for
forexample,
all
during aa three-step lesson for
for aa remedial reading group
group of
of
that
that happens during
nine-year olds.
The lesson is
is sixty minutes long. The
The first
first step
step isis word
word attack
attack skills,
practice, structural
structural analysis, and the
the use
use of
of
including phonics, sight-word practice,
context
context clues.
clues. The second
second step
step isis reading,
reading, both silent
silent and oral, with
with
discussion. The teacher models for the students, and each student reads
silently along
along with the teacher and then orally
orally to the class.
class. This is
is also
also a
silently
read. The third step
is evaluation.
time
time for
for discussion of each
each section that isisread.
stepisevaluation.
There is
is a page of questions for the student to answer. This is
is the time for
the student
student and teacher
teacher to discover if learning
learninghas
place and
the
has taken place
and a time
time to
learn how
how to "put things down on paper."
For about twoor
two or three weeks beforethe
before the three-step
three-step lessons are begun, the
For
students go through a preparation period. The teacher and students discuss
discuss
what
what a sentence is
is and what
what a paragraph is. The students
students practice
practice (1)
(l) how
how
find a certain word, phrase, or sentence; (2) how to find the beginning of
to find
sentence that contains the specific word
word or phrase; (3)
(3) how
how to answer
answer
the sentence
questions that tell who,
who, what, when,
when, where,
where, how;
how; and (4) how
how to answer
answer
the blank, true
true or false and
and
different types of questions such as fill in the
multiple choice.
choice.
writes a question on the board. All
The teacher reads a selection and writes
students work together at this time, reading in unison after the teacher,
finding the sentence that has the answer, giving the answer in a word or
answer in a complete sentence, then writing the answer
answer
phrase, stating the answer
on their
th~:r papers.
papers. In
In this way the procedures
procedures and
and skills needed
needed for the
the threethreelesson are
are modeled
modeled and
and practiced before the
the students
students are asked to do
do
step lesson
work independently. Any
Any misunderstandings are corrected at this
their work
time.
time.
This proves
proves to
to be
be an
an excellent
excellent diagnostic
diagnostic procedure
procedure also,
also, as
as the
the
This
weaknesses
weaknesses of
of each
each student
student often
often become
become apparent.
apparent. The
The teacher
teacher not
not only
only
what kind
kind of
of question,
question, but
but why.
why. Perhaps
Perhaps the
the student
student can't
can't
sees who
who misses
misses what
sees
form
form his
his letters
letters correctly,
correctly, can't
can't follow
follow directions,
directions, can't
can't locate
locate the
the answers.
answers.
Much remediation
remediation is
is based
based on
on what
what the
the teacherlearnsduring
teacher learns during this
this periodof
period of
Much
preparation.
preparation. Periodically
Periodically these
these procedures
procedures are
are reviewed
reviewed as
as remedial
remedial
reading
reading students
students need
need to
to review
review frequently.
frequently.
Now let's
let's consider
consider what
what happens
happens duringeachstepof
during each step ofaa typical
typical three-step
three-step
Now
lesson.
lesson.

96-rh
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Step
Step 1:
1: Word
Word attack
attack skills
skills From
From aa reading
reading selection
selection the
the teacher
teacher chooses
chooses
that are
are new
new to
to the
the student,
student, are
are difficult,
difficult, or
or need
need to
to be
be defined.
defined. To
To
words that
words
that list
list are
are added
added words
words that
that will
will illustrate
illustrate specific
specific sounds
sounds that
that are
are being
being
that
stuoieo. Single
Single letters
letters and
and letter
letter combinations
comhinations are
are sounded
sounoed and
and words
words "put
"put
studied.
together,"
togct her," never
nf'ver leaving
leaving elements
elements of
of aa word
word standing
standing alone.
alone. Reference
Reference is
is
made
made to
to key
key words
words for
for help
help in
in sounding
sounding words.
words. Both
Both an
an analytic
analytic and
and syn
synthetic approach
approach are
are used.
used. As
As syllabication
syllabication rules
rules are
are studied
studied (but
(but not
not
thetic
memorized), they
they are
are incorporated
incorporated into
into the
the lesson
lesson at
at this
this point.
point. Each
Each word
word
memorized),
is then
then read
read in
in unison
unison two
two or
or three
three times;
times; occasionally
occasionally one
one or
or more
more students
students
is
read selected
selected words
words from
from the
the list.
list. Word
Word meaning
meaning is
is discussed.
discussed. The
The
will read
giving synonyms, antonyms, using wordsin
words in
teacher models for the students, givingsynonyms,
students tell of their experiences relating to the word.
sentences and letting studentstellof
sentence, a
Step 2: Reading In this step the teacher reads aloud a sentence,
paragraph or a selection short enough for a particular student to handle.
is put on stress, pitch, phrasing, pronunciation,
pronunciation,
While reading, emphasis is
aloud. The
accents, expression. Each student has an opportunity to read aloud.
names
names and meanings of punctuation marks
marks are discussed. The teacher
points out how the student should read them when he encounters them
(stop, lower voice, pause, with expression). Questions are asked which are
the ability to recall details, locate the answer, make
designed to improve the
conclusions, decide main
main idea, predict
predict outcomes and
and
inferences, draw conclusions,
story to one's ownexperience,
own experience, as
as well as
as to think creatively.
relate the story
Step 3: Evaluation A
A page of questions is
is given to each
each student. All of
same page.
the students receive the same
page. Questions are marked with symbols
( * IIA 0 ) to designate (to the teacher)
teacher) easy, average and difficult. The
only those questions with
with his
his symbol. In this
this way
way the
student answers only
is individualized without each
each student's knowing which group
group
questioning is
he isis in.
in. Where
Where applicable the student
student must
must answer the
the question
question in aa
he
complete sentence.
phonic prinprin
sentence. Penmanship, spelling (which involves phonic
ciples), answering in
in aa complete sentence, and
and punctuation
punctuation are
are all
all checked
when
when the student brings
brings his
his paper to be approved.
approved. If he has
has made some
some
errors,
errors, his
his answers are not
not just
just marked
marked as
as incorrect;
incorrect; instead,
instead, the "why" isis
explained
errors. At this
explained and the student
student isis shown how to
to correct
correct his
hiserrors.At
this time
time of
of
answering the
the questions
questions on
on paper and seeking help
help from
from the
the teacher,
teacher, each
student gets
gets individual attention with the concepts he has not learned.
Consideration is
is made of the stage of development of each student, how
how
much he can handle at one time and how much the teacher expects of him.
For
For instance,
instance, some
some students
students are
are doing
doing well
well to
to answer
answer the question correctly
and
and cannot
cannot yet
yet do
do so
so in
in aa complete
complete sentence.
sentence. Some
Some get
get the
the answer,
answer, write itit
in
in aa complete
complete sentence
sentence but
but forget
forget their
their punctuation.
punctuation. Also,
Also, in
in correcting
correcting an
an
answer, the
the student
student again
again receives
receives practice
practice in
in how
how to
to locate
locate an
an answer
answer and
and
answer,
how
how to
to phrase
phrase his
his answer
answer so
so that
that itit makes
makes sense,
sense, so
so that
that itit answers
answers the
the
question.
question.
When seeking
seeking help
help from
from the
the teacher
teacher on
on how
how to
to spell
spell aa word,
word, the
the student
student
When
must
must show
show evidence
evidence of
of having
having at
at least
least attempted
attempted itit on
on his
his own.
own. This
This isis one
one
way
way to
to build
build independence
independence in
in students
students who
who do
do not
not feel
feel adequate
adequate enough
enough to
to
work
work on
on their
their own.
own. Many
Many times
times they
they know
know but
but are
are not
not sure
sure of
of themselves.
themselves. By
By

(*
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tryingfirst,
first, they
theybegin
begin totoshoulder
shoulder some
some of
ofthe
theresponsibility
responsibility for
fortheir
their own
own
trying
work.
work.
There
great interest
students' inability
Thereisisgreat
interest atat present
present nationwide
nationwide on
onstudents'
inability totoget
get
things
things down
down on
onpaper,
paper,to
towrite
write aadecent
decent sentence,
sentence, to
tofill
fill out
outquestionnaires,
questionnaires,
etc. This
Thisevaluation
portion of
ofthe
the lesson
lesson forces
forces the
thestudent
studentto
dothese
these very
very
evaluation portion
to do
etc.
activities.
activities.
Here is
is an
an actual
actual lesson.
lesson.
Here
Presentfor
George 1l
AA Present
for George
George isis six
six years
years old
old today.
today. His
His
George
mother and
and father
father are
are giving
giving George
George aa
mother
birthday present.
present.
birthday
"You may
may have
have one
one of
of these
these little
little
"You
Father. "Pick
"Pick the
the one
one
white dogs," said Father.
you like the
the best.
best.""
you
George looked
looked at the three dogs.
dogs. He
He
George
decided
decided to
to take
take the white
white dog
dog that had
the black
black spot.
spot. He
He liked
likedthat
dog best.
best.
the
that dog

Thethree
paragraphs are
are studied
studied one
one at
at aa time.
time. At
At the
the end
end of
of the
the story
story
The
three paragraphs
the third
third step, Evaluation, is done. This slow-motion approach is recomrecom
mended for each paragraph.
Step 1:
1: Word Attack (Words
(Words are written on the board one
one at a time,
time,
by letter.
letter.))
sometimes letter by
Write
Write
George
George Why did I capitalize that? Yes, it is
is a name. You
say it. George.
George.
giving

We have the word
word give. (Writegive
(Write give on the board.) If I
want to add ING
ING to a word that ends in£,
in E, I take off the£
the E
and add ING. The new word isgiving.
is giving. You say it. Giving.
They aregiving
are giving George a present.
Present
Present
present
present A
A present
present is
is something
something aa person
person gives
gives to
to someone
someone
else.
What isis aa present?
present? When
When could
could you
you get
get aa present?
present?
else. What
Birthday?
good and
and warm
warm
Birthday? Christmas?
Christmas? Makes
Makes you
you feel
feel all
all good
inside,
inside, doesn't
doesn't it?
it? Why
Why do
do people
people give
give you
you aa present?
present? Yes,
Yes,
they
the words
words together.
together. Let's
Let's say
say them
them
they love
love you.
you. Let's
Let's allsay
all say the
again.
again. Good.
Good.
Step
Step 2:
2: Reading
Reading Listen
Listen while
while II read.
read. (Read
(Read the
the first
first paragraph.)
paragraph.) John,
John,
you
you read
read for
for us.
us. Remember
Remember to
to stop
stop at
at the
the periods,
periods, and
and remember
remember that
that your
your
1 Gates, Arthur
Arthur I.
I. and
and Celeste
Celeste C.
C. Peardon,
Peardon, Reading
ReadingExercises,
Exercises, Introductory
Introductory Level
LevelA,
A,
1Gates,
Teachers
TeachersCollege
College Press,
Press, Columbia
Columbia University,
University, 1963,
1963, Story
Story No.
No, 1.
1.

98-rh
98
-rh
voice
. . today."
voice goes
goes down
down when
when you
you stop.
stop. Like
Like this:
this: "George
"George ....
today." (Help
(Help the
the
student with
with words
words where
where needed,
needed, sometimes
sometimes telling
telling him
him the
the word
word and
and
student
other times
times helping
helping him
him to
to pronounce
pronounce the
the word.
word. Other
Other students
students may
may tell
tell
other
him the
the word
word if
if they
they wait
wait to
to give
give the
the student
studf'nt aa chance
chance beforethey
before they tell
tell him.)
him,)
him

Discussion:
Dis(ussion: How old is George? Who
Who are
arC' giving him a present?
prf'Sf'nt? Why are

they giving him a present? Find the sentence that tells when George's birth
birthday is.
is.
day
same procedure isused
is used as for Paragraph
Paragraph 1.)
Paragraph 2: (The sameprocedure
Words
may
may
little
little
best

Concepts
soundofAY
sound
of A Y

divide little
little little
lit-tie
divide
sound of each letter, blend sounds into whole word.

marks.
Reading: Discuss quotation marks.
What may George
George have?
have? Describe the dog. What is George
George
Questions: What
Questions:

supposed to do?
Paragraph 3
Words
looked
three
decided

, white
.white

Reading:
Reading:

Concepts
meaning of£D.
of ED.
andEE, blend into whole word
sound of THR and.EE,
Student uses
uses word in
Meaning of work, meaning of ED. Student
sentence.
sentence,
I, rule of vowel,
Sound of digraph WH,
WH, sound of vowel /,
consonant, final E.

how to
to tell
demonstrate on board.
Review how
tell a paragraph and demonstrate

Ask how many paragraphs in story.
Discussmeaning
dog.
Discuss
meaning of apostrophe in George's dog.

Discussion: How
How many dogs
dogs did George look at? Describe
Describe the dog that
Discussion:
he chose.
you suppose George did after he got his nice present?
chose. What do you
Have you
you ever
ever received
received a nice
nice present like
like that? How
How did you
you feel? What did
you do? Tell how the story
story ends.
Step
Step 3:
3: Evaluation Students answer
answer these
these questions,
questions, have
have their papers
checked, correct the errors. Each student knows
knows his symbol, and these can
change as he progresses.
• 1. How old is George today?
• 2.
2. How many dogs did George have to choose from?
tells who
who was
was giving George
George
0 3.
3. Copy the sentence that tells
the present.
4. Describe the dog that George chose.
0 4.
IIA 5.
5. Why did George choose the dog that he did?
• 6. What day is this?
two?
o0 7.7. Who isis talking in paragraph two?
IIA 8.
Find the
the word
word that
that means
means "made
"made up
up his
his mind."
mind."
8. Find

*
*
o
o

*
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9. How
How many
many spots did the dog have?
have?
IlA 9.

F 10. George
George chose
chose aa black
black dog with
with aa white
white spot.
spot.
** IlA 00 TT FlO.

11. What would
would be
be another good
good name
name for
for this
this story?
story?
IlA 11.
the time
time this
this lesson isis completed every student
student has
has 1)
1) read
read silently
By the
2) answered questions orally
orallyand
graphically, 3)
3) had aa chance to
to
and orally, 2)
and graphically,
recite (which remedial readers seldom have in
in other
other classes) and
and 4)
4) pracprac
ticed:
phonics
using punctuation rules
rules
using
phonics
syllabication
thinking
syllabication
endings
listening
meaning of endings
listening
recalling
how
how to
to add ING to
to EE word
word
recalling facts
facts
word
reading with
word meanings
meanings
with expression
howto
answer
spelling
to locate an answer
spelling
how
penmanship
making answers fit
fit the
the question
question
penmanship
making
writingin
completesentence
writing aa neat paper
writing
in complete
sentence
writing
has been an active
active participant throughout the lesson
lesson with
The student has
very little chance for his mind to wander or for him to sit and stare out of
the window.
window. He has been a part of the group but has received
received individual
instruction as
as well.
well. He has been given
given success
success because there was
was a model
which
immediately, and he was made to
correctly. He
which he
he copied
copiedimmediately,
to do his
his work
workcorrectly.
had often found his own errors and learned that as
as all errors must be
corrected,
corrected, it is
is better to try to do the best
best possible work
work and do it correctly
correctly
the first time.
Many of the remedial students do not care how
Many
how their papers look.
look. In
lessons they are encouraged to erase well,
well, to be neat, to remember
these lessons
that their teachers feel
feel good inside
inside when they see
see a nice paper, and "isn't it
fun to make your teachers feel
feel good inside?"
inside?" If the teacher feels
feels a student
has been reminded sufficiently, a messy paper is returned with the comment
way it is.
is. So
So often not enough isexpected
is expected of
that it will not be accepted the way
shown how to correct his work
work and given
given time, he
the remedial student. If shown
can do much
much better than many people realize. He should
should not be allowed to
can
know the feeling of what it is like to do
get by with messy work. He begins to know
a job well, even
even though it takes
takes a long time, and of being praised for his
efforts
efforts and accomplishments.
can
In summary, then, the lesson includes as many facets of reading as can
squeezed in; help is given
given at every step; the work is sequenced and
be squeezed
structured; certain demands
demands and expectations are
are made of the
the students and
they know what these are. Immediatefeedback,
Immediate feedback, modeling, how to do what
theyknow
is expected of them are all important aspects of the lesson. Progress and
is
to the students and much mention of
of this is made
improvement are visible to
to the entire class. Also, notes are sent backto
back to the classroom teachers telling
of
of this progress.
Remedial reading students have their own needs, and teaching them
calls for special approaches. The key words connected with these ap
approaches are easy to remember
remember as they all begin with the letter S. The
The
following
following list
list isnot
is not complete;
complete; perhaps you
you can
can add
add more.
more.
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Structure: Give concise, well-organized directions. Goals and procedures
Structure:
must be evident to the student. He must know what he is to do, what he
is not to do, and how he is to do it.
Simplicity:
Simpho'ty' Strip away all superfluous materials; keep the work on the most
basic. most necessary concepts.
basic,
Slow:
Slow: Do not move faster than the student can ingest (take in) or digest
(process).
Sample: Model for the student; show him what you want him to do, what
the paper should look like, etc.
Sameness:
Sameness: Do things
things the same way. This helps the student to be able to
beeause the procedures
concentrate on the materials and on new ideas because
are the same. Or use the same materials if you are trying to teach new
procedures. The remedial student is not so lost if he has some
"sameness" to
to hold
hold on
on to.
to.
Start: Remedial students do not always have self-starters, so they need help
help
Start:
to begin their work.
work.
Stay: Stay with a concept until the student has mastered it. Repeat, recyle,
reeyle,
Stay:
practice. In other words: overteach.
Speak: Get the student to express the concept in his own words, then it will
Speak:
be his
his own.
own.
be
Smile: Keep your
your cool; keep your sense of humor; treat the student kindly;
are often
let him know you like him; build good rapport. These students are
with and can use a good
a bundle of emotions to begin with
good friend.
Strengthen:
Strengthen: Give the student opportunities to practice his new skill and
knowledge in various mediums and to apply them often.
often.
Support: Encourage, praise, appreciate, help him over the rough spots,
Support:
work with him. Give recognition when he succeeds; ask how he did it.
Specific: Leave no doubt in the student's mind
mind what it is
is you are speaking
Specific:
Specific terms are preferred over general terms.
of. Specific

Think of the S list as you plan your work with the remedial student, and
you can be sure you're leaving no stone unturned in your efforts to help him
learn
learn to
to read.
read.
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Andrew
Andrew D.
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Wolvin
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OFMARYLAND
MARYLAND

The need
need for
for training
training in
in listening
listening isis aa problem
problem which
which has
has baffled
baffled
The
educators
educators for
for years.
years. Studies
Studies demonstrate
demonstrate the
the tremendous
tremendous amount
amount of
of time
time
that
that we
we spend
spend in
in listening
listening within
within our
our communication
communication time.
time. Paul
Paul T.
T.
Rankin's
Rankin's classic
classic study
study gave
gave us
us some
some working
working percentages,
percentages, percentages
percentages which
which
have
other, more
have held
held up
upin
inother,
more recent,
recent, research
research projects.
projects. Through
Through his
his analysis,
analysis,
Rankin
Rankin discovered
discovered that
that we
we spend 75%
75% of our time
time in
in oral
oral communication.
communication.
Of that
that time,
time, approximately
approximately 45%
45% isisspent
in listening
listening and
and 30% of
of our
our time
time
Of
spent in
in speaking.
speaking.1l
in
Despite the
the evidence that
that we do
do so
so much
much listening, our
our educational
not kept pace with training effective listeners. A
A study of
of the
the
system has not
language arts
arts curriculum of
of almost any school system would reveal aa
decided emphasis on
on training in
in writing and
and reading, the
the least used
communication skills. If aa student is fortunate, he will be
be required or
or
to take a semester of speech training in senior high school. But
encouraged to
But
our speech
the course undoubtedly will emphasize speaker skills. Much of ourspeech
A person
curriculum, it seems, assumes a transfer into listening skills. A
in speech organization, for example, is expected to
to recognize
trained in
to which he
he is listening. Listening training,
structural elements in messages to
as a result, is frequently bypassed.
bypassed.
The problem is not restricted tothe
to the sphere ofelementary
of elementary andsecondary
and secondary
Theproblem
education. Communication programs in higher education offer little in the
material may be included in the
way of listening training as well. Some material
basic speech course, and the Reading and Study Skills Center frequently
offers tips on note-taking. A few progressive departments may even offer a
full
in listening,
listening, especially
especially popular
popular for
for future
future teachers
teachers and
and trainers
trainers in
in
full course
course in
various
various communication
communication fields.
fields.
the need
need for
for listening
listening training
training continues.
continues. A
A recent
recent Con
ConMeanwhile, the
Meanwhile,
on Career
Career Education,
Education, for
for example,
example, offered
offered some
some eloquent
eloquent pleas
pleas
ference on
ference
of business
business and
and industry
industry careers
careers for
for Speech
Speech Com
Comfrom representatives
representatives of
from
munication programs
programs to
to build
build in
in listening
listening competencies.
competencies. Give
Give us
us aa person
person
munication
who can
can listen,
listen, they
they asserted,
asserted, and
and we'll
we'll train
train him
him for
for the
the specific
specific job
job skills.2
skills. 2
who
Paul T.
T. Rankin,
Rankin, "Measurement
"Measurement of
of the
the Ability
Ability to
to Understand
Understand Spoken
Spoken Language,"
Language,"
1Paul
I

(unpublished Ph.D.
Ph.D. dissertation,
dissertation, University
UniversityofMichigan,
of Michigan, 1926),
1926), pp.
pp. 77-96.
77-96. Other
Otherstudies
studies
(unpublished

which
which support
support this
this position
position include
include Donald
Donald Bird,
Bird, "Are
"Are You
You Listening?"
Listening?" OFFICE
OFFICE
EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE (April,
(April, 1955),
1955), pp.
pp. 18-19,
18-19, and
and Lila
Lila Breiter,
Breiter, "Research
"Research inListening
in Listening and
and Its
Its
Importance
ImportancetoLiterature,"
to Literature," unpublished
unpublishedM.A.
M.A. thesis,
thesis, (Brooklyn
(BrooklynCollege,
College, 1957).
1957).

2 See CAREER
CAREER COMMUNICATION:
COMMUNICATION: DIRECTIONS
DIRECTIONS FOR
FOR THE
THE SEVENTIES
SEVENTIES
2See
(Speech
(SpeechCommunication
CommunicationAssociation,
Association, 1972).
1972).
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On the
the whole,
whole, however,
however, despite
despite the
the strong
strong need
need for
for training
training listeners,
listeners, we
we
On

are
are not
not responding
responding too
too readily
readily to
to curriculum
curriculum development
development in
in the
the area.
area. This
This
neglect of
of listening
listening training
training may
may not
not be
be just
just an
an oversight.
oversight. We
We really
really have
have
neglect
not reached
reached aa level
level of
of maturity
maturity or
or sophistication
sophistication in
in listening
listening pedagogy.
pedagogy.
not

One
Om' of
of the
tht' problems
prohlf'ms in
in listening
listf'ning training
training isthat
is that we
we havenot
have not developed
developed aa
operational concept
concept of
of the
the listening
listening process.
process. We
We can
can guess
guess
very definitive
definitive operational
very
that
that listening
listening goes
goes beyond
beyond hearing
hearing into
into stages
stages of
of meaning
meaning assignment,
assignment,
evaluation,
evaluation, retention,
retention, and
and response.3
response. 3 But
But wehave
we have not
not developed
developed tests
tests which
which
can isolate
isolate the
the process
process from
from the
the many
many variables
variables which,
which, of
of necessity,
necessity, come
come
can
into play. Back
Back in
in 1948,
1948, Nichols identified
identified some
some of
of those
those variables
variables in
in the
the
into
process which influence listening. His research pointed to such factors as
age, sex, intelligence, reading comprehension, background, educational
process.·
influences, etc., as operating on the listener during the listening process.4
have come
come to regard the
the influences
Since Nichols'
Nichols' monumental research, we have
Since

of selective perception and attention as very integral to the listening
process. 5
process.5
The process of listening, then, involves a wide range of factors which
have not
not been
been isolated. These
These factors,
factors, of
of course,
course, greatly hamper our
have
ability to test
test listening
listening abilities. When
When an individual's performance on a
ability
test is
is inextricably bound up with his vocabulary level, etc., it is
is
listening test
difficult to place much relianceon
reliance on the test
test data.6
data. 6 Unfortunately, weseemto
we seem to
difficult
impasse on test
test development. Since the variables are so
so over
overbe at an impasse
g~t discouraged and abandon efforts
efforts to
whelming, potential researchers get
tests. This abandonment seems
seems to be a
build more reliable listening tests.
phenomenon of the
the early 1960's. Not
much test research has
has been un
unNot much
dertaken since Lundsteen's efforts in 1963.
1963.77
testing has scared off potential listening
listening
The lack of reliable
reliable testing
pedagogues. We voice the
the need for listening training, but
but we avoid
curriculum
curriculum development because listening, as
as aa communication skill, isis so
so
difffcult
difficult to pin down.
Such
Such aa position, however, will never get
get us
us anywhere! Where
Where we concon33See,
See, for
for example, Larry L.
L. Barker, LISTENING BEHAVIOR (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1971), chapter 2.
2.
44Ralph
Ralph G.
G. Nichols,
Nichols, "Factors
"Factors Accounting
Accounting for
for Differences
Differences in
in Comprehension
Comprehension of
of
Materials
Materials Presented Orally
Orally in
in the
the Classroom,"
Classroom," (unpublished Ph.D.
Ph.D. dissertation, Iowa
Iowa
State University, 1948), pp. 89-93.

55See,
See, for
for example,
example, Carl
Carl H.
H. Weaver,
Weaver, HUMAN
HUMAN LISTENING
LISTENING (Indianapolis:
(Indianapolis: BobbsBobbsCo., 1972),
Merrill
MerrillCo.,
1972), chapter
chapter 2.
2.

for example,
example, E.
E. F.
F. Lindquist,
Lindquist, "Listening
"Listening Comprehension,"
Comprehension," and
and Irving
Irving Lorge,
Lorge,
66See,
See, for
"Listening
•Listening Comprehension,"
Comprehension," THE
THE FIFTH
FIFTH MENTAL
MENTAL MEASUREMENTS
MEASUREMENTS YEARBOOK,
YEARBOOK,
ed. Oscar
Oscar K.
K. Buros
Buros(N.J.:
(N.J.: Gryphon
Gryphon Press,
Press, 1959),
1959), pp.
pp. 650-655;
650-655; and
and Harold
Harold M.
M. Anderson
Anderson
ed.
and Robert
Robert J.J. Baldauf.
Baldauf, "A
"A Study
Study of
of aa Measure
Measure of
of Listening,"
Listening," JOURNAL
JOURNAL OF
OF
and
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
RESEARCH (December,
(December, 1963),
1963), pp.
pp. 197-200.
197-200.
EDUCATIONAL
77Sara
Sara W.
W. Lundsteen,
Lundsteen, "Teaching
"Teaching Ability
Ability in
in Critical
Critical Listening
Listening in
in the
the Fifth
Fifth and
and Sixth
Sixth
Grades,"
Grades," (unpublished
(unpublished Ph.D.
Ph.D. dissertation,
dissertation, University
University of
ofCalifornia,
California, 1963).
1963).
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tinue to
to work
work on
on testing
testing designs
designs and
and procedures,
procedures, itit makes
makes sense
sense to
to continue
continue
tinue
with
with some
some efforts
efforts at
at instructional
instructional strategies.
strategies. At
At this
this point,
point, the
the most
most viable
viable
objective
objective of
of current
current listening
listening training
training isis the
the development
development of
of listening
listening
behavior
awareness.
awareness. If
If aa student
student can
can understand
understand something
something about
about listening
listeningbehavior
and, then,
then, something
something about
about his
his own
own responses
responses within
within that
that construct,
construct, he
he can
can
and,
build toward
toward greater
greater effectiveness
effectiveness as
as aa listener.
listener.
build
Essentially,
Essentially, we
we can
can teach
teach students
studentsabout
about listening
listeningbehavior
behavior in
in an
an effort
effort
to heighten
heighten their awareness
awarenessof
the listening
listening process.
process.
to
of the
One
One strategy for
for heightening listening
listening awareness
awareness isis for
for each student to
develop aa listening
listening journal.
journal. The
The listening
listening journal
journal can
can be
be aa log
logof
listening
develop
of listening
experiences of
of various levels. Students are
are asked to
to record the
the experience,
identifying it
it by
by type, and
and to
to analyze their
their behaviors as
as listeners during
during the
the
experience. It
It isis effective to
to stress aa variety of
of listening experiences, giving
the
the students exposure to
to disciplined listening in
in appreciative,
critical, and therapeutic levels.
discriminative, comprehensive, critical,
is important,
important, however, to
to emphasize the
the need
need for
for concentrating on
on an
It is
analysis of the
the listening response rather
rather than on aa description of the
A description, of course, would provide the
the student
student only with
with aa
situation. A
diary, a log,
log, rather than a meaningful
meaningful journal which
which constitutes
constitutes a real
diary,
learning experience.
Some excerpts
excerpts from
from journals
journals completed by
by some of my
my adult listening
listening
kinds of recorded analyses students can make in
students can illustrate the kinds
their
journal entry
be
their own listening awareness program. The first journal
entry ought
ought to
to be
objectives which a student sets
sets out for himself as the
the personal goals or objectives
for his
his awareness program.
program. Onestudent
One student developed these objectives for
basis for
her personal listening improvement:
1. To fully analyze my listening disabilities.
disabilities.
assume a listeningattitude.
listening attitude.
2. To develop the ability to habitually assumea
improve skills in different
3. To develop the ability to set goals and improve
listening situations.
develop the ability to organize
organize what is being said (main ideas,
4. To develop
and sequences), in order to facilitate
facilitate the
the recall of
important details, and
the
the message.
message.
ability to keep an open mind (even though I dislike the
5. To develop the ability
disagree with his philosophies or his position).
speaker, and disagreewith
and give
give my full at
at6. To develop the ability to stop what I am doing and
tention to others whenthey
when they are speakingto
speaking to me, particularly my family.
fully on what others are saying,
saying,
7. To develop the ability to concentrate fully
without
without letting
letting my
my mind
mind wander.
wander.
8. To
To develop
develop the
the ability
ability to
to reserve
reserve judgment
judgment of
of aa speaker
speaker and
and his
his
8.
message
message until
until II have
have listened
listened to
to what
what he
he has
has to
to say.
say.
9. To
9.
To develop
develop the
the responsibility
responsibility of
of providing
providing appropriate
appropriate feedback
feedback to
to the
the
speaker,
speaker, so
so that
that he
he will
will know
know if
if and
and howhis
how his message
message isbeing
is being received.
received.
10.
To develop
develop the
the ability
ability to
to listen
listen to
to aa speakereven
speaker even though
though hisdelivery
his delivery is
is
10. To
poor.
poor.
To develop
develop the
the ability
ability to
to listen
listen to
to material
material that
that is
is dull
dull and
and unin
unin11. To
11.
teresting
teresting to
to me.
me.
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12. To
To develop
develop the
the ability
ability to
to make
make inferences
inferences and
and draw
draw conclusions.
conclusions.
12.
To gain
gain some
some understanding
understanding of
of the
the listening
listening process.
process.
13. To
13.
These kinds
kinds of
of objectives,
objectives, then,
then, provide
provide the
the basis
basis for
for structuring
structuring the
the
These
kinds of
of listening
listening experiences.
experiences.
kinds
Onf' type
typf' of
One
of listening
listf'ning experience
f'xpf'rlf'nce which
which students
students can
can analyze
analyze is
is ap
appreciative
preciative listening,
listening, listening
listening which
which emphasizes
emphasizes enjoyment
enjoyment or
or sensory
sensory
impressions. In
In this
this level
level of
of listening,
listening, onecan
one can listen
listen forsuchelements
for such elements asthe
as the
impressions.
beauty or
or impact
impact of
of aa speaker's
speaker's style,
style, the
the impressions
impressions frommusic,
from music, or
or images
images
beauty
from literature
literature presented
presented orally.
orally. One
One student
student described
described an
an appreciative
appreciative
from
listening experience
experience as
as she
she listened
listened to
to "sounds
"sounds around
around us:"
us:"
listening

"Living close to
to the park, my husband and I decided to take a
through it. It
It was a beautiful autumn
autumn morning and, without
walk through
really thinking about listening, I became
became aware
aware of all the sounds
really
around us. As we walked,
walked, we could hear a conglomeration of
of
sounds. It
It reminded me of
of hundreds of
of birds flying over us. Dorothy
sounds.

Wordsworth in her journals would write of all the things she would
with her brother through miles of woods
see and hear as she walked with

and countryside. I wanted to take in everything I could so that later
I, too, could remember that beautiful autumn day. I listened
listened to the
and could
could almost hear the forsythia whispering to the trees.
leaves and
was the influence
influence of an eighteenth century poetry course
course
Perhaps it was

on Blake and Wordsworth which kept reminding me of a com
communion with nature and man. Whatever, the day was filled with

sights
sights and sounds
sounds that I can remember and feel
feel now.
now. Specifically, as
as
we walked, I can remember the sounds of our footsteps as if we were
intruding on this
this lovely setting.
setting. It was as
as if we
we dared to speak,
speak, the
mood would be lost-nature
lost —nature couldn't be heard. Strangely, as more
people
people entered the park,
park, man seemed to
to become dominant
dominant over
over
nature and the sounds
sounds changed. Children, dogs,
dogs, and cars changed
the entire experience
afternoon in the park.
experience into aa beautiful Sunday
Sundayafternoon
The change
the sounds
change wasn't
wasn't annoying, but the
the difference
difference between
betweenthe
sounds
of nature and the sounds of civilization were evident. I left the park
feeling that I could
could listen
listen appreciatively."
Another student described aa listening experience at aa Readers Theatre
production.
on some old
production. The production
production was based
basedon
old radio
radio scripts, and
and itit was
staged
in aa studio
complete with
staged as
as ifif the readers
readers were
werein
studio-—complete
with sound
sound effects!

"This production
production was
was very
very enjoyable
enjoyable and
and really
really activated
activated the
the
"This
audience's
audience's listening
listening ability.
ability. The
The stage
stage was
was divided
divided in half
half with
with one
one
side having
having aa radio
radio listener
listener and
and the
the other
other side
side having
having the
the radio
radio
side
broadcasters.
broadcasters. The
The lighting
lighting emphasized
emphasized the
the broadcasters
broadcasters more
more than
than
the radio
radio listener.
listener. II think
think this
this took
took away
away from
from the
the listening
listening exex
the
perience
perience because
because of
of the
the visual
visual contact.
contact.
"Their
"Their methods
methods for
for sound
sound effects
effects were
were very
very interesting
interesting and
and added
added to
to the
the
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realism.
realism. By
By watching
watching the
the ubjects
objects used
used for
for different
different sounds,
sounds, the
the visual
visual
contactagain
againtook
awayfrom
fromthe
thelistening
listeningexperience,
experience, however.
however.
contact
took away

"It was
was interesting
interesting toto speculate
speculate on
on how
how dependent
dependent people
people were
were on
on
"It
listening
listening for
for their
their entertainment
entertainment ininthe
thepast.
past. Today,
Today, with
with more
more television
television
than
than radio
radio emphasis
emphasis inin the
the home,
home, we
we don't
don't have
have the
the appreciative
appreciative listening
listening
fitness required
requiredof
ofpeople
peoplein
inthe
the 1930's
1930'sand
and 1940's."
1940's."
fitness

Listening for
for discrimination
discrimination gets
gets into
into the
the whole
whole area
area of
of auditory
auditory
Listening
discrimination,
discrimination, aa very
very important
important first
first step
step in
inearly
early childhood
childhood education.
education. ItIt
isis interesting
interesting to
to become
become aware,
aware, however,
however, of
of how
how much
much discriminative
discriminative
listening
listening we
we do
do as
as adults.
adults. One
One mother
mother described
described her
her need
need to
to listen
listen with
with
discrimination:
discrimination:
"I
discriminative listening
"Idid
did aa great
great deal
deal of
ofdiscriminative
listening today.
today. My
My daughter
daughter
isis sick,
sick, and
and II find
find myself
myself listening
listening intently
intently for
for her
her while
while screening
screening out
out
other
other unimportant
unimportant sounds. II hadn't
hadn't realized how
how much
discriminative listening II do as
as aa mother."
discriminative
Comprehensive listening~listening
listening-listening for understanding~probably
understanding—probably is the
the
most
most "teachable,"
"teachable," because
because we
we can
can get
get at
at some
some measures
measures through
through testing
testing
programs. Consequently, many listening programs, especially those
prepared for the commercial market, are designed solely for comprehensive
and
listening. Such factors as listening for main ideas, following directions, and
sequencing are
are part
part of
of effective comprehensive listening. Typically, we
comemphasize public communication situations when dealing with com
some of
prehensive listening (how to take notes, etc.). One student discussed someof
theproblems
the problems incomprehensive
in comprehensive listening in a lecture setting:

"This evening in my Marketing class, I did not think I could

learn anything.
anything. II had stayed
stayed awake for
for thirty-four hours and
that, in order to gain
thought I would fall asleep in class. I decided that,
anything from
from the
the class,
class, II would
would have
have to
to focus
focus my
my attention
attention com
comanything
pletely
on the
the lecture
lecture and
and not
not let
let my
my mind
mind wander.
wander. II concentrated
concentrated
pletely on
on main
main ideas
ideas only.
only. Prior
Prior to
to this,
this, II had
had taken
taken notes
notes on
on key
key phrases
phrases
on
and
and ideas.
ideas. II found
found that
that my
my attention
attention span
span was
was greaterbecause
greater because II was
was
actually
actually listening
listening to
to what
what the
the professor
professor was
was saying.
saying. II wasn't
wasn't writing
writing
as
as much
much as
as usual,
usual, but
but II seemed
seemed to
to beunderstanding
be understanding more.
more. Usually
Usually

(and
(and unfortunately)
unfortunately) the
the notes
notes that
that II take
take in
in class
class depend
depend upon
upon the
the
type
type ofexam
of exam tobegiven
to be given at
at theendofthesemester.
the end of the semester. In
In this
this particular
particular
class,
class, exams
exams are
are very
very general
general essays.
essays. It
It seems
seems as
as though
though com
comprehensive
prehensive listening
listening isis well
well suited
suited to
to these
these kinds
kinds of
of tests.
tests. And
And my
my
understanding
understandingof
ofthe
thesubject
subject isheightened."
is heightened."
Comprehensive listening
listening isis just
just asas difficult
difficult in
in an
an interpersonal
interpersonal com
comComprehensive

munication
municationsituation,
situation, asthis
as thisjournalentry
journal entryillustrates:
illustrates:
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"I went
went to
to speak
speak to
to the
the Budget
Budget Office
Office chief
chief today
today about
about
presenting
presenting aa basic
basic course
course on
on the
the budget
budget process
process in
in the
the agency.
agency. II was
was
dealing
dealing with
with aa subject
subject about
about which
which II knew
knew very
very little,
little, and
and II probaoly
probaoly
don't
don't care
care to
to knowvery
know vcr)' much.
much. II found
found the
the listeningsituation
listf'ning situation to
to be
be aa
lilli'
kt'pt (atchiug
t ;tlthillg myself
myself wandering
wandering from
from the
the con
con
difficult <>nc
difficult
TT kepi
had to
to go
go back
back and
and make
make sure
sure II had
had caught
caught
versation. Several
Several times
times II had
versation.
the gist
gist of
of what
what was
was being
being said.
said. II have
have aa long-running
long-running battle
battle to
to listen
listen
the
to
anything that
that involves
involves figures
figures because
because II find
find the
the subject
subject matter
matter
to anything

difficult
difficult to
to deal
deal with.
with. This
This only
only further
further added
added to
to my
my difficulties
difficulties in
in

listening
listening accurately.
accurately. II guess
guess II wasn't
wasn't toosuccessful
too successful in
in listening,
listening, since
since
II had
had to
to go
go back
back in
in and
and ask
ask many
many of
of the
the questions
questions II should
should have
have
asked the
the first
first time."
time."
asked

Critical listening skills, ofcourse,
of course, apply to interpersonal communication
to mass
mass media. One recent student found house
housesituations as well as to
test of critical listening capabilities:
hunting to be a real testofcritical
"We had the day offfrom
off from work, sowewent
so we went house-hunting. I was
was

an extremely critical listener. I know Barker says you shouldn't only
listen for facts,
facts, but that was all I wanted to hear in this situation. My
listen
estimation
estimation of the credibility of house salesmen isnot
is not very high,
high, and I
tend
tend to
to question everything that they say. I was so busy thinking of
the questions that
that I wanted to ask, that I failed to listen very
all the
what the man's answers were.
carefully to what

"An
"An additional problem arose
arose when I reacted
reacted to
to an emotionally
laden word. The salesman called me "the little woman of the
house."
house." I became
became so
so wrapped
wrapped up in
in his use of that term
term to apply
apply to
to
me-a
me —a six foot tall woman who didn't even own a house-that
house —that I
completely stopped
stopped listening for
for aa few minutes.
minutes.
"Even after I had cooled off a little, I found it difficult to listen to
the
the man
man objectively. Near
Near the
the end
end of
of the
the conversation, II began
began to
to
interest in
in the
the whole thing,
thing, especially after
after he
he quoted
quoted aa price
price of
lose interest
$60,000.
$60,000. If
If II had
had kept
kept aa more
more open
open mind,
mind, II might
might have
have picked
picked up
up
some
some information
information that
that would
would have
have been
been useful
useful in
in looking
looking at
at other
other
homes."
homes."

It isis obvious
obvious that
that there
there isis tremendous
tremendous value
value in
in an
an awareness
awareness program
program in
in
It
critical listening,
listening, particularly
particularly as
aswe
we are
are bombarded
bombarded with
with persuasive
persuasive stimuli
stimuli
critical
every day.
day. Understanding
Understanding the
the nature
nature of
of the
thestrategy
strategy can
canaid
aidthe
thelistener
listener in
in
every
his
his decision
decision about
about the
the persuasive
persuasive message.
message.
Anothervery
very real
real social
social need
needisisfor
for awareness
awareness in
inwhat
whatmight
mightbe
be termed
termed
Another
"therapeutic" listening-listening
listening-listening to
to provide
provide the
the speaker
speaker with
with aa "sounding
"sounding
"therapeutic"
board"for
for his
hisproblems.
problems. Rather
Ratherthan
than practice
practice amateur
amateurpsychology,
psychology, aagood
good
board"
operates to
to provide
provide the
the kinds
kinds of
of responses
responses that
that enen
therapeutic
therapeutic listener
listener operates
courage the
the speaker
speaker to
to continue.
continue. Ideally,
Ideally, talking
talking through
through aa problem
problemcan
can
courage
enable
enable the
the speaker
speaker to
tosolve
solve itit himself.
himself.
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The
Theneed
need for
for awareness
awareness inintherapeutic
therapeuticlistening
listeningisispervasive.
pervasive. AArecent
recent
San
San Francisco
Francisco organization
organization has
has been
been established
established totoprovide
provide listeners
listeners for
for
people
people who
who have
have no
no one
one who
who will
will listen
listen toto them.
them. The
The popularity
popularity ofofteletele
phone"Hotlines"
"Hotlines"isisfurther
furtherevidence
evidenceof
ofthis
thisneed.
need.
phone
The need
need was
was demonstrated
demonstratedby
byone
oneteacher
teacherwho
whodescribed
described how
howmuch
much
The
she isis called
called upon
upon toto function
function asas aatherapeutic
therapeutic listener
listener during
during her
her daily
daily
she
routines:
routines:

"I find
find that
that one
one ofof my
my strong
strong points
points isis that
that ofofbeing
being aa good
good
"I
sounding board
board for
for others.
others. AAday
day doesn't
doesn't go
go by
by that
thatsomeone
someone hasn't
hasn't
sounding
come totome
meto
to talk
talkabout
about something
something that
that isispreying
preying on
onhis
his mind
mindor
or
come
about aa problem.
problem. It's
It'snot
notnecessarily
necessarily that
that they'v~
they've come
come totomeso
that
about
me so that
might help
help them,
them, but
but that
that II will
willlisten.
listen.
II might
"Each and
and every
every day
day of
of the
the week,
week, II will
will have
have children
children either
either in
in
"Each
my class
class this
this year
year or
orin
classes from
from years
years before
before who
who will
will come
come up
up toto
my
in classes
'talk.' Their
Their 'talk'
'talk' ranges
ranges from
from everything
everything from
from family
family to
to friends
friends to
to
'talk.'
boy or
or girl
girl friends
friends to
toquestions
and concerns
concerns about
about sex.
sex. Many
Many would
would
boy
questions and
gladly give
give up
uptheir
recess time
time ififthey
could come
come up
up and
and talk
talk to
tome.
gladly
their recess
they could
me.
For this
this reason,
reason, II set
set up
up aa 'conference
'conference time'
time' with
with each
each child
child during
during
For
the week.
week. During
During that
that time,
time, we
we may
may not
not be
be disturbed
disturbed by
by anyone,
anyone,
the
except in
in an
an emergency.
emergency.
except

"In conference time, the children may tell me anything they
wish. If they have a particular 'gripe,'this
'gripe,' this isthe
is the time to
to talkabout
talk about it.
are hesitant at first and must first build up a trust. Once this
Some are

trust is
is established, they
they are very open and the 'conference time' is
to know
up before we know it. This is an excellent time to get to
children's reactions and feelings about things. It has helped my class
to
be a
a very
very unified
unified group
group and
and has
has prevented
prevented many
many problems
problems that
that
to be

could
could have
have come
come up
up in
in thecourse
the course oftheyear.
of the year.

"Children
"Children respond
respond very
very favorably
favorably when
when they
they find
find that
that their
their ideas
ideas
have
been received.
received. There
There isis an
an inner
inner pride
pride that
that no
no one
one can
can take
take
have been
from
from them.
them. It
It isis surprising
surprising how
how good
good many
many children's
children's ideas
ideas are,
are, ifwe
if we
would
just take
take the
the time
time to
to listen.
listen.
wouldjust
"Because my
my principal
principal and
and II are
are friends,
friends, itit is
is not
not uncommonfor
uncommon for
"Because

him
him to
to call
call me
me up
up to
to his
his office
office before
before or
or afterschool
after school to
to discuss
discusssome
some

school
matter. As
As itusually
it usually turns
turns out,
out, II listen
listen to
to what
what he
he has
has to
tosay,
say,
school matter.

and
and he
he figures
figures out
out aasolution
solutionwhile
whilehe
heisistalking
talkingto
tome.
me. I've
I'veeven
evenbeen
been

known
known toto go
go in
in and
and come
come out
out again
again without
withoutsaying
sayingaa word,
word, and
and yet
yet

hesaid
he saidthat
thatheenjoyed
he enjoyedhaving
havingaalittle
littletalk
talkwith
withme.
me.

"Parents
"Parents come
come in
in to
to discuss
discuss their
their children
children and
and to
to tell
tell me
me
somethingthat
that may
may help
helpme
me to
toknow
knowtheir
theirchild
childaalittle
littlebetter.
better. ItItisis
something
notuncommon
uncommonfor
forme
metotohear
hearmore
moreinformation
informationthan
thanthey
theyintended
intended
not
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to
to say,
say, much
much of
ofwhich
which does
does not
not even
even pertain
pertain to
to theirchild.
their child. Many
Many are
are
hungry for
for someone
someone to
to listen
listen to
to them.
them.
hungry
"I
"I have
have several
several close
close friends
friends in
in whom
whom I1confide
confid(' and
and who,
who, in
in turn,
turn,
confide
confide in
ill me.
lilt', Sometimes,
SOIllt't iIllt's, one
one of
of them
them will
will call
call to
to tell
tell me
mt' of
of an
an
especially
especially good
good time
time he
he had
had doing
doing something;
something; other
other times,
times, one
one of
of
them may
may call
call to
to talk
talk out
out aa problem;
problem; other
other times,
times, it
it isis just
just to
to tell
tell of
of
them
the day's
day's events.
events.
the

"I
"I have
have found
found that
that II should
should be
be expected
expected to
to accept
accept the
the respon
responfeedsibility of listening with an open mind and of giving positive feed
back and
and reinforcement
reinforcement to
to the
the person
person who
who is
is talking
talking only
only when
when II
back

deem it is necessary. It issurprising
is surprising to me how manyof
many of the people I
listen to solve their own problems just by talking them out to a
sounding board."
board."

Recording listening experiences such asthese
as these provides an excellent basis
for a complete self-improvement program through enhanced selfawareness. The success of the project, however, depends upon the student's
student's
determination of honest, thorough objectives for himself
himself at the outset.
Obviously, self-motivation must
must be built
built into
into the project. It is
is important,
important,
also, to establish the program for
for many levels of listening, to
to broaden
broaden the
individual student's
student's listening experiences. Otherwise, the student
student maywell
may well
focus just
just on comprehensive listening in the
the classroom setting.
After
After the student has recorded these kinds of experiences for the
is aa useful concluding project
project to
to have
havehim
write aa self-analysis of
semester, it is
him write
his listening behavior, identifying his
his strengths and weaknesses for
for his
his own
reference. Since
Since he
he has
has set
set out his
his objectives initially,
initially, these
these objectives
future reference.
can serve as the basic criteria for the self-evaluation.
to the
the value of
of this
this type of
of self-awareness listening
Students testify to
program. ItIt gives
gives them
them an
an excellent
excellent opportunity
opportunity to
to understand
understand their
their own
own
program.
and to
to apply their
their understanding to
to their
their actual
actuallistening
listening
listening responses and
situations. In
his journal,
In concluding
concludinghis
journal, one
one student
student identified these
these benefits
in
in his
his self-analysis:
self-analysis:
"Recording
"Recording listening
listening experiences
experiences has
has been
been aa great
great help
help to
to me.
me. II
find
find now
now that
that when
when faced
faced with
with aa difficult
difficult listening
listening task,
task, rather
rather than
than
turning away,
away, II will
will try
try and
and apply
applyaa listening
listening technique
technique appropriate
appropriate
turning
to that
that experience.
experience. II believe
believe listening
listeningcan
be taught,
taught, for
for itit has
has taught
taught
to
can be
me, but
but more
more significant,
significant, perhaps,
perhaps, isis that
that once
once listening
listening has
has been
been
me,
taught, the
the frustration
frustration which
which follows
follows isis the
the realization
realization that
that very
veryfew
few
taught,
people do
do listen.
listen. ItIt will
will take,
take, I'm
I'm sure,
sure, aa lifetime
lifetime to
to perfect
perfect my
my
people
listening skills,
skills, but
but each
each day
day II become
becomemore
more aware,
aware, as
as II listen,
listen, that
that
listening
the
the majority
majority of
of people
people in
in everyday
everyday social
social situations
situations aren't
aren't really
really
listeningat
at all
all and
and probably
probablydon't
don't engage
engage in
in other
other more
morediverse
diverse and
and
listening
difficult
difficult listening
listening situations.
situations.
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"As the
the source
source in
in aa listening
listening situation,
situation, II have
have realized
realized the
the imim
"As
portance
of sending
direct, concise
portanceof
sendingdirect,
concise messages
messages to
tomake
makecomprehension
comprehension
easier.
easier. II am,
am, in
in short,
short, more
more polite
polite and
and considerate
considerate toward
toward the
the
receiver
receiver because
because itit isisoften
often II who
who am
amin
in his
his situation.
situation. For
For example,
example,
when giving
giving directions
directions toto an
an employee,
employee, II speak
speak slowly
slowly and
andsimply,
simply,
when
always looking
looking for
for signals
signals of
ofunderstanding.
understanding. II have
have found
found this
this very
very
always
successful.
successful.
"I
way to
"I feel
feel that,
that, though
thoughII have
have aa very
very long
longway
togo
gobefore
before II become
become
good listener,
listener, II am
amat
at least
least aware
aware of
ofthe
fundamental processes
processes and
and
aagood
the fundamental
will practice
practice what
what II know
know and
and try
trytomake
as many
many others
others as
as possible
possible
will
to make as
aware of
of the
the importance
importance of
of listening."
listening."
aware
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Introductory Remarks:
Remarks:
Introductory
The
The teaching
teaching of reading and
and writing can
can be approached
approached from various
angles, and with varying degrees of emphasis. Teaching reading and
writing to primary school children is not the same as teaching reading and
writing to illiterate adults, minimally literate adults, secondary and college
students, and university students. True, certain fundamental principles
principles
have to be
be observed
observed in
in all these teaching-learning situations but there
there are
learn and
and so forth, which have to be
basic differences in aims, in ability to learn
reading and writing will
will
taken into account. In this article, the teaching of reading
be discussed with particular reference to the achievement of functional
literacy.
William Gray
Gray has correctlystated
correctly stated that "a person
person is
is functionally literate
when he has acquired the knowledge and skills in reading and writingwhich
writing which
whenhe
engage effectively in all
all those activities in which
which literacy is
is
enable him to engage
his culture
culture or group"
group" (The Teaching of Reading and
and
normally assumed in his
Writing, Unesco 1969 p.
p. 24). One
One might
might be tempted
tempted to
to ask
ask what
what those
these are well summed up by
Malmquist in
activities are. In my
my view, these
by Eve Malmquist
the following statement:
If we
we want
want to conquer
conquer poverty, hunger,
hunger, and disease in the
the world, we
we
have to
to conquer
conquer illiteracy first. Illiteracy isis the
the most serious handicap for
for
economic, political, social and individual development that we
we know. In
fact,
fact, illiteracy
illiteracy isis becoming more
more generally recognized as
as the
the most
most
irreconcilable
irreconcilable hindrance to development
development and progress everywhere in the
the
world
world and furthermore, as
as aa grave
grave block
block to
to international understanding
and cooperation. (E.
(E. Malmquist:
Malmquist: Reading: A
A Human
Human Right
Right and
and A
A Human
Human
Problem IRA 1968 p. 3)
3)
In brief,
brief, aa functionally
functionally literate person
person isis aa person
person who
who does
does not
not merely
merely
know how to read and write, but is
is able to use
use this knowledge effectively in
understanding
understanding or
or coping
coping with
with the
the basic
basic issues (economic,
(economic, political,
political, social,
social,
personal
personal and
and others)
others) that
that crop
crop up
up in
in the
the society.
society. The
The teaching
teaching of
of reading
writing isiscertainly
certainly aa necessary,
necessary, though
though by
by no
no means
means aa sufficient,
sufficient, task
task in
in
and writing
the
the development
development of
of functional
functional literacy
literacy..

This isis aa slightly
slightly revised
revised version
versionof
of aa paper
paper presented
presented in
in April
April 1976.
1976, at
at the
the "Functional
"Functional
* This
Literacy
Literacy Workshop"
Workshop" for
for Adult
Adult Education
Education Supervisors.
Supervisors, under
under the
the auspices
auspices of
of Dept.
Dept. of
of
Adult
Adult Education.
Education, University
University of
of Ibadan.
Ibadan.
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Stages in
in Teaching
TeachingReadingForFunctional
Literacy:
Stages
Reading For Functional Literacy:
The
The task
task of
of teaching
teaching reading
reading for
for functional
functional literacy
literacy isis no
no less
less
challenging
than that
challengingthan
that of
of teaching
teachingchildren
childrento
to read.
read. Experience
Experience and
and research
research
evidence
evidence suggest
suggest that
that the
the task
task can
canbe
be accomplished
accomplished in
infour
four sequential
sequential stages
stages
(vide William
William Gray,
Gray, 1969).
1969).
(vide
Stage
Stage one
one isis the
the preparatory
preparatory stage
stage when
when the
the educator/teacher
educator/teacher tries
tries to
to
ascertain
ascertain the
the reading
reading readiness
readiness of
of the
the adults,
adults, helps
helps to
to remove
remove handicaps
handicaps in
in
learning
increased readiness
learning to
to read,
read, and
and uses
uses various
various strategies
strategies to
to promote
promoteincreased
readiness
to
to learn
learn to
to read,
read, on
on the
the part
part of
of the
the adults.
adults. Adults
Adults who
who enroll
enroll in
in literacy
literacy
programmes
programmes tend
tend to
to differ
differ widely in
in their rate of progress. Factors
Factors that
account for
for such
such variations include: innate
innate ability
ability to
to learn,
learn, background of
of
experience, command
command of
of language, and
and the
the functioning of
of their
their senses
(particularly visual
visual and auditory senses). These and related factors need to
be
or informal question-andbe investigated by
by means of
of tests, interviews and/
and/or
and necessary remedial measures should, where possible be
be
answer sessions, and
applied to
to ensure increased reading or
or learning readiness. This
This isis parpar
ticularly necessary in
in second language situations where the
the problems of
learning to
to read
read in
in an unfamiliar language, or
or in aa language in which one
one
learning
has a minimal
minimal working knowledge, can be
be quite enormous.
enormous.
has
As Gray
Gray (1969) rightly
rightly points
points out, most
most young
young people
people and adults who
who
enter literacy classes are
are usually much
much more
more mature mentally than children,
children,
enter
because of their greater
greater chronological age
age and their wider experience. The
programme
first stage
stage should be designed
designed to achieve
achieve
programme of instruction at this first
the following
following objectives,
objectives, among others:
1. A
A compelling interest in learningto
learning to read.
read. This can be achieved through
1.
reading in
friendly and purposeful discussion of the possible values of reading
various situations.

2. A clear
clear recognition of the fact that printed or written words represent
2.
referred to earlier should also be designed to
meanings. The discussion referred
spoken and
create in them an awareness of the interdependence of the spoken

the
the printed or
or written word.

3. A fairly wide range of information, and familiarity with the thingsand
things and
early reading lessons. The point here
activities that will be referred to in earlyreading
is to encourage group and individual discussions to the point of
activities-which.
familiarizing them with new ideas, concepts, issues, and activities
which•
may later
later feature in their reading
reading exercises.
4. A
A wide
wide speaking
speaking vocabulary
vocabulary and
and the
the ability
ability to
to speak
speak with
with sufficient
sufficient
4.
accuracy and
and clarity.
clarity. Learning
Learning to
to read
read is
is known
known to
to be
be aa much
much less
less
accuracy

difficult
carried out
out in
in aa language
language that
that one
one can
can speak
speak and
and
difficult task
task if
if it
it isis carried
understand
understand with
with aa reasonable
reasonable degree
degree of
of accuracy.
accuracy.
5.
5. Ability
Ability to
to think
think clearly
clearly and
and to
to make
make use
use of
of what
what the
the reader
reader knows
knows in
in

grasping
grasping meanings,
meanings, seeing
seeing relationships,
relationships, making
making choices
choices and
and solving
solving
simple problems.
simple
problems. This
This ability
ability is
is also
also enhanced
enhanced by
by oral
oral language
language activity
activity
(vide
Carroll 1970.
1970. pp.
pp. 31-32).
31-32).
(vide Carroll
6. Ability
Ability to
to discriminate
discriminate between
between different
different sounds
sounds and
and forms,
forms, well
well
6.
enough to
to be
be able
able to
to distinguish
distinguish one
one word
word from
from another.
another.
enough
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7. Ability
Ability to
to interpret
interpret pictures
pictures well
well enough
enough to
to use
use those
those that
that appear
appear in
in
7.
assigned
assigned reading
reading materials
materials as
as aids
aids in
in understanding
understanding what
what isis read,
read, and
and in
in
recognizing different
different words.
words.
recognizing
R. Ability
Ability to
to work
work with
with others,
othf'rs, to
to follow
follow directions,
directions, and
and to
to adjust
adjust oneself
oneself
8.
rradily to
to various
various learning
learning situations.
situations.
readily
The second
second stage
stage involves
involves the
the development
development of
of basic
basic reading
reading com
comThe
prehension skills
skills and
and greater
greater interests
interests in
in reading
reading fairly
fairly easy
easy materials.
materials. The
The
prehension
main goal
goal shouldbe
should be ability
ability to
to read
read appropriatematerials
appropriate materials withrelative
with relative ease,
ease,
main
and
and to
to focus
focus attention
attention on
on meaningful
meaningful information,,including
information"including notices,
notices, signs,
signs,
brief news
news items,
items, and
and simple
simple directions.
directions.
brief
The specific aims of the teacher at this stage should include the
following:
following:
Deepening interest
interest in learning
learning to read.
1. Deepening
reading.
2. Promoting increased readiness for reading.
3. Developing a thoughtful reading attitude, with appropriate emphasis
the comprehension of meaning.
on the
4. Development of a sight vocabulary of carefully selected words which
adults.
meet the simplest reading needs of adults.
5. Development of word recognition skills.
reading for pleasure and
and information.
6. Stimulation of interest in reading
what
These aims imply that the teacher should build on or consolidate what
stage one, employ other motivational devices (including
was achieved in stage
persuasion, praise, encouragement) to ensure more devotion to
to and
and con
continued interest in the readingtasks,
reading tasks, and introduceappropriateinstructional
introduce appropriate instructional
materials which will aid the achievement of these aims.
The third stage should be
be devoted to
to further
further deepening of reading
interests and developing reading
reading efficiency. To that end,
end, attention
attention should
be focused
focused on the achievement of a number of specific
specific aims, such as:
as:
l.
1. Extending
Extending the sight
sight vocabulary in reading
reading to include most
most words
used in personal correspondences, news items, notices and
and
commonly used
simple bulletins, and books written
written for
for popular
popular use. According to
to Gray
Gray
of the essential sight
sightvocabulary
from 1,500
(1969, p. 170) the size ofthe
vocabulary varies from
to 2,500
2,500 for
for different languages.
languages. The teacher must try
try to
to remedy
remedy obob
vious
vious deficiencies in this
this regard by
by consciously helping them to increase
increase
their
their stock
stock of
of new
new ones.
ones.
2.
2. Provision of
of the
the training needed
needed for
for effective development of wordattack skills,
skills, which will
will enable the adults to recognize independently
any
any word
word in
in their oral
oral vocabulary.
vocabulary. In
In this
this connection
connection itit would
would be
be
necessary
necessary for
for the
the class
class to
to be
be taught the
the origin
origin of
of certain words,
words, the
the
identification
identification of
of the root, the stem,
stem, the prefix, the suffix
suffix and
and such
such
aspects
aspects of
of words.
words.
3.
3. Development
Development of
of increased
increased understanding
understanding of
of what
what isis read,
read, including
including
ability
ability to
to recognize
recognize literal,
literal, related
related and
and implied
implied meanings
meanings to
to re-act
re-act
thoughtfully or
or appropriately
appropriately to
to the
the ideas
ideas acquired
acquired through
through reading,
reading,
thoughtfully
and
personal and
and to
to recognize
recognizetheir
their value
valuein
in solving
solvingpersonal
and group
group problems.
problems.
4. Promotion
Promotion of
of skill
skill in
in reading
reading various
various kinds
kinds of
of materials
materials and
and in
in reading
reading
4.
for
prolonged exposure
for various
various purposes.
purposes. This
This will
willnecessarily
necessarily involve
involveprolonged
exposure to
to
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appropriate
appropriate reading
reading materials
materials under
under proper
proper guidance
guidance by
by the
the teacher.
teacher.
5.
5. Development
Development of
of speed
speed of
of reading
reading comprehension.
comprehension. As
As better
better reading
reading
habits
skills are
are developed,
developed,
habits are
are formed
formed and
and reading
reading comprehension
comprehension skills
speed of
of reading
reading can
can be
be improved.
improved. However,
However, the
the use
useof
appropriate drill
drill
of appropriate
speed
bookscan
can facilitate
facilitate the
the whole
whole process.
process.
books
The fourth
fourth and
and final
final stage
stageshouldbe
devoted to
to the
the task
taskof
helpingthe
the
The
should be devoted
of helping
essentially the
the stage
stage
adults
adults to
to acquire
acquire more
more mature
mature reading
reading habits.
habits. ItIt isis essentially
when
when the
the literate
literate adults
adults are
are encouraged
encouragedto
to achieve
achieve aa high
high level
level of functional
functional
literacy, so
so that
that they
theycan
truly literate
literateand
not just
just minimally
minimally literate.
literate.
literacy,
can feel truly
and not
The
The specific
specific aims
aims of
of the
the training
training programme
programme during
during this
this final
final stage
should be:
1. Completion
Completion of
of the
the training needed
needed to
to ensure
ensure accuracy
accuracy and inin
1.
dependence in
and unfamiliar
words which are
in recognizing new
newand
unfamiliarwords
are likely to
to
be met
met in
in the
the course
course of
of reading,
reading, including
including training in
in the
the use
use of dicdic
be
tionaries and other reference materials related to the interests and needs
of members of the class.
2.
2. Encouragement
Encouragement of growth
growth in ability
ability to
to understand printed materials
relating
relating to
to things and
and ideas outside the
the range
range of
of familiar
familiar experience;
these include: new ways of doing
doing things; descriptions of people and
activities in other lands;
lands; new
new practices,
practices, procedures and standards,
concepts and ideals in one's own country as well
well as in other countries.
increased capacity
capacity to react thoughtfully
thoughtfully to what is
is
3. Development of increased
3.
read, to recognize its values and limitations, and to make use of new
ideas in solving personal or group
group problems, and in modifying one's
one's
ideas and behaviour if and when desirable.
acquaintance with various
various kinds and
4. Extension of reading interest, and acquaintance
materials ~ including materials
materials relating to current
sources of reading materials—including
events, bulletins focusing on practical problems of daily living,
magazines, articles, and books
books of
of different kinds.
use
5. Development of curiosity about books, and a tendency to effectively use
and other
other written or printed materials for self-education, for the
the
books and
books
enjoyment of leisure, for guidance in solving certain problems, and for
acquiring
acqwnng vicarious experiences.
experiences.
Methods
Metlwds of TeachingReading
Teaching Reading to Adults:
can
Current methods of teaching reading (to both children and adults) can
be conveniently divided into three main categories: analytic, synthetic and
that
analytic-synthetic. The synthetic method is based on the assumption that
the teaching
teaching of
of reading
reading should
should begin
begin with
with the
the mastery
mastery of
of the
the basicelements
basic elements
the
of words
words (letters
(letters or
or syllables
syllables and
and their
their sounds).
sounds). When
When these
these are
are mastered
mastered
of
they
they are
are then
then combined
combined into
into larger
larger units
units (words,
(words, phrases, sentences
sentences and
stories).
stories). This
This assumption
assumption has
has given
given rise
rise to
to an
an initial
initial emphasis
emphasis on
on the
the
teaching of
of the
the letters
letters of
of the
the alphabet
alphabet (i.e.
(i.e. the
the- alphabetic
alphabetic method),
method),
teaching
followed
followed by
by aa combination
combination of
of letters
letters into
into syllabic
syllabic units
1,lnits (i.e.
(i.e. the
the syllabic
syllabic
method) and
and aa focusing
focusing of
of attention
attention on
on the
the sounds
sounds of
of the
the letters
letters and
and the
the
method)
syllables
syllables (i.e.
(i.e. the
the phonic
phonic method).
method).
The analytic
analytic method
method (also
(also called
called the
the global
global method)
method) is
is based
based on
on the
the
The
assumption that
that the
the teaching
teaching of
of reading
reading should
should begin
begin with
with the
the larger
larger and
and
assumption
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more meaningful units
units (viz. story, sentences,
sentences, phrase and word) which
which could
be analyzed into smaller and less meaningful units (syllables,
(syllables, letters
then be
on the question of
of whether a story,
story, a
and phonemes). There is no unanimity on
Sf'ntf'n('c, a phrase
phrasf' or a word should be
hf' the
the starting point
point in the analytic
analytic
sentence,
Howcver, the basic
hasic assumption is that the
thc teaching
tcachingofrcadingmay
method. However,
of reading may
with the
the so-called "story method" by focusing
focusing attention on interesting
start with
followed by analysis of the
the story into various sentences (the sentence
stories followed
into constituent phrases (the
(the phrase
phrase method) followed by the
the
method), then into
the meaning-bearing units or the word
word (i.e.
(i.e. the "word method").
last of the
method, which is
is ecclectic in nature, entails
entails the
The analytic-synthetic method,
carefully graded words, sentences and simple
simple passages for
selection of carefully
analysis, comparison and synthesis, almost simultaneously, right from the

beginning. It
It is an attempt to make use of the methods which emphasize
syllabic) and those that emphasize meaning
elements (alphabetic, phonic, syllabic)and
phrase, sentence and story).
from the beginning (word, phrase,
we will
will not enter into a detailed discussion of the
For reasons of space we
and demerits of these methods.
methods. It will suffice to point
point out that the
merits and
is in keeping with the Gestalt principle that
analytic or global method is
learning
learning should "proceed from whole
whole to parts." The methods discussed here
analytic-synthetic) can be effective
effective for both
(synthetic, analytic and analytic-synthetic)
and adults. The so-called alphabetic, syllabic,
syllabic, phonic, word,
children and
apsentence and story methods are better regarded as steps, stages or ap
proaches
within these
these methods
methods than as
as methodsin
methods in themselves, sincenone
since none of
proaches within

them constitutes a complete method of teaching reading. Adult educators,
classes, should be aware of the variety of ap
apor teachers in adult literacy classes,
proaches
reading, and should feel free
free to experiment
experiment with
with
proaches to the training of reading,
one method or the other, until desired results are achieved.

As
general rule, whether the method is
is analytic, synthetic or analyticAs a general
specific aims of instruction at the
synthetic, it should accord with the specific
various stages outlined earlier. Instruction should be based on appropriate
instructional materials, which may be devised by the teacher to reflect the
interests of participants in the literacy class.
class. As
As far as
as possible,
possible, instruction
should be so
so highly individualized as
as to make allowance for differences in
rate of learning. As
As the ultimate goal of reading is
is comprehension or
communication of facts, information or ideas conveyed--by
conveyedrby larger units of
expression (sentences, paragraphs, longer selections and books)
books) the
teaching of reading should not be limited to decoding letters, syllables,
syllables,
sounds and words.
On
On Teachz"ng
Teaching Wrz"tz"ng
Writing For
For Functz"onal
Functional Lz"teracy:Literacy:—
is, in my view,
view, a less
less controversial topic than the
The teaching of writing is,
teaching of reading. At least, there is
is far less
less debate on how to teach writing
is on how to teach reading. Because of this fact and the reason of
than there is
space, I propose to deal with it very
very briefly. Moreover, the skill
skill of writing is
is
so dependent on that of reading that some of what has already been said
about the teaching of reading is
is relevant to this discussion
discussion of the teaching of
writing.
As
As in the case
case of teaching reading, four sequential stages
stages can be
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identified for
for instructional
instructional purposes.
purposes. The
The four
four stages,
stages, which
which roughly
roughly
identified
correspond
correspond to
to the
the four
four stages
stages discussed
discussed in
in connection
connection with
with the
the teaching
teaching of
of
reading, are:
are:
reading,
1. The
The preparatory
preparatory stage;
stage;
1.
2. The stage when the basic
basic skills
skills of writing are mastered;
2.
3. The stage when
when writing isis used
used in meeting practical needs;
needs; and
3.
4. The stage of acquiring more mature writing skills
skills and habits.
4.
stage I,I, the
the main aims
aims of the
the teacher should
should be
be to
to get
get wellDuring stage
acquainted with
with the basic
basic needs,
needs, problems or characteristics of members of
his class, and to provide
provide the preliminary
preliminary experiences
experiences which
which will
will not only
only
his
provide
provide the motivation
motivation but also
also give
give them
them the attitudinal, mental,
mental, physical
physical
and emotional readiness to learn to write. The teacher should also find out
what
what the adults
adults would
would like
like to write
write at the initial stages.
stages. Very
Very often they
they
would want to write their own names, the names of friends, relatives and so
forth. As
As a starting point, such names should be written out for them to
copy or trace, while
while the teacher provides
provides personal supervision and enen
copy
couragement. Several
Several hours of instruction and practice should be devoted
cQuragement.
to
to such
such preparatory work,
work, and to the teaching of handwriting without
forcing them to write "cursive"
"cursive" or "joint script." Emphasis
Emphasis should be on
this, as
as in other learning situations,
situations, nothing
legibility and accuracy. In this,
like success, so
so it is
is necessary to
to praise
praise and encourage
encourage them for
for any
any
succeeds like
writing "feats" they may accomplish at this stage as in other stages.
stages.
During the second
second stage,
stage, the writing activities
activities should focus on larger
units of expression, such as, phrases and short sentences or statements. The
teacher should
should write
write the phrases
phrases and simple
simple sentences, such as,
as, "good
books" and "Bola reads good books"; and the classshould
class should be encouraged to
copy these legibly. Better still, phrases and
and short
short sentences encountered in
the reading classes
classes may be used for such exercises. Practice should be
and to write
continued until the adults are able to copy whatever is written, and
downwhatever
down whatever is
is dictated, with a reasonable degree of speed and accuracy.
accuracy.
The third stage of instruction in writingmay
writing may be devoted
devoted to using writing
to meet practical or personal
personal needs.
needs. Attention should be focused on writing
stories),
out larger units (longer sentences, connected paragraphs and short stories),
which may be read or listened
listened to
to in class. These should preferably be based
which
general interest to the literacy class. Individual desires to be
on topics of general
creative,
creative, or to use
use language creatively, should be encouraged. Errors of
grammar and syntax should be noted, and tactfully corrected, but they
counshould not be unduly emphasized or penalized, as this could be coun
terproductive. Emphasis should rather be on getting the class to participate
participate
actively in the excitingly new experience of expressing in writing the
numerous ideas, experiences, thoughts and activities that
that they had
had listened
to, discussed verballyor
verbally or felt like discussing verballyin
verbally in many situations.
In all probability,
probability, adults
adults will at
at this stage be most anxious to use their
their
newly acquired writingskill
writing skill in meeting their personal needs. They may wish
letters to friends and relatives; to applyfor
apply for advertised
to write brief personal lettersto
about some acts of
of injustice. Practice
Practice
posts, or to write short petitions about
exercises should
should be
be based
based on
on such
such felt
felt needs.
needs. In
In short,
short, the
the adult
adult trainees
trainees
exercises
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should be encouraged to write about the things they feel like writing about.
They should also be encouraged to use
use the vocabularies, expressions and
ideas they have gained from their reading practice in writing about their
personal neeos,
needs, practical prohlems
problems ano
and other issues
issues of interest to them.
fourth ;mo
and fin;:)1
final stagr
stage in thr
the traching
teaching of writing shoulo
should h('
be o('voteo
devoted
The fOllrth
to teaching them to write more creatively, accurately and extensively.
While it would still be necessary to encourage them to write about the
things and events that interest them, they should be exposed to different
forms of composition writing (descriptive, expository, imaginative, etc.)
fonns
The teacher should suggest a variety of topics for practice in writing. Even
though writing for functional literacy should nonnally
normally have been achieved
during the third stage, this final stage is
is needed for consolidation, for the
development of more mature writing skills,
skills, and for learning to use the skill
of writing in earning a living, and in meeting more complex demands in
society, such as those mentioned by Malmquist (1968, p. 3).
Remarks:
Concluding Remarks:
To conclude: It has been suggested in this article that the teaching of
reading and writing to adults is
is a difficult but not an impossible task. It has
also been suggested that a high degree of functional literacy in reading and
writing can be achieved if the training programme is
is carefully planned and
faithfully executed. Four sequential stages, with clearly defined objectives
for each stage, and possible methods of approach, have also been suggested.
Ideally the teaching of reading and writing should go on concurrently
along the lines suggested. The
The adult learner should be encouraged to write
down whatever he has successfully learned to read, particularly at the early
skills acquired during the lessons
lessons on reading will
will be
stages. In this way the skills
skills acquired during the lessons on
used in developing and re-inforcing the skillsacquired
versa. Furthermore,
Furthennore, instructional materials should be
writing and vice versa.
oclearner-centered and
and should, as far as possible,
possible, reflect the various oc
cupational, social and other interests
interests of members of the
the literacy
literacy class. This
makes the choice of appropriate instructional materials a crucial factor in
makes
successful instruction at the various stages indicated.
In the
the final analysis,
analysis, success
success in the difficult but exciting
exciting task of helping
adults to achieve a high degree of functional literacy will depend, not on a
adults
the guidelines and suggestions derived
derived from this and
rigid adherence to the
rigid
similar articles, but on the teacher's resourcefulness, his flexibility in using
willingness and ability to tackle
methods and materials available to him, his willingnessand
might have; and his ability
the peculiar learning difficulties that the adults might
the interest of the class at various stages in the course.
to arouse and sustain the
Even if some teachers forget or disagree with
with the details
details of
of what
what has been
been
forget this important statement about the proper
said here, they must not forget
roles and functions of teachers in functional literacy courses.
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THE RELATIONSHIP
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
BETWEEN
THE
READING AND
AND THINKING:
THINKING:

ONE TEACHER'S
TEACHER'S VIEWPOINT
VIEWPOINT
ONE
Axelrod
Jerry Axe/rod
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
PA.
PHILADELPHIA,

& thinking? Are they in
inWhat is the relationship between reading &
terdependent with or independent of each other or is one a function of the

other? To
To explain this relationship,
relationship, consider Diagram
Diagram One.
other?
diagram offers that reading is one function of thinking. Reading is
This diagram
person is reading, he is thinking;
thinking; if
wholly within the realm of thinking. If a personis
As Wellman (1974) states, Reading
he is not thinking he cannot be reading. AsWellman
is sequentially
sequentially and developmentally dependent on the fundamental
" ..... is
of logical
logical thought process."
process. "
foundation of
Focusing now on
on only the relationship between reading and
and thinking,
consider the illustration in Diagram Two.
comIn this diagram, reading consists of the areas of decoding and com
(Others may
may add that reading
reading includes other skills like
prehension. (Others
vocabulary, study
study skills, critical
critical thinking,
thinking, etc. However, this
this teacher
teacher
contends these areas to be functions of comprehension. Nevertheless, to
with this viewpoint will haveno
have no effector
effect or bearingon
bearing on or relevance to
to
disagree with
the theme of this paper.)
verbalize) is
is not
To be able to decode without comprehending (i.e. to verbalize)
reading.
reading. It means
means pronouncing written
written words and sentences correctly but
meaninglessly. On the
the other
other hand,
hand, to be
be able
able to
to comprehend without
is impossible. Decoding isis the
the obligatory first step
step in
in learning
learning to
to
decoding is
the necessary foundation
foundation of comprehension. To decode
decodeisto
think
read and the
is to think
insofar
Thus, one
one cannot decode
decode without
without
insofar as
as sounding
sounding out written
written words. Thus,
thinking.
thinking. Additionally, to
to comprehend
comprehend isis also
also to
to think.
think. In
In fact,
fact, the
the terms
terms
are
are synonymous. Moreover, decoding
decoding and comprehension == reading
reading ==
thinking (verbally).
A
A pupil
pupil can
can respond to
to aa reading
reading exercise in
in aa number
number of
of ways. Those
Those
ways will be
be examined
examined with
with ference to
to the
the second diagram
diagram and
and to
to the
the
following
following example:
example:
Every
.. Select
Every drink
drink isis
Select one:
one: wet,
wet, warm,
warm, window.
window. Although
Although
there are
are three
three pnssible
possible answers
answers to
to this
this ftll-in,
fill-in, there
there are
are actually
actually four
four
there
responses, one
oneof
of them
them being
being the
the pupil's
pupil'sgiving
no response
response at
at all.
all. In
In looking
looking
giving no
responses,
at
not responding
at pupil
pupil number
number one
one mentioned
mentioned in
in the
the diagram,
diagram, the
the pupil
pupilisisnot
responding
to the
the reading
reading exercise
exercise question
question because
because he
he isisnot
not thinking
thinking about
about it.
it. In
In fact,
fact,
to
he isis not
not attending
attending to,
to, concentrating
concentrating on
on or
or even
evenlookirg
lookirg at
at the
the exercise.
exercise. The
The
he
exercise may
may be
be physically
physically in
in front
front of
of him,
him, but
but isis not
not mentally.
mentally. Thus,
Thus, the
the
exercise
pupil
not decoding
the reading
pupil isisnot
decodingthe
readingexercise
exercise and
and is,
is, of
ofcourse,
course, not
not reading.
reading.
The number
number two
two child
child is,
is, on
on the
the other
other hand,
hand, thinking
thinking about
about the
the reading
reading
The
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is also not decoding. The reason he is
is not decoding is
is simple: he
exercise but is
is diligently concentrating on his work but he just
does not know how. He is
On the reading exercise
exercise he may write no answers or
cannot crack the code. On
g-twss wildly.
wilrlly_
guess
Thr
nllmhrr three
thrrr child
rhilrl may
m;-ty likely
likrly write
writr on
p;-tprr; "All drinks
rlrinks ;-trr
The number
nn his paper,
are
is not only wrong, it is illogical in spite of the fact that
windows." His answer is
he is concentrating on the exercise and successfully decoding it. He is
is
is decoding but not beyond that. His problem, unlike
thinking insofar as he is
is with thinking
pupil two, is not with reading necessarily. His problem is
logically. And logic is the heart of thinking. If a person cannot use logic he
is not thinking. As Moffett (1968, p. 16) states, "If
"If a reader can translate
is
into speech ...
print into
. . . and still fails to grasp the idea or relate facts or infer
or draw conclusions, then he has no reading problem, he has a thinking
problem, traceable to many possible sources, none of them concerning
printed words." Moreover (p. 501), ".
" . .. .. .. the growth of logic ....
. . . . in
inlanguage ...
is not
fluences the growth of language.
. . " Thus, the number three child is
thinking insofar as he is applying insufficient logic to the meaning of the
passage.
passage.
may feel, "Every
"Every drink is warm." He
He is
The number four student may
decoding successfully and, unlike the number three pupil, is thinking
logically. However, his thinking is incomplete. He is
is not "thinking things
Or else he
through" in realizing, for example, that some drinks are cold. Or
may just be careless and write down the first seemingly-correct answer he
comes to. In any event
event he has no incorrectible thinking problem. It might
be added parenthetically that pupils must be made to realize that a logical
answer is not always a correct one although correct answers are always
is thus reading/or
readingfor
logical. Thus, pupil number four is comprehending and is
the mostpart.
most part. He is just not comprehending completely.
is really "together." He knows all drinks are wet.
The number five pupil is
is decoding sufficiently and understanding what he is
is decoding. He is
is
He is
using logic and thinking things
things through.
using
One tree does not a forest make. Similarly, one logical answer does not a
thinker make. That is,
is, a teacher cannot judge the reading or the thinking
pupil from just one sample of either his reading or thinking. The
The
ability of a pupil
is in a position to draw
teacher is
draw worthy conclusions about a pupil's reading,
only by detecting a pattern of his reading behaviors. In other words, in a
is an
an
fill-in reading-thinking exercise of which "Every drink is wet" is
can make no accurate assessment of the child's
example, the teacher can
cognitive or linguistic abilities by looking only at one sample of the child's
responses.
responses. The teacher must look at as many samples as possible. If the
pupil gets at least 75%
75% of reading exercise
exercise questions
questions correct consistently,
consistently)
less than 75% consistently
consistently and the
one can safely say the child is reading; less
child is
is not. In the latter case, it is necessary for the teacher to detect
patterns of errors. Are most of the wrong answers
answers wrong logically
logically (Every
drink is warm.) or illogically (Everydrink
(Every drink is
is window.)? Is there a problem in
analysis or in comprehension? Is there a reading problem or a
word analysis
exist, gives the
thinking problem? Finding patterns of errors, where they exist,
answers to these important questions.
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Consider
Consider the
thefive
five hypothetical
hypothetical students
students again,
again, but
butnow
now assigned
assigned totodo
doaa
reading
as east
readingexercise
exercise on
onwhich
which there
there are
are25
25 items
items like
like "Up
"Up isistotodown
downjust
justas
east
isisto
."" Add
t°
.
Add to
to this
thisexercise
exercise that
that the
the answer
answer to
to this
this and
and the
the other
other24
24
analogies are
are printed
printed on
onthe
thebottom
bottom of
ofthe
thepage.
page. The
The pupil
pupil isis directed
directed toto
analogies
locate
locate the
the correct
correct words
words and
and write
write them
them ininthe
the appropriate
appropriate missing
missing spaces.
spaces.
Pupil
Pupil number
number one
one isis not
not doing
doing the
the exercise
exercise and
and may
may be
be daydreaming,
daydreaming,
walking around
aroundthe
theroom,
room, etc.
etc. Pupil
Pupil number
number two
two isistrying
todo
dothe
theexercise
walking
trying to
exercise
and isis either
either not
not writing
writing in
inany
any answers
answers (out
(out of
ofembarrassment
over putting
putting
and
embarrassment over
infoolish
answers) or
orputting
putting in
inrandomly
randomly aafew
few correct
correct but
butmostly
mostly incorrect
incorrect
in
foolish answers)
answers. Pupil
Pupil number
number three
three isis doing
doing the
the same
samething
thing as
as number
number two
two even
even
answers.
though the
the former
former can
can decode.
decode. Number
Number three's
three's problem
problem isis that
that he
he isis not
not
though
thinking logically
logically though
though he
heis
trying to.
to. Pupil
Pupil number
number four
four isis getting
getting many
many
thinking
is trying
of
of his
his answers
answers correct
correct but
but isis having
having difficulty
difficulty (inexplicable
(inexplicable to
to himself)
himself) with
with
problems like
like this:
this:
problems
Warm
Warm isis to
to hot
hot just
just as
as good isis to
to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Maney, 1965)
1965)
(Maney,
Whereas the
"wonderful," the
the correct answer isis"wonderful,"
the pupil
pupil may believe itit "bad,"
"bad,"
logical wrong
wrong answer.
answer. The
The pupil
pupil isis using
using logic
logic ("
(" 'good
'goodw
the opposite
opposite of
of
aa logical
Z5 the
'bad'
may ask.) but
'bad' and
and 'warm' is not
not the
the same as 'hot,
'hot,'' isn't it?" the
the pupil
pupilmay
but he
he
is
is not
not thinking the problem through. If he were,
were, he would
would realize
realize that
"good" and "wonderful" are not antonymous
antonymous but are variants of the same
concept. (The same
goes for
same explanation
explanationgoes
for "warm"
"warm" and "hot.") Nevertheless,
pupil
75 % of his
his answers correct because
pupil number four may be getting up to 75%
of his limited use oflogic
of logic andcompounded,
and compounded, maybe, with a knowledge ofthe
of the
ofhis
process of elimination.
Pupil number five is doing better than75%
than 75% andis
and is exhibiting nopattern
no pattern
of
of errors.
errors.
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INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

Reading is a most complex form
fonn of behavior, yet it is basic to all
academic tasks. One must be able to successfully interpret
interpret the meaning
meaning of
words
words to
to function in
in the
the academic environment. Unfortunately, there are
are
thousands of freshmen annually entering our institutions of higherlearning
higher learning
without the reading skills needed to complete college level work. This
This
problem is most acute in
in two-year colleges with a student population that is
relatively disadvantaged compared to students in four-year colleges. Twoyear colleges have more high-risk students in terms of their chances to
to
complete degree aspirations thando
than do four-year colleges anduniversities.
and universities.
Research conducted
conducted with
with high-risk college students to develop reading
reading
skills has
has been successful. High-risk students can overcome educational
handicaps with thehelp
the help ofprofessional
of professional remedial specialists. This article will
discuss some of the unique
unique problems within
within higher
higher education
education that are
present as
as aa result
result of
ofanopen
door policy
policy for
for students.
students. The
The open
open door
door policy
policy
present
an open door
has resulted in
in more
more high-risk students in higher
highereducation,
the
education, particularly the
has
two-year colleges. The
The specific development includes aa discussion of
of the
the
entering college
college population,
population, research
research on
on remediation
remediation programs,
programs, strategies
strategies
entering
for
for helping the student and aa brief summary.
summary.

Gets Into College And Why?
Who Gets

Higher Education
Education in
in the
theUnited
United States
States attempts
attempts to
to provide
provide opportunities
opportunities
Higher
for the
the masses
masses rather
rather than for
for aa closed
closedelite
group. Cross's
Cross's (1968)
(1968) notion
notion of
of
for
elite group.
access and
and accommodation
accommodation illustrates
illustrates in
in aa general
general way
way the
the major
major
access
philosophies of
ofhigher
education in
in regard
regard to
totheir
theirclients.
Access
represents
philosophies
higher education
clients. A
ccess represents
the
the institution's
institution's willingness
willingness to
to accept
accept the
the student,
student, but
but the
the student
student must
must
conform or
or adjust
adjust to
to the
the institution.
institution. Accommodation
Accommodation represents
represents an
an attempt
attempt
confonn
on the
the part
part of
of the
the institution
institution to
to adjust
adjust to
to the
thestudent.
student. The
The rapid
rapiddevelopdevelop
on
ment of
of two-year
two-year institutions
institutions of
of higher
higher learning
learning within
within the
the past
past 15
15 years
years
ment
represents
students.
represents an
aneffort
effort to
toaccommodate
accommodate all
alltypes
types of
ofstudents.
Research with
with academic
academic indicators
indicators suggests
suggests that
that students
students entering
entering fourfourResearch
year colleges
colleges tend
tendto
tocluster
cluster in
in the
thetop
topthird
whereas noncollege
noncollege youth
youth score
score
year
third whereas
in the
the lowest
lowest third.
third. The
The junior
junior college
college group
group has
hassubstantial
substantialnumbers
numbersat
all
at all
in
three
three levels
levels (Cross,
(Cross, 1968).
1968). Thornton
Thornton (1966)
(1966) said
said the
the average
average academic
academic
ability of
of two-year
two-year college
college students
students isislower
lower than
than that
that of
offour-year
four-year college
college
ability
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students.
students. Most
Most two-year
two-year colleges
colleges welcome
welcome students
students who
who represent
represent various
various
levels
levels of
of tested
tested academic
academic aptitude
aptitude and
and all
all segments
segments of
of the
the socio-economic
socio-economic
life of
of their
their communities.
communities.
life
Generally
Generally two-year
two-year students
students are
are likely
likely to
to come
come from
from families
families with
with lower
lower
educational
educational attainment
attainment and
and income
income resources
resources than
than university
university or
or four-year
four-year
college
college students.
students. Two-year
Two-year students
students do
do not
not consider
consider themselves
themselves as
as well
well
prepared
prepared for
for college
college as
as do
do students
students in
in four-year
four-year colleges
colleges and
and universities;
universities;
moreover,
moreover, they
they have
have less
less confidence
confidence in,
in, and
and are
are frequently
frequently critical
critical of,
of, their
their
high
high school
school courses
courses and
and teachers
teachers (Cohen,
(Cohen, 1971).
1971). Measures
Measures of
of intellectual
intellectual
orientation clearly
clearly differentiate
differentiate among
among high
high school
school graduates
graduates who
whoenroll
in
orientation
enroll in
two-year colleges and those
those who
who attend four
four year
year colleges. Students
Students atat
tending two-year institutions are lower on measures of intellectual orienorien
tation when
compared to
(Trend &
whencompared
to students
students attending
attending four-year
four-year institutions
institutions(Trend
&
Medsker, 1968).
1968). On measures
measures of autonomy
autonomy and non-authoritarianism,
Medsker,
variables
variables frequently
frequently associated
associated with
with intellectual
intellectual disposition, several inin
vestigators have found lower scores for
for two-year students and
and less flexibility
in
in thinking
thinking than in four-year
four-year college and university populations
populations (Warren,
1966).
policy attempts not to discriminate on the basis of
The open door policy
academic
academic factors
factors as
as well as
as non-academic
non-academic factors
factors (age,
(age, sex,
sex, race, ethnic
background, socio-economic factors).
factors). If one accepts
accepts Burton R.
R. Clarke's
(1972) thesis that college effects occur primarily not at the level of attitude
and values but in the
the allocation of statuses and roles, then it becomes
open the door
door to all.
all. Meyer (1972) expands
expands on this
this point
point by
necessary to open
makes no difference
difference whether a college
college graduate has learned
stating it makes
is a graduate'sjob
graduate's job prospects, income potential,
potential, access to
anything. The fact is
oppolitical and civil service positions, marital prospects, and other op
by opening the doors to all,
all, regardless
portunities are greatly altered. Yet, by
is accepting
of ability, problems are created. The primary problem is
responsibility for the
the welfare of the
the high-risk student.
Who are the high-risk students that enter our institutions of higher
learning? Most likely they come from culturally disadvantaged
low in the socio-economic status of society. Charles
backgrounds, meaning low
H. Anderson (1971) saidcultural
said cultural traitsofthe
traits of the poorreappeartimeand
poor reappear time and again
throughout the literature on poverty: social isolation, low self-image,
limited aspirations,
aspirations, inability
inability to
to communicate,
communicate, implusiveness,
implusiveness, existenceexistencelimited
rather than
than improvement-oriented, fear, resignation, fatalism and
and
oriented rather
behavior. The inability to com
cominability to understand bureaucratic behavior.
municate
municate isdefinitely
is definitely aa handicap
handicap in
in the
the academic
academic world.
world. Malcolm
Malcolm Douglass
Douglass
speaking and listening
listening capacities
capacities are poorly
said those whose speaking
(1967) said
developed
developed will
will be
be hampered
hampered in
in reading
reading print
print and
and writing.
writing. Havighurst
Havighurst
(1970)
(1970) said
said about
about half
half the
the disadvantaged
disadvantaged children
children in
in this
this country
country or
or fif
fIfteen
teen percent
percent of
of the
the total
total child
child population
population are
are severely
severely retarded
retarded in
in
educational
educational achievement.
achievement.
A
A poor
poor reader
reader in
in college
college more
more than
than likely
likely will
will bring
bring with
with him
him or
or her
her
traits that
that compound
compound the
the reading
reading problem.
problem. Spache's
Spache's (1964)
(1964) research
research in
intraits
dicates
dicates poor
poor readers
readers have
have low
low scores
scores on
on attitudes
attitudes toward
toward school
school and
and maybe
may be
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emotionally
emotionally disturbed
disturbed regarding
regarding their
their reading
reading abilities.
abilities. Bannatyne
Bannatyne (1971)
(1971)
notes
strong association
association between
between poor
poor reading
reading attainment
attainment and
and antisocial
antisocial
notes aa strong
disorder
disorder but
but little
little association
association between
between reading
reading attainment
attainment and
and neurosis.
neurosis.
Ff'lom<ln and
<lno Graff
c;r<lff (1968)
(1 9flR) found
fOllno that
that environmental
environmental deficiencies
deficiencies leading
leading to
to
Feldman

cumulative
cumulative experiences of
of frustration
frustration in early schooling constitute
constitlltf' serious
sf'riolls
problems for academic achievement. A profile of the disabled reader in

public school indicates he or she will be undernourished, tired, have a brief
attention span, displayvague
display vague conceptsof
concepts of time and
and space and test averageor
average or
below average on standardized I.G\
I.Q. tests (Feldman and Graff, 1968).
1968). If
If
than likely theywill
they will still have a similar profile.
they make it to college, more than
that more students from
Research on open admissions clearly indicates that
socio-economic levels
levels are attending college. Harold W. Bernard
lower socio-economic

(1972) observed that
that research clearly indicates school grades follow class
lines,
lines, with a disproportionate number of high grades going to middle-class
students (especially upper-middle) and a disproportionate number of the
grades going
going to the
the lower class students.
students.
low grades
Another characteristic of the
the underachiever is a stubborn, yet perfectly
sincere, overevaluation of
of the level of
of their work (Pitcher and Blauschild,

1970). This imposes
imposes another complication for the institutions of higher
learning to overcome in terms
terms of upgrading the skill levels of poor readers.
readers.
and deprived student have the
the same
Both the underachieving wealthy and

inability to plan long-range goals (Pitcher and Blauschild, 1970). Both
problems in the academicsense
academic sense and
groups of underachievers show reading problemsin
have the same ups and downs
downs in academic performance. Quite often the
activities of their own
underachiever is involved and preoccupied with the activities
pocket-cultures
and uninterested
uninterested in the values and goalsof
goals of society.
pocket-culturesand
Perhaps the most difficult element to measure in terms of students
is motivation. Bannatyne (1971)
(1971) said the study of motivation
characteristics is
comprises one of the most
most controversial sections of psychology. The
level of high-risk students presents another problem in
motivational level
(1959) commented on some
some studies
studies
overcoming reading deficiencies. White (1959)
which indicate that breadth of learning is
is favored by moderate and
hampered by
by strong motivation. There are numerous theories
theories concerning
motivation, yet
yet there is
is no predictable test of this
this human characteristic. It is
is
ironic that so
so much is
is said concerning motivation and educational
achievement, but so little is known about who has it or does not have it. An
who W'as
Was asked what
analogy can be drawn from the Supreme Court judge who
pornography was
was and replied
replied that he
he could
could not explain
explain it,
it, but he
he knew
knew it
when he saw it. To ascertain achievement in terms of measurable data one
must probe the research on remediation programs.
Research On Remediation Programs and Survival

psychology departments were
were the first to
Gray (1967) reported that psychology
clinics in the academic environment. Between
Between 1956
1956 and
establish reading clinics
1967 there was a trend toward unrestricted enrollment and increased
reading
reading clinics.
clinics. Teaching
Teaching specific
specific reading
reading skills
skillsand
and the
the use
use of commerically
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prepared systems
systems are
are the
the primary
primary approaches
approaches adopted
adopted for
for remediation
remediation of
of
prepared
college
college students
students (Gray,
(Gray, 1967).
1967). Goodwin's
Goodwin's (1971)
(1971) research
research indicates
indicates the
the four
four
standardized
standardized tests
tests most
most often
often selected
selected by
by junior
juniorcollege
college reading
reading instructors
instructors
are
are the
the Nelson-Denny
Nelson-Denny Reading
Reading Test,
Test, Iowa
Iowa Silent
Silent Reading
Reading Test,
Test, California
California
Reading
Reading Test,
Test, and
and the
the Co-operative
Co-operative Reading
Reading Test.
Test. Eighty-five
Eighty-five percent
percent ofof
thejunior
junior colleges
colleges use
use standardized
standardized reading
reading tests
tests for
for diagnostic
diagnostic purposes.
purposes.
the
There
There are
are more
more high-risk
high-risk students
students inin two-year
two-year colleges
colleges than
than inin four-year
four-year
colleges,
colleges, yet
yet there
there are
are many
many junior
junior colleges
colleges without
without sufficient
sufficient remedial
remedial
facilities. California
California junior
junior colleges
colleges indicate
indicate that
that 80
80 percent
percent ofof the
the entering
entering
facilities.
freshmen
freshmen are
are enrolled
enrolled inin remedial
remedial English
English (Bassone,
(Bassone, 1966).
1966). Crawford
Crawford and
and
Milligan
Milligan (1968)
(1968) point
point out
out that
that while
while nearly
nearly all
all four-year
four-year colleges
colleges have
have
established
established reading
reading and
and study
study skills
skills programs,
programs, very
very few
few two-year
two-year colleges
colleges
have
have instituted
instituted such
such programs.
programs. Dubois
Dubois and
and Evans
Evans (1972)
(1972) claim
claim that
that most
most
college
college remedial
remedial programs
programs are
are limited
limited inin scope,
scope, and
and not
not much
much effort
effort isis
made toward
toward salvaging
salvaging the
the low
low achiever.
achiever. Certainly
Certainly more
more effort
effort in
in
made
remediation
remediation on
on the
the part
part of
of the
the two-year
two-year systems
systems would
would aid
aid inin retaining
retaining
potential scholars.
One
One could
could project
project back
back to
to the
the high
high school environment on
on this
this
point also.
also. Dechant
Dechant (1965)
(1965) said
said 50
50 per
per cent
cent or
or less
less of
of high
high schools
schools
point
have
have reading
reading programs
programs and
and most
most of
of these
these are
are feebly
feebly developed,
developed, usually
usually
voluntary without
without strong
strong administrative
administrative support.
support. Three
Three stumbling
stumbling blocks
blocks to
to
voluntary
the improved
improved reading
reading programs
programs in
in high
high school
school according
according to
toDechant
(1965)
the
Dechant (1965)
no established adequate comprehensive program;
are: (1) no
program; (2) inadequate
budget; (3) scarcity of
personnel. One may suppose that
of qualified reading personnel.
that
these items may also be stumbling blocks for the junior college reading
programs.
programs.
on reading and success in college is plentiful. Artley, et al.,
Research on
(1973) found the single most important reading skill relatedto
related to success in the
first year ofcollege
of college was comprehension (relation based on GPA
CPA and reading
comprehension scores). Yuthas (1971) found remedial reading programs
were significantly related to persistence in college and resistance to ex
extraneous influences which might lead to withdrawal. As for the
the disad
disadvantaged minority
minority students,
students, Shaffer
Shaffer (1973)
(1973) reported
reported that
that the
the factors
factors which
which
vantaged
scholastic
contribute most toward successful achievement in college are: (1) scholastic
aptitude,
aptitude, particularly
particularly verbal
verbal ability;
ability; (2)
(2) positive
positive attitudes
attitudes and
and techniques
techniques
for
for studying;
studying; (3)
(3) acceptance
acceptance oftheir
of their educational
educational goals
goals andprofessors;
and professors; (4)
(4) an
an
orientation
orientation toward
toward and
and motivation
motivation for
for academic
academic pursuits.
pursuits. Patricia
Patricia M.
M.
has an
an interesting
interesting study
study on
on non-cognitive
non -cognitive predictors
predictors as
as
Hodges (1972)
(1972) has
Hodges
in college admission
admission for
for the
the culturally
culturally different
different (not
(not necessarily
necessarily
alternatives incollege
alternatives
the
the disadvantaged).
disadvantaged). Hodges
Hodges found
found non-cognitive
non-cognitive predictors
predictorssuch
such as
as strength
strength
and conservativeness
conservativeness ofparental
of parental religious
religious viewpoints
viewpoints as
as the
the best
best predictor.
predictor.
and
Maxwell
Maxwell (1963)
(1963) found
found that
that low
low achieving
achieving students
students who
who were
were
academically
academically successful
successful were
were typically
typically those
those with
with higher
higher initial
initial skills
skills and
and
tended
tended to
to show
show greater
greater improvement
improvement in
in more
more areas
areas than
than the
the unsuccessful.
unsuccessful.
Lee
reported that
that the
the greatest
greatest gains
gains in
in rate
rate ofreading
of readingfor
for both
both
Lee (1964)
(1964) also
also reported
college
college and
and adult
adult students
students isis found
found among
among those
those with
with the
the higher
higher initial
initial
skills.
skills. Adult
Adultstudents
studentswere
were found
found to
to make
makegreater
greatergains
gains than
thantypical
typicalcollege
college
students.
students.
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To
To achieve,
achieve, students
students need
need to
to be
be interested
interested in
in college,
college, have
have aa good
good selfselfimage regarding
regarding learning
learning and
and attain
attain aa sense
sense of
of control
control of
of the
the environment
environment
image
et al.,
al., 1966).
1966). For
For students
students entering
entering college
college without
without these
these at
at(Coleman, et
(Coleman,
l! iLutes, failuie
failult: to
tu persist
persist is
is often
often the
the result.
result. There
There is
is evidence
evidence that
that
tributes,
remediation
apjx-d.
remediation courses
courses can
can help
help students
students that
that are
are educationally
educationally bandit
hanclicappt·d.
McDonald and
and Zimny
Zimny (1963)
(1963) found
found that
that comprehension
comprehension and
and flexibility
flexibility are
are
McDonald
ingredients of
of effective reading. Being
Being taughthow
taught how tostudy
to study
the two primary ingredients
is believed to improveupon
improve upon one'sflexibility
one's flexibility and
and comprehension.
comprehension.
isbelievedto
There
There are
are many
many colleges
colleges that
that do
do not
not have
have adequate
adequate study
study
types of students in terms of
skills/remediation courses, yet they recruit all typesof
students who are
measured aptitude. Many administrators willingly accept studentswho

not prepared for college in order to maintain enrollment at a desirable
problem is that
that many institutions of higher education are
level. The major problem
not dealing adequately with the academic problems their students
students bring
particularly true of institutions with an opendoor
open door policy
with them. This is particularlytrue
of admissions. Dubois and
and Evans (1972) have stated
stated that
that most study
limited in scope with
skills/remedial programs in two-year institutions are limited
expended toward salvaging the low achiever. Cline(1972)
Cline (1972) said
little effort expended
any
"open door" admission
any community college today that maintains an "open
afford to be without an
policy and claims to be comprehensive, can ill afford

effective reading and study skills program.
An admission process scientifically designed to prevent
prevent incoming
incoming
students
students from
from enrolling
enrolling in courses for which they
they are not prepared will
strengthen both the curriculum and the instructional programs (Blocker, et
institutions have
have students with less measured
Since the two-year institutions
al., 1965). Since
terms of standardized aptitude scores, this
this population of students
ability in terms
might
Testing
might benefit
benefit from
from strong
strong remedial courses (American College Testing
Program, 1969
1969 and Flanagan, et al., 1964).
1964).
Strategy
Students With Reading Problems
Strategy For Helping College
CollegeStudents
Problems
William
William Glasser
Glasser (1969) claims
claims to have
have discovered an important fact
regarding
regarding failure:
failure: regardless of
of how
how many
many failures
failures aa person
person has
has had in
in his
his
past,
past, regardless of
of his
his background, his
his culture,
culture, his
his color, or
or his economic
level,
level, he will
will not succeed
succeed in general until he can in some
some way
way first
first exex
perience
perience success in one
one important part of his
his life.
life.
Arcieri
(1968) said
of aa
Arcieri and Margolis
Margolis(1968)
said the
the emotional
emodonal and learning aspects
aspectsof
reading
reading disability
disability must
must be
be handled at
at the
the same
same time,
time, usually on
on aa one-toone-toone
one approach.
approach. This
This means
means that the
the personality
personality of
of the
the individual
individual must
must be
be
considered while
while attempting to
to accomplish
accomplish learning tasks.
tasks. Mary
Mary B.
B. Lane
(1972) claims
claims that
that children
children often
often come
come to
to school
schooleager
eager to
to read
read and
and teachers
teachers
(1972)
make remedial
remedial readers
readers out
out of
of them,
them, because
because teachers
teachers make
make it
it difficult
difficult for
for aa
make
child
child in
in the
the first
first grade
grade to
to maintain
maintain his
his self-respect.
self-respect. This
This same
same concept
concept
applies
applies to
to college
college remedial
remedial readers.
readers. One
One should
should attempt
attempt to
to work
work with
with the
the
student as
as an
an individual.
individual. Bloom
Bloom (1968)
(1968) believes
believes that
that if
if every
every student
student had
had aa
student
very
verygood
good tutor
tutor most
most of
of them
them would
would be
be able
able to
to learn
learn aa particular
particular subject
subject to
to aa
high
high degree
degree and
and attain
attain mastery,
mastery, which
which would
would in
in turn
turn help
help develop
develop aa life
life
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interest in learning.
learning. This
This life
life long
long learning
learning process
process or
or self-motivation
self-motivation isis
long interest
significant goal
goal of
of higher
higher education.
education.
aa significant
Arthur
Arthur S.
S. McDonald
McDonald (1961)
(1961) notes
notes that
that multicausal
multicausal factors
factors and
and
psychological functions
functions underlie
underlie reading disability in
in high school
school and
and
psychological
college students, because reading isis aa function of the whole
whole personality and
college
isis one
one aspect
aspect of
of the
the growth
growth of
of the individual.
individual. The ultimate
ultimate goal
goal of reading
social adjustment
instruction must be the modification of the personal and social
wherever such adjustment impedes
impedes reading ability.
ability.
of the student, wherever
There has been a trend away from indiscriminate use of mechanical aids
and more
more emphasis
emphasis on materials to
to fit
fit individual needs
needs (Berg,
(Berg, 1964).
1964).
Ideally, the selection
selection of materials and methods
methods for aa reading improvement
Ideally,
needs of the individual. No single
single theory as
as
program should be based on the needs
yet
yet has been able to
to explain all
all aspects
aspects of learning and certainly reading is
is
considered
considered to
to be learning (Kingsley, 1957).
1957). Bugelski (1956)
(1956) said the learnlearn
is obligated to manipulate the factors of
ing psychologist (i.e., the teacher) is
anxiety and reinforcement in such a way
way that positive
positive results
results are obtained.
Research in successful reading programs have taken varied approaches.
Schick
such
Schick (1968)
(1968) said college
college students should perform analytical exercises
exercisessuch
as understanding the author's purpose, principle thoughts, inferences and
comprehension. After eight years of experimental programs at De Paul
University it was
was concluded those reading programs which correlated
University
were those
those which
which emphasized
emphasized major
significantly with college grades were
patterns of organizing and developing thinking in each content field
(Douglass and Halfter, 1958). In other words the flexible reader was the
most successful risk in college. Paulson and Stahmann (1973) think students
who
who work at reading skills
skills and study habits can acquire
acquire habits and
and skills
skills on
regard to
their own after an individual program has been established. In regard
(1973) recommend introducing
the disadvantaged student, Astin, et. al. (1973)
some system through which the total work load could be reduced and more
time alloted
aBoted than
than the traditional four years. Bloom (1968) also endorses this
concept and
and furthermore states that aptitude is simply a factor
factor of time.
time.
concept
Given enough time anyone can master a skill or concept.
and Stillwagon (1970) report success
success with a reading remediation
Miller and
program
program between high school and
and college.
college. Group
Group tests and
and inventories were
Edwards Personality Preference Schedule, Missouri
administered (ACT, Edwards
College English Placement Test, Nelson-Denny Reading Test, Strong
Interest Inventory
Inventory and
and Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Intelligence Scale). The group as a
GPA of
of 1.5 and achieved a 2.2
2.2 in summer and 2.0
2.0 in
in
whole had a predicted GPA
the fall. Yet, Miller and
and Stillwagon conclude
conclude that skills
skills are not
not
enough—students
enough - students must accept responsibility for motivation, discipline and
and
study. Programs aimed at
at salvaging the underachiever
underachiever must be structured
in such a way
way as to encourage and provide an opportunity for the students
to
to help
help themselves.
themselves.
Homer L. J. Carter
Carter (1967) listed eight principles based on 22 years of
of
experience in reading
University:
reading programs at
at Western Michigan
MichiganUniversity:
(1) The teacher must stimulate, inform, and guide.
(2)
(2) Every
Every student
student should
should know
know how
how well
well he
he reads
reads and
and should
should select
select for
for
himself
the specific
specific readingskills
reading skills he
he needs
needs to
to acquire.
acquire.
himself the
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can improve his reading ability
(3) The student should understand that he can
and that the responsibility for doing so rests with him.
(4) Each student should be given an opportunity to set up his own ob
objectives and to attain them at his own rate and in accordance with his
own plan.
(5) Attention should be given to physical, psychological and environmental
factors which may be affecting reading.
(6) The student should be taught to read effectively the texts required in
his college work.
(7) Instructions should be simple, direct, and specific.
(8) The student should evaluate his own achievement at
at the
the beginning and
at the end of the laboratory activity.
simpie and is
is generally supported by the research.
This list is simple
Perhaps thedirect
the.direct approach, one-on-one, is most rewarding in terms of
individualizing the program, but it is also the most expensive. There will
resources if sound reading programs are to be
have to be a commitment of resources
established for high-risk students.
Summary

Students entering the two-year colleges in the United States constitute
over 30 percent of the total enrollment of all colleges and universities in the
likely to be the ones
ones needing help in
United States. These students are most likelyto
skills and study habits. In addition to the need
need for skills,
skills, emotional
reading skills
also be handled. The solution requires a
and personality problems must also
highly skilled and experienced individual to teach reading. Without such
success can be expected in helping the high-risk college
individuals little success
student.
student.
Administrators know who their students are in terms of chances of
success and should take responsibility for their development or restrict their
enrollment. Factors such as motivation and patience work in favor of the
is difficult to identify these factors.
handicapped student, yet it is
Certainly no one expects the open door policy to be reversed. We need
to expand upon the concept of the open door. An active, dynamic approach
is required to help all students identified as high-risk.
is
college may best afford the highThere is evidence indicating the small college
risk student the opportunity to develop without the problem of transfer
risk
shock-going from the family/community environment to the large
shock—going
multiversity. One could hypothesize
hypothesize that high-risk students entering
entering a
multiversity.
significantly improve upon their
reading/study habits program would significantly
predicted GPA. Several short term projects have been successful
successful in this
area. Perhaps more research needs to be accomplished to demonstrate the
potential of a remedial reading program.
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THE USE OF CONCEPT FORMATION
STUDY GUIDES FOR SOCIAL STUDIES
READING MATERIALS
Gerald W.
W. Thompson and Raymond F. Morgan
OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

When one contemplates the world in bold broad strokes he visualizes
visualizes
that world in concepts rather than a world of minute objects,
objects, isolated
events, and single situations. Even in childhood we
we conceptualize our world
because concepts help us to organize and to synthesize large amounts of
information. By
By nature, once a key
key concept has been acquired, we
we use it at
different levels
levels of abstraction, complexity, and generality, depending upon
our stage of maturation. One such key concept, using the Hilda Taba 1l
generic model, would be "conflict." When someone tells us that he has been
involved in a conflict, he is
is not relating his actual experience, but a highly
involved
simplified and generalized version of it. Conflict can be physical or verbal.
It can represent anything from a one-on-one situation to a multi-national
feud over oil.
are told to identify the
When kids read social studies materials and they are
key concepts, they often have a great deal of trouble in abstracting the
concepts presented. The importance of using language appropriate for a
student's reading level should be underscored, because many of the
problems connected with concept formation are caused by linguistic
barriers. It should be noted that little empirical evidence has been
produced concerning the best way to sequence concept formation in the
classroom. De Cecco
Cecco makes this point, "as yet we have no studies
studies of the
which most American children enter school
concepts and principles with which
concepts· they should
should learn first and those they should learn
and of the concepts
later." 2
later."2
Having examined the three generic models of De Cecco, Gagne, and
and
Having
would seem that it is the
the critical attributes
Taba for concept attainment, it would
of concepts that students and teachers share in common which
which enable them
of
to meaningfully
meaningfully discuss a particular passage of social studies
studies reading
material.
ask students to read social
social studies materials for many
We as teachers ask
purposes.
purposes. Probably the most
most common purpose for requiring the reading of
these materials involves the acquisition, storage, and retrieval of what we
believe to be essential information. The reading process, for this purpose,
can be structured as a two-step procedure. Each student, after reading a
bits and pieces of information which are
are lower-order
passage, will acquire bits
These low-order
low-order concepts are best described
described as main
main and
and
concepts. These
categorize these main and
and
organizing ideas. Next the student must categorize
organizing ideas from the passage under a more inclusive higher-order key
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concept
concept which
which then
then permits
permits the
the transfer
transfer to
to different
different levels
levels of
of abstraction,
abstraction,
complexity, and
and generality.
generality.
complexity,
This
This article
article presents
presents one
oneway
tosystematically
systematically approach
approach the
theproblem
of
way to
problem of
extracting the
thekey
key concepts
concepts and
andtheir
theirmain
mainand
andorganizing
organizingideas
ideas from
from such
such
extracting
reading materials
materials through
through the
the use
use of
of concept
concept formation
formation study
study guides.
guides. AA
reading
sample use
use of
ofaastudy
studyguide
guide totohelp
fourth or
orfifth
grade children
children ininconcept
sample
help fourth
fifth grade
concept
formation follows.
follows.
formation
Let us
us assume
assume that
that the
the year's
year's study
studywill
will be,
be, "People
"People in
in Communities
Communities
Let
Around
Around the
the World."
World." Next,
Next, let
let us
ussay
say that
that one
one unit
unit of
of the
the year's
year's work
work will
will
spend about
deal
deal with,
with, "Nomads
"Nomads of
ofthe
theWorld,"
World," and
andthat
thatwe
we wish
wish to
tospend
about aaweek
week
on
on the
the "Bedouin"
"Bedouin" nomads
nomads of
of Saudi
Saudi Arabia.
Arabia. Borrowing
Borrowing from
from the
the Taba
Taba
generic model,
model, the
the student's
student's study
study of
of the
the Bedouin
Bedouin nomads
nomads will
will center
center on
on the
the
generic
key
study of
key concept
concept of
of"interdependence,"
"interdependence," as
as this
this concept
concept isis central
central to
to the
thestudy
of
people
people in
in communities.
communities. 33 The
The main
main idea
idea we
we wish
wish to
to use
use in
in support
support of
of
"interdependence" is:
is: interaction
interaction between
between aa people
people and
and the
the physical
physical and
and
"interdependence"
social
social environment
environment which
which surrounds
surrounds them
them influences
influences the
the way
way they
they meet
meet the
the
basic needs of
for the
of life. The
The organizing idea
ideafor
the week's study on
on the
the Bedouins
would be:
be: the
the Bedouin people change their
their physical and
and social surrounsurroun
dings by
by frequent
frequent moves
moves in
in order
order to
to make
make aa living
living in
in the
thedesert.
The daily
daily
dings
desert. The
lesson plan
plan presented
presented here
here will
will feature
feature an
an original
original reading
reading passage
passage which
which
lesson
follows:
THEMOVE
THE MOVE TO WINTER GRASSLANDS
ten years oldand
old and hewas
he was now able to herdcamels,
herd camels, goats and
Marzug was tenyears
sheep, and
proud of his family for they came
and do
do a man's work. Hewas
He was very proud
AI'Azab clan who are noted as one ofthemost
of the most far-ranging peoples
from the Al'Azab
of all the Bedouin nomads. Other clans, who never travel
travel as far as the
Al'Azab,
AI' Azab, call them, "nomads of the nomads." 44
clan decided that they would move to a winter pasture
In a meeting the clandecided
of the capital city
city of Riyadh on the
area known as the Rubayda, northeast ofthe
northern tip of the Empty Quarter. Word had been passed by
by Oil field
workers that good rains had fallen there and that winter grasses were
to sprout. It would be a journey
journey of some 700
700 miles across the
beginning to
lOO days for allthepartsofthe
all the parts of the
Empty Quarter and it would take some 90 to 100
caravans to
to complete
complete the
the trip.
trip. The
The slowest
slowest group
group would
would be
be the
the herders
herders and
and
caravans
their
their animals,
animals, for
for they
they canonly
can only make
make 55 to
to 7miles
7 miles aa daysince
day since theherds
the herds have
have
to
to be
be grazed
grazed and
and wateredalong
watered along the
the way.
way.
Things have
have changed
changed aa little
little since
since oil
oil was
was discovered
discovered in
in Saudi
Saudi Arabia.
Arabia.
Things
The advanced
advanced party
party ofold
of old men
men and
and women,
women, who
who prepare
prepare camp
camp sites
sites along
along
The
the
the way,
way, now
now ride
ride in
in an
an old
old pick-up
pick-up truck.
truck. Rubber
Rubber inner
inner tubes
tubes from
from oil
oil
truck
truck tires
tires have
have replaced
replaced the
the smaller,
smaller, leaky
leaky goatskin
goatskin water
water bags
bags of
of
yesteryear.
yesteryear. Many
Many of
of the
the campsites
camp sites are
are located
located where
where deepwater
deep water wells
wells have
have
been
been dug.
dug. These
These wells
wells were
were given
given to
to them
them bytheKing
by the KingofSaudi
of Saudi Arabia.
Arabia.
Marzug's
Marzug's family
family is
is not
not large.
large. His
His father
father died
died last
last winter.
winter. Now
Now his
his older
older
brother
brother Al
Al Kurbi,
Kurbi, and
and aa sister,
sister, Miliaba,
Miliaba, live
livewith
with Marzug
Marzugandhis
and his mother
mother in
in
tent. Marzug's
Marzug's little
little family
family isis partofa
part of a big
bigfamily
family called
called aa clan.
clan. In
In the
the big
big
aa tent.
family are
are all
all of
of his
his father's
father's brothers
brothers and
and their
theirfamilies.
families. His
Hisfather's
father's oldest
oldest
family
brotherisisthe
theleader
leaderor
orsheik
sheikofthe
of theAl'Azab
Al'Azabclan.
clan. This
Thisclan,
clan, orbig
or bigfamily,
family, isis
brother
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part of
of aa Bedouin
Bedouin tribecalled
tribe called the
the AlMurrah.
Al Murrah. A
A clanof
clan ofthe
the Bedouin
Bedouin islike
is like aa
part

small
in America
America where
where many
many relatives
relatives live
live near
near each
each other.
other. In
In
small town
town in
Marzug's clan
clan there
there are
are 35
35 tents,
tents, and
and each
each tent
tent holds
holds onefamily.
one family. Each
Each tent
tent
Marzug's
is divided into two
two parts.
parts. One
One part,
part, called
called the
the shigg,
shigg, is
is for
for men;
men; the
the women's
women's
isdividedinto
siot' isis called
callt'o the
tht' muharran.
mllharran.
side

The
The women
women and
and girls
girls are
are the
the ones
ones who
who care
care for
for all
all the
the camping
camping needs:
needs:
tents, clothing,
clothing, blankets,
blankets, food,
food, cooking
cooking pots,
pots, and
and packsaddles.
packsaddles. They
They set
set up
up
tents,
and take
take down
down tents
tents at
at each
each stop.
stop. The
The men
men and
and boys
boys herd
herd the
the animals.
animals.
and
Older
Older men
men and
and women
women pick
pick the
the trails,
trails, water
water sites,
sites, and
and camp
camp sites.
sites. They
They
know
know all
all the
the best
best places
places to
to camp
camp along
along the
the way,
way, because
because they
they have
have made
made
many trips
trips over the
the barren Empty
Empty Quarter.
many

All fall they travel northward to the winter grasslands. The nights are
people and animals huddle together to keep warm. When
cold now, and people
they finally reach their winter grasslands, the tents will be pitched on the
they
east side of rocky hills to protect the people and animals from the cold west
their tents also face east.
winds. The openings to their
goats are born in February
February and they must be
The baby lambs and goats
brought into the tentsat
tents at night to keepthem
keep them fromfreezing
from freezing to death. But if it
is not cold in the daytime they graze and nurse with their mothers.
mothers.
is
finally comes the clan will
will sell
sell some
some of their animals,
When summer finally
handmade goods in the market
market town of Rumah.
Rumah. With
skins, rugs, and other handmadegoods
money they
they make they
they will buy the things they
they need to live another year
the money
in the
the open
open desert of the
the Empty Quarter.
Quarter. Fortheir
For their basic needs theywill
they will buy
buy
pots and pansfrommerchants,
pans from merchants, and grainfor
grain for bread from oasis farmers.
move to better grasslands in order to feed and
The Bedouin clans move
protect their
their animals. The animals provide themwith
them with clothing, tents, skins,
at the market.
milk,
milk, meat, and money
moneyat
market. Each family member has aajob
job to do,
family within a clan depends
depends on other families in order for them
and each family
to make a living
living in the desert.
desert. But
But the clan goes to a market town
town once
once a
year
year to
to sell what
what they
they have and
and to
to buy
buy what
what they
they need.
need. Like
Like other comcom
munities around the world, the AI'
Azab clan knows that interdependence
Al'Azab
among
way they
can meet
among many
many groups
groups of people isis the
the only
onlyway
theycan
meet the
the basic needs
needs
of
of life.
life.
The End.

Students'
Guide:
Students' Concept
Concept Formation
Formation Study
StudyGuide:
The
The Move
Move to Winter
Winter Grasslands
Key
Key Concept: Interdependence.
Interdependence.
Main
Main Idea: Interaction
Interaction between
between aa people
people and
and the
the physical
physical and
and social
social enen
vironment
vironment which
which surrounds
surrounds them
them influences
influences the
the way
way they
they meet
meet the
the basic
basic
needs
needs of
of life.
life.
Organizing
Organizing Idea:
Idea: The'
The Bedouin
Bedouin people
people change
change their
their physical
physical and
and social
social
surroundings by
byfrequent
frequent moves
moves in
in order
order to
to make
make aa living
livingin
the desert.
desert.
surroundings
in the
PART
I
PARTI
DIRECTIONS TO
TO THE
THE STUDENT.
STUDENT. Place
Place aa check
check to
to the
the left
left of
of those
those
DIRECTIONS
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below which you believe are true based upon your reading and
statements below
the story, "The Move to Winter Grasslands."
class discussion of the
_ 1. All of the 35 families of the Al'Azab
AI' Aza b clan are related to one another.
_ 2. Each family member has a particular job to do when they are
moving.
_ 3. Marzug's clan moved to winter grasslands to feed and protect their
animals.
_ 4. Water and grass are
are very important to the Bedouin people in order
to make a living in the desert.
_ 5. A market town, like Rumah, depends on the Bedouin tribes to
goods and services.
exchange goods
_ 6. Marzug lives in a house with his family.
AI'Azab's do not
not raise grains for feeding themselves or their
_ 7. The Al'Azab's
animals.
animals.
_ 8. The Empty Quarter is a desert area with little rain and scarce
vegetation.
_ 9. Finding good
good grass for the animals causes the Al'Azab's to make
frequent moves.
_10.
10. Older people find camp sites along the way.
_11.
11. Marzug goes to school like you do.
_12.
12. Even the children of the Al'Azab's have jobs to do that help all the
people in meeting their basic needs for life.
_13.
13. The animals provide meat, clothing, tent materials, milk, leather,
and saddlepacks.
_14.
14. The Al'Azabs, the oasis farmers, and the market town people
the basic needs for life.
depend on one another in order to meet the
AI' Aza ba grow crops for people.
15. The Al'Azaba
PART II
II
PART

DIRECTIONS TO THE STUDENT. Think of a family that you know
who recently moved. What reasons did this family have for moving? In the
AI'Azab families
chart below complete a listing of reasons our families and Al'Azab
have for moving from one place to another.
REASONS FOR
FOR MOVING
MOVING
REASONS
Our Families
Families
Our

AI' Azab Clan
Bedouin Al'Azab

1. Dad's new job

1 . Good grasslands
1.

2.
2.

2.
2.

3.
3.

3.
3.

4.
4.

4.
4.
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5.
5.

5.
5.

6.
6.

6.
6.

7.
7.

7.
7.

8.
8.

8.
8.

9.
9.

9.
9.

10.
10.

10.
10.

questions:
From your list above answer the following questions:
they are reasons
1. Select those items under the "our" list that indicate they
which support the idea of making a living. Do the same thing for the
AI'Azabs. How
How are
are the
the reasons
reasons different?
different? Alike?
Alike?
Al'Azabs.
define in your own
2. Based on the information you have organized above, define
2.
words what you think "making a living" means.
make a list of the
the
3. Based on the information you have organized above, make
AI'Azab basic needs
needs of life. Would they be different from our family's
Al'Azab
basic needs?
needs?
basic
4. Based
Based on the information you have organized above, define in your own
4.
is.
words what you think "interdependence" is.
Part I in this process has three non-exemplars of the lower-order
is intended for average
concepts. This can be varied. The format here is
readers. You may want more non-exemplars and to mix the sequence
order of statements for better readers in order to raise the level of
reading ability.
with
A teacher led discussion on the vocabulary of Arabic names, along with
a map of Saudi Arabia, and pictures of the Bedouin people and their
way
way of life would be most appropriate as openers prior to using the
concept formation study guide. Students may react to the study guide
individually or in small groups.
.
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USING ECRI TECHNIQUES TO
IMPROVE READING SKILLS IN
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Marie J. Arnold
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Improving the reading
reading skills of students
students isis the responsibility of every
content area teacher. Since
Since too
too few secondary
secondary teachers
teachers are provided
provided the
content
to further students' growth
growth in reading, we
we looked
looked for
for ways
ways and
techniques to
programs which
which dealt with
with integrating reading in the subject area.
programs
level, we
we found one
In our search for current, reliable programs for this level,
design which seemed applicable. This program was
was instituted at the
design
Exemplary Center for
for Reading Instruction (ECRI),
(ECRI), a nationally
nationally recognized
recognized
project
to improve reading performance
at the elementary
projectto
performanceat
elementary level. Its
Its findings
findings
were based upon seven years
years of research data and included many of the
the
were
process. l This project facilitates the teacher's
components in the reading process.1
ability to elicit correct responses from non-responding pupils, establishes
ability
high mastery levelsof
levels of responses
responses with performance and rate as criteria, and
students. It also utilizes
varies the number of practices needed by individual students.
effective management and monitoring systems and diagnoses and prescribes
prescribes
instantly when errors or no responses
responses occur.2
occur. 2
Since
Since these techniques seemed applicable for secondary content
content
materials,
materials, we
we decided to design
design a study for the purpose of comparing this
program to the regular type of content
content presentation. Two eighth
eighth grade
heterogenous social studies
studies classes were
were used to evaluate the program by
the
using one as a control group. The following procedures were used with the
groups for five separate units, each covering a three week
week period.
Control

Experimental
1.
1.

Pre-Test
Pre- Test

A pretest
pre-test covering twenty
twenty
words from the social studies unit,
testing
both
spelling
testing
spelling and

1.
1.

Pre-test
Pretest

Same

1I Dr.
Dr. Ethna
Ethna R.
R. Reid,
Reid, SEVEN
SEVEN YEARS
YEARS OF
OF RESEARCH
RESEARCH IN
IN READING,
READING, Salt
Salt Lake
Lake City,
City,
Utah:
Utah: Exemplary
Exemplary Center
Center for
for Reading
Reading Instruction.
Instruction.
Dr. Ethna
Ethna R.
R. Reid,
Reid, Letter
Letter of
of Information
Information for
for ECRI
ECRI Instructional
Instructional Packages,
Packages, Salt
Salt
22 Dr.
Lake
Lake City,
City, Utah:
Utah: Exemplary
Exemplary Center
Center for
for Reading
Reading Instruction.
Instruction.
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definitions was
was given.
given. Each
Each word
word
definitions
was pronounced
pronounced twice
twice and
and used
used in
in
was
sentence once.
once. Context
Context clues
clues
aa sentence
were utilized
utilized in
in the
the sentences.
sentences.
were

2.
2.

Correction
Correction

'1..
2.

LUI redWH
Correction

Same
Same

The pretests
pre-tests were
were corrected
corrected
The
and returned
returned to
to the
the students
students for
for
and
them to
to restudy
restudy the
the words
words or
or
them
definitions which
which were
were incorrect.
incorrect.
definitions

Presentat ion of
o{ words as content
cant ent
3. Presentation
vocabulary
and
Words for spelling and
vocabulary were presented using
using
attack. to
directives to reach word attack,
responses and to emphasize
elicit responses
penmanship.3

3. Presentation
Presentatl'on of
o{ words as content
vocabulary
vocabulary
Words for spelling and
vocabulary were pronounced and
briefly defined. Students were
were
then instructed to study and
review the words.

4.

Textbook
Text
book assignment
the assigned
Students read the
times. once to
material three times,
twice
themselves,
twice
orally to
another student.

4.

Post-test
Post-test

5.
5.

5.

post -test covering the same
A post-test
pre-test
words presented on the pretest
given: the test included both
was given;
spelling and definitions. Each
word was pronounced twice.
Each student was required to
achieve one hundred percent
mastery on the spelling:
spelling; he retook
the spelling portion until this was
was
achieved.
achieved.

Textbook assignment
Students were instructed to
read the
the assigned material and to
answer study questions.

Post-test
Post-test
Same
Same

These students were not
compelled to attain one hundred
percent mastery.

6. Discussion o{
ass(~ned material
ofassigned
A lecture-discussion of the
assigned material was
was presented
for student notetaking practices.

6. Discussion o{
ofassigned
6.
assigned material
Same

7.
7. Mastery tests
Mastery tests

7. Mastery tests
six
Mastery tests including SIX

were given.
given,
were

Kits, Salt Lake City.
City, Utah: Exemplary Center
53 Dr. Ethna R. Reid, Teacher Training Kits,
for
for Reading
Reading Instruction.
Instruction.
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including reading
reading aa list
listof
of twenty
twenty
including
words accurately
accurately in
in aa designated
designated
words
period of
of time,
time, reading
reading aa passage
passage
period
(given to
to the
the students
students before
before the
the
(given
test) accurately
accurately in
in aa designated
designated
test)
period of
of time,
time, and
and answering
answering
period
five out
out of
of six
six comprehension
comprehension
five
questions.
questions.
These tests
tests were
were passed
passed acac
These
cording to
to mastery
mastery expectations;
expectations;
cording
they were
were not,
not, the
the student
student
ifif they
retook the
the test.
test.
retook
Students signed
signed up
up for
for these
these
Students
tests after
after they
they had
had read
read the
the
tests
material according
according to
to instructions
instructions
material
and were
were prepared
prepared for
for the test.
and

comprehension
comprehension
given.
given.

were
were

No
No requirement
requirement was
was made
made for
for
aa certain
certain number
number of
of correct
correct
answers.
answers.
Students
Students were
were advised
advised of
of
beginning
beginning date
date for
for the
the tests;
tests; the
the
names
names were
were randomly
randomly drawn.
drawn.

All tests were administered
individually.
Maintenance tests
8. Maz'ntenance

questions
questions

All tests were administered
individually.

8.

These unannounced tests were
given to
to check
check spelling
spelling retention.
given

Maintenance
Maintenance tests
Same

In order
spelling
spelling and
comparisons,

to judge the ECRI
ECRI program,
program, prepre- and post-test scores for
to
definitions
definitions for each unit were
were analyzed.
analyzed. On most
most of the
significant or noticeable gains
gains were shown by
by the ex
experimental group.
As
As a reading comprehension check in which students were to score five
correct, scores on the unit mastery tests were compared
out of six answers correct,
for four of the units
units (See Table 1).
Reading Comprehension Unit
Unit Tests
Tests
55 of
of 66 Answers
Answers Correct
Correct
Experimental
N=30
N
= 30

Unit
Unit Tests
Tests

Control
Control

N =31
N=31

Civil
Civil War
War

29
29

Industrialization
Industrialization

26
26

17
17

Growth
Growth of
of the
the City
City
Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs

21
21

16
16

15
15

33

10
10

Table
Table 11

In
In addition
addition to
to these
these formal
formal analyses,
analyses, other
other classroom
classroom observations
observations

included
included improved
improved penmanship,
penmanship, more
more attentive
attentive listening,
listening, eagerness
eagerness to
to help
help
one
one another,
another, more
more careful
careful study
study of
of assigned
assigned material
material to
to pass
pass mastery
mastery tests
tests
on
on the
the first
first attempt,
attempt, and
and improved
improved selfconcepts
self concepts frommeeting
from meeting with
with success.
success.
After using
using ECRI
ECRI techniques
techniques in
in aa content
content area
area classroom,
classroom, we
we feel
feel that
that
After

definite
definite gains
gains were
were shown
shown by
by theexperimental
the experimental groupin
group in specific
specific areas
areasof
ofthe
the
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reading
reading process,
process, such
such as
as vocabulary,
vocabulary, spelling,
spelling, and
and content
content area
area com
comprehension. Because
Because of
of the
the success
success shown
shown with
with the
the social
social studies
studies class,
class, we
we
prehension.
fed that
that the
the techniques
techniques of
of this
this program
program can
can be
be used
used successfully
successfully by
by any
any
feel
content area
af('~ teacher
teachf'r at
(It the
thf' secondary
sf'conoary level.
If'vf'l.
content

SKILL-REFERENCED INSTRUCTION FOR
SKILL-REFERENCED
DISABLED READERS:
GUIDELINES AND CAUTIONS
CAUTIONS
GUIDELINES
Catherine Morsink
UNIVERSITY OF
OF KENTUCKY

Skill-Referenced
Skzll-Referenced Instructionfor
Instructz"on for
Dzsabled Readers:
Readers: GuZ"delz'nes
and Cautz'ons
Disabled
Guidelines and
Cautions
Early in the development of learning disability programs, the terms
reading disability and dyslexia were widely used to describe the problem of
decode printed words
a child who had extreme difficulty in learning to decode
Qastak and Jastak, 1965), despite conventional educational opportunity
(Jastak
(Money, 1962) and apparent capacity to learn (Bateman, 1964). Reading
disability was further distinguished from simple reading difficulty by its
treatseverity and its duration, with resultant need for highly specialized treat
time (Rabinovitch, 1962).
ment over a long period of time
were quite clear: the child with a
The implications of early writers were
reading disability differed from the one who had problems in first grade but
caught up with his peers in second grade; neither was he the same as the
child with frequent absences leading to gaps in basic skills who responded
rapidly to short-term remedial programming. There was, by the early
1960's an abundance of evidence to suggest that the traditional basal and
1960s
unstructured skill-development techniques were not reaching children in
was (and still is) unknown whether
the lowest achievement subgroup. It was
some or all of these children were neurologically impaired, in addition to
being difficult and even inadvisable to make this distinction within the
public school context (Reed et al., 1970).
dzsabz'lz"ty concept.
Development of learnz"ng
learning disability
There was, in the early literature, a strong suggestion that the LD child
suffered from some form of neurological impairment. Learners with severe
difficulty in recalling the orientation and
disability were observed to have difficulty
sequence of letters, a phenomenon which Orton (1937) termed
tenned
"strephosymbolia," or twisted symbols. Strauss and Lehtinen (1947) noted
that neurologically impaired children saw patterns as fragmented parts
rather than integrated wholes, that they were distracted by extraneous
that they did not perceive the figure as distinct from its
details, and that
background. Strauss and Lehtinen also discussed the difficulty of their
students in relating temporal and spatial patterns, as between letters in a
word and the sounds which they represent. They suggested further that the
students' tendency to perseverate was an indication of inability to perceive
new sequences or relationships.
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Cruickshank et
et al.
al. (1961)
(1961) observed
observed brain
brain injured and
and hyperactive
hyperactive
Cruickshank
children
children in
in their
their experimental
experimental program.
program. They
They cited
cited hyperactivity,
hyperactivity,
distractability,
distractability, and
and disinhibition
disinhibition as
as major
major characteristics.
characteristics. The
The students
students in
in
this
this program
program were
were ohserved
observed to
to have
have gaps
gaps in
in memory,
memory, to
to not
not compn'hf'nrl
comprehend
verbal rlirf'ctions,
directions, to be
be unable to
to synthesize
synthesize separate elements into
vf'rh<ll
perseverate in
in response,
response, and to
to show
show catastrophic
meaningful wholes, to perseverate
responses to situations they could not understand.
The work
work of Cruickshank
Cruickshank and others suggested
suggested that hyperactive
hyperactive
children without evidence of brain damage exhibited learning characcharac
teristics
teristics which
which were
were similar
similar to
to those
those of the neurologically
neurologically impaired. It also
also
specified teaching methods which could be used effectively
effectively for children with
extreme difficulties, regardless of etiology. New
New labels, such as
as "minimal
brain dysfunction" and "maturational lag" came into use
use to describe the
with learning disability in the absence
absence of documented
documented neurological
neurological
child with
impairment.
Specialized remedial programs.
programs .
Fernald (1943)
(1943) was
was among the first
first to develop a specialized
specialized clinical
program based on the learning characteristics of disabled readers.
Primarily concerned with her students' negative attitudes, which she atat
tributed to repeated failure, she felt that new methods should be found to
direct their attention to success. For children with total or extreme dif
difficulty, she described a kinesthetic method in which they finger-traced
words, while looking at the copy and saying the parts aloud.
1960, was
was developed
developed
Gillingham and Stillman's program, published in 1960,
work by the neurologist
neurologist Orton. They analyzed
analyzed
much earlier, and based on work
components-letters
and sounds
sounds-and
the reading act into its simplest components
—letters and
—and
letter sounds
emphasized teaching each association separately, then putting letter
together in given sequence to form words. This method began with words
sequence
which are perfectly phonetic, and followed a carefully structured sequence
which
relationships. Like the Fernald
in teaching more difficult letter-sound relationships.
utilized auditory,
auditory, visual, tactile, and kinesthetic learning,
learning,
method, it utilized
emphasizing spelling
spelling and
and writing as well
well as reading.
reading.
Bryant (1965)
(1965) observed that "dyslexic" children had extreme difficulty
difficulty
making generalizations regarding the
the sounds and
and
in abstracting and in making
symbols of words. He pointed out that they may have
have difficulty in per
perand in retaining a detailed
detailed image of the word, and
and suggested that
ceiving and
was an important part of remedial teaching.
calling attention to the details wasan
sounds, sound blending and
He cited difficulties in association of letters and sounds,
memory as reasons to
to teach the sounds within the context of
of words, rather
than as separate elements to be
be blended. Bryant's theory
theory stressed the
the need
need
"overlearning" or repeated
repeated practice
practice as a wayof
way of helping disabled readers
for "overlearning"
make automatic responses
responses to
to sound-symbol associations. He
He also em
emphasized careful lesson planningto
planning to ensurecorrect
ensure correct responding, and specified
the
the need
need for
for immediate
immediate correction
correction of
of errors.
errors.
Johnson and Myklbust (1967) categorized reading disability into
auditory and
and visual
visual dyslexia,
dyslexia, and
and designed
designed specialized
specialized remedial
remedial programs
programs
auditory
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for
for each
each category.
category. They
They observed
observed that
that students
students with
with auditory
auditory dyslexia
dyslexia had
had
difficulty in
in synthesizing
synthesizing sounds into words,
words, and suggested aa remedial
approach
approach in
in which
which they
they were
were taught
taught to
to put
put together
together larger
larger segments
segments of
of
words
words such as
as compounds,
compounds, then
then syllables,
syllables, and
and word
word elements.
elements. They
They also
also
observed
observed the
the auditory dyslexic's difficulty
difficulty with
with relating visual
visual parts of aa
word to their auditory equivalents, trouble in hearing differences in word
word
sounds
sounds (particularly short
short vowels), difficulty
difficulty in making generalizations
when seeing
seeing similarities in
in word
word parts,
parts, gisturbance
disturbance in
in sequencing
sequencing ability
ability
when
(emeny for enemy), and problems in reauditorization (looking at the letter
its sound).
sound). Details
Details of their procedures are outlined in
in their
and recalling its
chapter on auditory dyslexia.
Myklebust (1967)
(1967) also
also described aa program for visual
visual
Johnson and Myklebust
dyslexics,
dyslexics, who, they noted, had difficulty with visual discrimination of word
slow rate of perception, reversal
reversal and inversion tendencies,
configuration, slow
trouble in retaining a sequence (pan/nap/npa), and problems in visual
visual
analysis
analysis and synthesis.
synthesis. These procedures specified in their chapter on visual
visual
dyslexia, stress
stress an academic approach to remediation, using a minimum of
dyslexia,
"readiness'
and squares. These authors also
"readiness' work
work with figures
figures such as
as circles
circlesand
also
suggested that, instead of a multi-sensory approach, some disabled readers
may need uni-sensory input, since
since they
they seem
seem unable to process
process information
may
through two input channels simultaneously.
Development of ability-testing
training..
abihty-testing and training
specialized remedial programs was
was the
Concomitant with the growth of specialized
realization that learning disabled children were
were not a homogenous
homogenous group
effective teaching depended on identification of the specific
specific areas
and that effective
in which each individual
individual had specific strengths and
and weaknesses.
weaknesses. This
This
provided the impetus for development of diagnostic tests
tests such as the
Developmental Test of Visual
Visual Perception (Frostig, 1961)
1961)
Marianne Frostig Developmental
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities
Abilities (Kirk, McCarthy and Kirk,
and Illinois
1968), with prescriptive remedial
remedial programs
programs based
based on the
the results of these
tests.
tests.
There was a body of early literature on ability testing which seemed to
strengthen the observations of the clinical
clinical writers regarding the learning
of disabled readers. These characteristics, or
or correlates,
characteristics of
indicated difficulties in auditory discrimination (Wepman, 1960), visual
visual
1961), and
and integration of abstract sounds and
and symbols
perception (Frostig, 1961),
and Belmont, 1964). In addition, early summaries
summaries of research
research with
(Birch and
aI., 1963) consistently showed that disabled
disabled readers
the ITPA (Sievers et al.,
were more likely
likely to have
have ITPA deficits in the "automatic level" of
of func
funcwere
tioning, rather
rather than in higher level learning skills. These results
results suggested
that they did not remember a sequence of symbols they had seen or heard
heard
or recognize a whole
whole object when a part
part was missing, and
and that they
continued to use language forms incorrectly long after others with com
comparable education and background had masteredthem.
mastered them. The whole pattern
of findings seemed to indicate that disabled readers, as a group,
group, showed
deficits, as follows:
follows:
some basic learning deficits,as
1.
1. Poorperceptionof
Poor perception of detailsin
details in the
the pattern
pattern of
of aa word.
word.
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2.
3.
4.
S
5
6.

Difficulty in association of sounds with symbols.
Difficulty in discriminating between words which look or sound alike.
sounds to make words.
Difficulty in combining sounds
Tn<thility
rf'mf'mhf'r words
woros learned.
If'<trnro.
Inability to remember
Difficulty in transff'rring
transferring learned skills to the reading of new words.
These problems may be compounded by a short attention span, a
negative attitude, a tendency to perseverate, and/or to attend to the wrong
stimuli.
stimuli.
While theoretically promising, attempts to measure these deficits, to use
test data for remedial programs, and to evaluate the results of remediation,
have been disappointing. Zach and Kaufman (1972) pointed out that while
deficits in visual perception were frequently identified by tests which
measure visual-motor
visual-motor performance (copying), their treatment often
consisted of training in visual discrimination (matching). Hammill (1972),
while acknowledging the fact that training may not have been correctly
implemented, concluded that the research didn't support the theory and
processes could even be trained.
questioned whether visual
visual perceptual processes
Hammill and Larsen's (1974) review of the research on remedial programs
based on the ITP
A implied that the value of these programs had not been
based
ITPA
demonstrated, and that the least satisfactory results had been shown on the
level skills
skills -the
skills in which previous studies had shown
automatic level
—the same skills
disabled readers to be most deficient. Hartman and Hartman (1973)
summarized by suggesting that the lack of validated tests to measure
skills
perceptual deficits and the use of remedial programs which taught skills
weaknesses in the
only theoretically related to those deficits were major weaknesses
perceptual process approach. In addition, the ability testing-process
training approach may have over-emphasized diagnosis, leading to
excategorization and labeling, which were misinterpreted by some as ex
planations of disability.
Complete cycle.
Initially, special educators became concerned when certain students
demonstrated potential yet failed to respond to regular instruction, either
in the classroom or in the ordinary remedial reading program. These
children were called "reading disabled" or "dyslexic" because
because their learning
characteristics, as identified by clinical observations and special tests,
seemed to differ from those of "normals." When attempts to remediate
their learning "processes" not only led to labeling and segregation, but also
yielded questionable results, the emphasis shifted back to the identification
and remediation of specific academic skill deficits or learning "products."
This "new" remedial emphasis now focuses on the identification of
which the child
child is deficient
reading skills, categorized as objectives, in which
(specific letter symbols which he cannot name, vowel
vowel sounds which he fails
etc. ). The major tools for identification of these skills are
to recall, etc.).
criterion-referenced systems, such as those reviewed by Rude (1974), and
written collections of skill-oriented remedial activities, based on the results
informal tests (for example, Boyd, 1975).
1975). The better systemsprovide
systems provide the
of informal
teacher with a series of remedial activities and a supplementary list with
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book
book titles
titles and
and page
page numbers
numbers of
of lessons
lessons which
which may
may be
be used
used to
to help
help the
the child
child
meet the
the objective.
objective.
meet
Rationalefor skills
skillsapproach
with disabled
disabled learners.
learners.
Ratio1Ullefor
approach with
Inherently, the
the skill-referenced
skill-referenced approach
approach seems
seems to
to be
be appropriate
appropriate for
for
Inherently,
since itit presents
presents tasks
tasks which
which are directly related to their
disabled readers, since
learning problem-reading words.
words. Hartman and Hartman (1973)
(1973) have
suggested that remedial
remedial programs which
which stress
stresslower-level
(such as
as eyeeyesuggested
lower-level skills (such
motor
motor coordination) may
may leave
leave gaps
gaps in
in learning because
because they
they are so
so far
removed from the task that there isis no transfer of training. In view
view of what
removed
known about the
the LD
LD child's
child's tendency
tendency to perseverate,
perseverate, his
his difficulty
difficulty with
isis known
transfer
transfer and generalization, the
the skill-referenced approach-with
approach—with apap
adaptations seemspromising.
propriate adaptations-seems
promising.
The short time available for the learning specialist to work with each
child
child further strengthens
strengthens the
the rationale
rationale for
for use
use of the skill-referenced apap
proach. Given a twenty minute remedial lesson with a child who confuses
words
words having
having similar visual
visual patterns, the teacher can present instruction
is either direct (practice in discriminating between words which have
which is
similar configurations) or indirect (exercises
(exercises in discriminating between
sequences of forms such as
as circles and squares). Logic dictates that the
teacher would
would want
want to pretest
pretest the child
child and present instruction using
circles and squares only if necessary. Even
Even where this
sequential patterns of circles
lower level
is necessary, the teacher would still have to follow
level of instruction is
words. The direct approach,
approach, then, parit with direct instruction using words.
par
ticularly if it is
is based on a pre- post test management system, can help the
teacher to specify each learner's
learner's needs and to track his mastery of skills.
skills.

Possible
PossZ"ble misusesofskills
mlsuses of skdls approach.
It is
is probable that skill-referenced approaches such as those described
described
by Rude (1974) will most often fail with disabled readers as a result of their
their use. Remedial
Remedial teachers
teachers could
could easily abuse these
abuse, rather than their
systems in at least the
the following
following ways:
wa ys:
1. by becoming worksheet dispensers, assuming
assuming that skill sheets or
or ac
activities are self-instructional.

remedial activities which do not
not precisely match the
the lesson
2. by using remedial

objective.

3. by failing to stress
stress and test for mastery of one skill before going on to a
due to partial
new skill, thus increasing the chances of confusion due
learning.

4. by stopping after
after teaching
teaching the skill in isolation, rather than
than going
going on
on to
help the
the child
child apply this skill to the reading of words in context.
context.
5. by assuming that
that skill
skill mastery measured
measured by an immediate
immediate posttest is
permanent, and
and therefore
therefore failing to present
present frequent reviews necessary
for
retention.
for retention.

Since the better systems suggest that skill teaching isonlypart
is only part of a sound
of failure will result from incorrect im
imtotal reading program, this type of
plementation, rather
rather than
than inherent weakness of
of the approach.
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Guidelines for implementation.
implementation.
is obvious that disabled readers need to develop basic skills,
Although it is
is not so obvious that they will acquire these skills
skills by exposure to activities
it is
have surface
may be
bc the case
casc with some
somc of
of those
which havc
surfacc validity only, as may
lI'ft,It'lI(nl in
ill the
tllt' ~kill~
~y~lt'JII~. Be<
nt't ausc
dll~t' .-lll)'
giVt'1l "I.D" child
t hild may
mily have
hilve one
OIl('
lefeienced
skills systems.
any given
or more special learning problem; the
the skill-referenced systems may
may need
careful evaluation, with at least three basic types of modification prior to
and during use with
with this group.
1. Suggested teaching materials and activities
activities may
may need adaptation.
Durkin (1974a, 1974b) has pointed out that there are serious flaws in some
of the phonics instruction recommended by teacher's manuals. She classifies
these flaws into instruction which is irrelevant and that which is incorrect,
and cautions reading teachers about unquestioning use of commercially
developed materials. Teachers will need to examine specific activities
stimuli,
carefully, discarding or modifying those which use distracting stimuli,
which introduce words too rapidly or present an inadequate amount of
practice. They should also avoid materials stressing the memorization of
"rules" which are not consistent with the structure of
of the language or have
little application to the actual reading of unknown words.
2. The terminal objectives of some of the skills
skIlls lessons may need to be
into a series of smaller subtasks. This could be done
done in at least
analyzed into
three different ways. First, in some cases, the objectives
objectives are extremely broad
(i.c. "short novels,"
novels," "consonant blends," "synonyms," etc.) suggesting far
(i.e.
more content than the LD child can assimilate at one time. In these cases,
will need
individual lessons which focus on a single pattern or generalization will
to be developed, and a series of review lessons in which
which the terminal
generalization is presented will need to follow.
follow. Second, even when the lesson
is narrow, the disabled reader's teacher may need to subdivide the
objective is
iesson into steps, as determined by the learner's response level. An in
inlesson
termediate step in learning to name a given word by sight, for example,
might be to circle the stimulus word, identifying it from among a choice of
several, when it is pronounced by the teacher. A child who could respond
correctly at this level would need to be led through a series of carefully
programmed steps to the terminal objective of sight recognition (recall). A
third type of task analysis might focus on the "characteristics" of
"correlates" of the child's learning difficulty. When a child has difficulty
lessonwith auditory discrimination, for example, one of the steps in each lesson
would focus on the difference between the target word and other
for him would
words which are auditorily similar. Further guidelines on the task analysis
process can be found in Bateman (1971), while the works of Bryant (1965)
and of Gillingham and Stillman (1960) further specify the subskills in the
decoding task which may need emphasis.
3. It will
will be necessary for the LD child's teacher to monitor his responses
responses to
efskill-referenced programming through continuous evaluation of ef
is among those suggesting charting the rate of
fectiveness. Freschi (1974) is
fectiveness.
correct and incorrect responses as a means of providing concrete data to
to
monitor performance and modify each child's educational specifications.
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The
with this
The work
work of
of those
those whose
whose methods
methods have
have proven
proven effective
effectivewith
this group
group may
may
offer
offer guidelines
guidelines for
for needed
needed modifications.
modifications. Haring
Haring and
and Hauck
Hauck (1969)
(1969) are
are
among those
those who
who have
have demonstrated
demonstrated the
the effectiveness
effectiveness of
of aa carefully
carefully
among
structured
structured reinforcement
reinforcement program
program in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with sequential
sequential
presentation of basic
Johnson and Myklebust
basic word
word attack skills.
skills.Johnson
Myklebust (1967)
(1967) and
Blau and Blau
Blau (1968)
(1968) have
have suggested
suggested ways of helping disabled readers block
block
Blau
out irrelevant
irrelevant stimuli
stimuli as
as aa way
way of overcoming
overcoming multi-sensory
multi-sensory interference.
out
(1969) have
have shown
shown how
how to
to use
use hand signals
signals to
to
Englemann and Bruner (1969)
control attention, how
how to
to structure no-fail
no-fail sequences
sequences of instruction by
by
control
fading
fading prompts
prompts and cues,
cues, and how
how to
to stress overlearning
overlearning of basic
basic response
response
units as
as aa way
way to circumvent memory deficits.
deficits. Finally,
Finally, evaluations will
will need
to measure whether the
the child can retain and apply the concept,
concept, as
as well
well as
as
to
whether he has mastered the lesson
lesson objective.
Recommendations.
Brown and Botel
Botel (1972),
(1972), summarizing the present state of the art in
Brown
treating reading disability,
not to explain why
disability, emphasize
emphasize that the trend isisnot
why aa
specify the conditions under which he does
does
child can't read, but rather to specify
will require careful review
reviewof
is
learn. Specification of those conditions will
of what is
known about learning difficulties and selection
selection of techniques
techniques which
which have
proven
proven successful. The skill-referenced
skill-referenced approach, while
while promising a
management-measurement system, must not be poorly implemented or
indiscriminately applied, or it too will fail to
to meet the needs of LD children.
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READING IN THE
SECONDARY SCHOOL:
HOW TO ADD WORDS TO
YOUR VOCABULARY
PART II
Kenneth VanderMeulen
PART II
Readers will
will remember that in the fall issue, Part I of "Adding Words to
One's Vocabulary" appeared. Editor Ken VanderMeulen continues this
series with the transcripts of tapes 3 and 4 dealing with prefixes and roots.
series
Prefixes, suffixes and root words are those word elements commonly best
taught and understood by teachers and students alike. However, as is
pointed out in the following transcripts their importance in vocabulary
less understood "word root" is
is greatly
development, especially that of the less
As James F. Shepherd aptly states, "When teachers see a
underestimated. As
logical relation between the meanings of Latin or Greek roots and English
vocabulary, they
they should communicate this information to their students."
(INSIGHTS, INTO WHY
AND HOW TO READ, International Reading
WHYAND
Association, 1976).
1976). Students and teachers alike will
will find these self-help
Association,
tapes to be of value in understanding the word structure of our English
language.
William L. Holladay
Associate Editor
Editor
Associate
Tape III

ways to help one's
This is the third tape in the series concerned with ways
reading
—Why
reading vocabulary grow. Let's begin with a reasonable question
questionWhy is
put on learning Latin and
and Greek word parts
more emphasis suddenly being put
modern English?
English? The answer is
is equally reasonable; a larger
larger and
and
in our modern
larger percentage of our everyday language is including technical words,
and we no longer can
can say that
that American
American English is based on Anglo-Saxon.
and
Seventy
being added to our language
Seventy to eighty percent of the new words being
each year are words put together from Greek and
and Latin
Latin parts. All in
inventions, discoveries, and developments
developments in science—all
science-all new concepts and
and
ventions,
machines
machines had to have names.
names. In this country, ever since the industrial
we have
have been taking word elementsfrom
elements from the
revolution first got underway, we
Classical Languages for these purposes, to explain,
explain, describe, and name the
up our innovations.
parts that made up
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In Norman Lewis' book
book Word
Word Power Made Easy the
the statement is made
the invention of
of radio
radio alone put
put 5,000 new words into
into the language.
language.
that the
part had
had to be named; every
every concept, and every process had to have
Every part
Every
the ideas.
ideas. Thus,
Thus. micro
mlcro and phone were joined to name the part
words to fit the
that
thin was sensitive
sf'nsitivf' to the
thf' human voice
voicf'. Amplifier
Ampl~riPT named
namf'o the
thf' device
of'vicf' to
the sound for transmission, and so forth.
enlarge the
Radio was invented more
more than fifty years ago, and many
many other in
inventions have come on the scene since. Whole new scientific areas have

new words
words have come into our world of
opened up, and thousands of new

reading.
reading. Dr. James
James I. Brown of the University of Minnesota has done
which concludes
concludes that sixty to seventy percent of
of American
research work which
Latin and
and Greek.
English today is made up of elements which come from Latin
To help you demonstrate to yourselfjust
yourself just how important those language
word parts have become, I'd like to have you participate right now by
taking a sheet of note paper on which to write some roots and prefixes. The
taking
directions are simple, but should be followed carefully. Write the following
paper, with their
their meanings:
prefixes down the left side of the note paper,
5, and follow
follow the
First, write d-i-s, and put parentheses around the 5,
hyphen. Belowd-i-s,
Below d-i-s, write the meaning—apart.
meaning-apart. Althoughdis,
Althoughdzs,
prefix with a hyphen.
when used with verbs, takes on the meaning of "do the opposite," as in
disown, discharge, disjoint; we are going to look at the prefix used with
disown,
So, the meaning is
is apart, as we
we said before. The next prefix is
is
Latin roots. So,
re
back or again.
r-e (hyphen), and the meaning on the next line should be back
Prefix number three is de
d-e (hyphen), and the meaning below
below it should be
down or away. Number four is
is e-x (hyphen), and put the letter x in
down
parentheses. Now put the meaning out
out below
below that. The parentheses merely
is used as a complete unit, and sometimes
show that sometimes the prefix is
show
is not used. Prefix number five
is c-o-n (hyphen).
the letter in parentheses is
five is
The meaning is
is together,
together, or
orwith.
with. And, the last prefix is
is a-d (hyphen), and
put the d in parentheses. The meaning of a-d, to or toward
toward..
Now,
Now, in order to show
show how these prefixes have multiple ways
ways of comcom
bining with Latin root words to make a variety of fairly common English
words, we
we need to put a set of roots in six columns across the note paper,
one root at the head of each column. The first column, just to the right of
the prefixes,
prefixes, should be headed by the root t-r-a-c-t, again with the
meaning-pull
meaning—pull or draw-above
draw—above or below it, depending on where you have
room.
room.
Now, move one column to the right, and put the second root s-t-r-u-c-t
at the head. The word build
build is
is the meaning. In the third column, write g-re-s-s
e-s-s at the head, and the meaning, step.
step. In the fourth vertical column,
write j-e-c-t, and the meaning throw.
throw. The fifth and sixth roots have two
spellings
spellings and I'd like to have you put them both in. For the fifth, write c-e-d
c-e-s-s, and the meaning for both spellings is
ismove
and the other spelling c-e-s-s,
move or
go . And, at the top of the sixth column, write m-i-s and m-i-t. This root
go.
means send or let go .
I'm sure that you have been noticing the number of combinations you
can make out of this little set of word elements. I suggest that you look at
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just aa couple
couple with
with me
me now,
now, and
and then
then take
take the
the paper
paper along
along to
to fill
fill in
in the
the
just
remaining possible
possible squares
squares with
with the
the words.
words. Let's
Let's look
look at
at the
the last
last vertical
vertical
remaining
column,
-first you
column, and
and start
start with
with the
the top
top prefix
prefix—first
you have
have dismiss,
dismiss, next
next line
down
- both good
when
down we
we see
see both
both remit
remit and
and remiss
remiss—both
good American
American words
words -—when
you know it still means what it meant
you see a bill marked "please remit" you
some two
two thousand years
years agoago —"send
d-e-, used with
vAthmis
some
"send back." Next prefix d-e-,
mls
and aa final e means died
mit ormls
died today, can you
you see
see why?
why? E,
E, used with
vnthmit
or mis
will give
give us
us emit
emit (send
(send out)
out) or emzssion,
emission, the term as
as applied to
to modem
modern
cars emission control system. The next, c-o-n-,
con-, becomes com when used
cars-emission
we then have commit, or commission.
with a root beginning with m, and we
And the sixth, admit, admission, as when we let someone into a movie or
game, the ticket says admit one ...
...
few of the combinations which can be
We might also note together a few
g-r-e-s-s, meaning
meanings^/?.
D-i, used with
made under the column headed by g-r-e-s-s,
step . D-i,
becomes digress,
digress, or step apart-one
apart one digresses
digresses when he parts from
the root, becomes
his story
story or speech
speech or routine.
routine. Regress, step
step back,
back, which
which isis the opposite
opposite of
his
p-r-o,
pro, meaning forward, which
which gives
gives us
us progress.
progress. D-e is
is not combined with
gress
gress in a word. EE- used with gress,
gress, gives
gives us an old-fashioned word for
outside door, egress might be said to be the counterpart of EXIT. The next
we see
see is
is c-o-n
con and gress,
gress, and congress was
was taken seriously
seriously as
as a
combination we
term for the concept of the representatives moving or stepping together.
Congress has come to mean a few
few other things in more recent times.
Congress
The last one, a-d-, loses the d in pronunciation, we
we don't say
say adgression -—instead,
instead, we say aggression, simply doubling the
the first letter of the
root to take the place
place of the dropped d. I leaveyou
leave you to do the rest,
rest, and hope
will be impressed with the number of ways a few
few prefixes and roots give
you will
you many concepts for your reading vocabularies.
This is the end of cassette tape
tape number three
three in the series ADDING
WORDS TO ONE'S VOCABULARY. To use number four next, simply
WORDS
push Fast Forward and turn
tum the cassetteover
cassette over when it stops.
Tape Four
the series of cassette presentations called ADDING
This is the fourth in the
TO ONE'S VOCABULARY. Here
Here again,
again, you will want
want to have
WORDS TO
some notepaper and a pen handy. The
The purpose
purpose of
of this ten
ten minute discussion

is
is to offer you
you the opportunity to become acquainted
acquainted with a basic set of
we use in our everyday language, but
but generally are not
word elements which weuse
recognized as having
having meanings
meanings by themselves.
themselves.
In the last tape
tape we demonstrated how many of our
our words are put
put
together
together with a prefix which acts as a preposition, and a root which gives
the action, and welisted
we listed a half dozenfor
dozen for your participation.
participation.
This
This time
time we
we will
will take
take some
some words
words which
which are
are defined
defined in
in the
the various
various

subject matter classes, but no one takes time to help students really attach
attach
those ideasin
ideas in their minds. Forinstance,
For instance, whenyougo
when you go to the personwhois
person who is to
check your eyes, what sign or title do you look for? There's the optometrist,
optometrist,
checkyour
there's
there's the
the oculist,
oculist, and
and the
the ophthalmologist.
ophthalmologist. Since
Since they're
they're your
your eyes,
eyes, you
you
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told - the Ophthalmologist is specialized to the point
point of being
being
should be told
called an
an eye surgeon,
surgeon, and
and you may
may not
not need
need him
him unless you're in serious
called
oculist must
must have a doctor's degree,
degree, the
the optometrist can only
trouble. The oculist
first root, you
you should become well
well
measure your vision. There is the first
it-metro
meter. means measure wherever you see it,
it.
acquainted with it
rnetr, or meter,
from barometer, thermometer, to perimeter, diameter and metric.
from
- well, simply means vision. Optometrist —visionmeasure.
- vision measure. The
The letters
Opto —well,
o-c-u-1
means two eyes.
o-c-u-l will always refer to eye. Thus, bi-(n)ocular means
To
To give you a quick
quick rundown
rundown on the roots and
and prefixes you should
should
to Professor
become familiar with over the next few months, I have turned to
Fourteen Word
Word Master Series.
Series. Since his
James I. Brown's list, called the Fourteen
of the
the total language is based on
on Latin
research concluded that two-thirds of
and Greek, Dr. Brown next looked for the word elements that are most
came out with a list of twenty
frequently used in modern English. He came
prefixes and fourteen roots which, he said, are used in over fourteen
with these
thousand relatively common American words. He formed words with
word elements.
elements.
word
time give you copies of
of the
the Master series, for
Your instructor may at this time
you to use in noting meanings and
and examples. Stop the cassette while this is
done.
done.
and another spelling which you
Root one in the word precept is cept, and
The meaning is take, or seize,
seize, in the sense
sense of grab.
should add is c-a-p-t. The
is to underline the root and add the other spelling.
The idea in this lesson is
Under a middle column, write the meaning, and in the third column, some
examples of the use of that root in other words. Examples of this root might
be -intercept, capture, reception, and captive.
captive.
be—intercept,
looked up,
We're skipping the prefixes, remember, because they can be looked
and because we only have time for the roots today.
root in number two is tain,
t-a-i-n, and the other spelling t-e-n. The
The root
meaning is
is hold or have. You know many uses for tazn,
tain, retain (hold back),
contain (hold together), obtain, and pertain. The other spelling of
ten, is
often,
is
found in the word tenure, which means the time one holds a position, and
lieuten
Meuten ant, one who holds his job in lieu of the captain, and one who holds a
building by contract -the
—the tenant.
Number three we had before-mit
before—mit and the other spelling mis, meaning
send or let go. Examples are permit and admit, with the other spelling
yielding such words as mission,
mission, missile,
missile, as well
well as words with prefixes,
commission, admission-even
admission —even the word promise (general idea-to
idea—to send a
pledge forward in time).
Root number four is
is f-e-r, means to carry or bear (that's b-e-a-r) a verb.
The verb is
is given meaning with its prefix-so
prefix—so we
we have refer (carry back),
confer, defer, inference, prefer, interfere, and the word difference also
comes from this.
S-i-s-t is
is number five,
five, and the other spelling is
is s-t-a. The meaning is
is
S-i-s-t
stand or stay. Common words formed with prefixeJ
prefixes are subsist, resist,
persist, and desist. The other spelling, static, standing still;
still; status, our
standing in a group. Other words
words are thermostat, statue, pedestal, and the
word staple.
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Number
Number six
six isis g-r-a-p-h.
graph. Meaning-write
Meaning—write or
or record.
record. The
The examples
examplesare
are
many; and
and we
we need
need only
only mention
mention geography,
geography, telegraph,
telegraph, biography,
biography, and
and
many;
demography.
demography.
Number seven
seven isis l-o-g,
log, and
and the
the meaning
meaning isis word.
word. There
There are
are other
other
Number
meanings for
for the
the word
word element
element in
in other
other settings,
settings, so
so we
wewill
willjust
mention the
the
meanings
just mention
two
two examples
examples prologue,
prologue, aa word
word before,
before, and
and epilogue,
epilogue, aa word
word on
on or
or about
about
the work.
work.
the
Number eight
eight isis s-p-e-c-t,
s-p-e-c-t, which
which means
means look.
look. You
You can probably
probably begin
begin
Number
your
few reminders-inspect,
reminders—inspect, respect,
respect,
your example
example list
list by
by yourself,
yourself, but
but aa few
spectacle, and spectator.
The next root
root isis spelled
spelled p-I-i-c
p-l-i-c and originally
originally meant fold.
fold. We find some
some
in the
the idea
idea today, and
and we
we see the
the root
root in
in such
such words as
as duplicate,
duplicate,
change in
implicate, and
took the meaning
that
elementtookthe
meaningthat
and triplicate. You see, that word element
the
the users wanted
wanted it to-now,
to—now, duplicate
duplicate and triplicate mean two
two and three
copies.
COpIes.
The combination of
of t-e-n-d
tend means
means stretch,
stretch, and the
the best
best example
example isis
tendon. Another spelling of that is
is tens, and we
we find tense and tenten
meaning stretch.
sion -—meaning
eleven had d-u-c-t,
d-u-c-t, or just d-u-c.
due. The meaning is
is lead,
lead, as
as in the
Number eleven
sense
sense of channel. Everyday
Everyday examples
examples of this
this use
use are conduct, reduce,
produce,
even the word
word educate!
you remember that e
e,,
produce, induction, and even
educate! If you
without the x still
still means
means out, added to due,
duc, meaning lead—we
lead-we have
have the
without
idea that education
we
education is
is a leading
leading out of ignoranceto
ignorance to knowledge. At least
least we
can
can hope!
root is
is pos,
pos, and youshouldadd
you should add the secondspelling,
second spelling,
Number twelve, the root
pon. The meanings are put, or place, for these roots. You use them
them both in
such words as propose, impose, expose, depose, repose, and compose. For
the other spelling, component, proponent, exponent, opponent.
opponent. The
prefixes give direction to put
put or place.
Thirteen
Thirteen has three spellings, fie,
fic, fac, feet.
fect. The meaning, to do, make,
story is made up, we call it fiction. When a company
company
or cause. When a story
makes commodities for sale, the place iscalled
is called a factory. When something
something
wrong, we call it a defect. Other
Other worQs
woIils are fictitious,
is made or done wrong,
factual, infection.
last word
word in
in the fourteen word
word master series
series is mistranscribe, and
The last
s-c-r-i-p-t. The
The
the root, of course, is s-c-r-i-b; the alternate spelling is script.
meaning simply write, w-r-i-t-e. Once more, the prefixes
prefixes are the cues to
what
what iswritten.
is written. Write
Write in
in or
or into,
into, youhaveinscribe,
you have inscribe, inscription.
inscription.
A
A doctor
doctor writes
writes ahead
ahead for
for drugs
drugs or
or medicine,
medicine, that'sprescription.
that's prescription.
If I signmyname
sign my name below
below orunder
orunder an
an order,
order, that's
that's a5w6scription.
asubscription.
If
We'll
We'll take
take up
up more
more prefixes
prefixes another
another time.
time. Right
Right now,
now, this
this is
is the
the end
end of
of
adding
adding words
words to
to your
your vocabulary,
wcabulary) part
part four.
four. Please
Please push
push Fast
Fast Forward
Forward to
to
the end
end of
of thistape,
thIS tape, sothat
so that NumberThree
Number Three part
part will
will be
be ready
ready'for
use again.
the
for useagain.

WE
WE SUGGEST
SUGGEST
Eleanor
Eleanor Buelke
Buelke
Lucas, Christopher
ChristopherJ.J .
Lucas,

Challenge and
and Choice
Choice in
in Contemporary
ContemporaryEducation
Educatio.n
Challenge
New York:
York: Macmillan
Macmillan PublishingCo.,
Publishing Co., Inc.,
Inc., 1976.
1976. Pp.
Pp. viii
viii ++ 455.
455.
New

For
For most
most of
of mankind,
mankind, life
life is
is aa dirty
dirty trick.
trick. For
For othersit
others it islived,
is lived, in
in

Thoreau's
Thoreau's term,
term, in
in quiet
quiet desperation.
desperation. The
The promise
promise of
of education
education isis
that
that through
through knowledge
knowledge ofnature
of nature andknowledge
and knowledge ofself,
of self, people
people can
can
fashion
fashion aa temporary
temporary habitat
habitat on
on this
this whirling
whirling planet
planet that
that can
can cater
cater
with
with some
some felicity
felicity to
to theimpertinent
the impertinent claims
claims oftheir
of their restless
restless souls.
souls. We
We
get seduced into narrow definitions of education's function
function . . . . .
These are,
are, for
for the
the most
most part,
part, measurable
measurable goals
goals ofeducation.
of education.
These

But . . . . . the prime function of education is not measurable.
of education is human freedom .....*1
The ultimate business of
This
This book identifies six major ideological perspectives from which
the "ultimate business" of schools and
educators work as they go about the
learners in America. While the main thesis
thesis is
is concerned with "challenges
"challenges
and choices" found within the six
six described
described categories,
categories, the purpose of the
main author is
one choice, but,
is not to stir readers to commitment to any
anyone
rather, to
to supply informational background from which to
to make aa more
intelligent selection
selection from
from among
among alternatives.
alternatives. Each
Each of
of the
the six
six sections
sections isis
intelligent
preceded by
by the
the author's
author's summarization
summarization of
of relevant
relevant historical
historical antecedents,
antecedents,
preceded
current patterns
patterns of
ofdevelopment,
and highlights
highlights of
ofessential
criticism and
and
current
development, and
essential criticism
support of each
each perspective.
The six
six major
major categories,
categories, delineated
delineated arbitrarily
arbitrarily by
by Lucas,
Lucas, include
include the
the
The
liberal arts
arts tradition,
tradition, educational
educational technologism,
technologism, humanism,
humanism, career
career
liberal
education, social
social reconstruction,
reconstruction, and
and education
education without
without schools.
schools. Most
Most of
of
education,
the problems
problems posed
posed within
within the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
ofany
one school
school district
district in
inour
the
anyone
our
country
countryfit
fit into
into one
one of
of these
these categories.
categories.
In the
the first
first section
section of
of the
the book,
book, writers
writers address
address themselves
themselves to
to aa topic
topic that
that
In
puzzling thoughtful
thoughtful persons
persons on
on the
the contemporary
contemporary scene
scene just
just as
as itit has
has
isis puzzling
plagued educators
educators for
for centuries.
centuries. What
What are
are the
the ingredients
ingredients that
that define
define an
an
plagued
educated person?
person? Should
Should leaders
leaders in
in professional
professional schools
schools be
be committed
committed toto
educated
utilitarian
utilitarian goals,
goals, or
or should
should they
they be
be dedicated
dedicated toto the
the nurture
nurture of
of human
human
traits? Educational
Educational philosophy
philosophy or
orcost
cost accounting;
accounting; humanities
humanities or
oraacreed
creedof
of
traits?
relevance;
relevance; social,
social, moral,
moral, and
and aesthetic
aesthetic development
development or
or material
material adad
vancement-where
where are
arethe
thepriorities
prioritiesof
ofAmerican
Americaneducators
educatorsand
andtax-paying
tax-paying
vancement
citizens?
citizens?

K.Bailey,
Bailey, "Combating
"Combatingthe
theEfficiency
EfficiencyCultists,"
Cultists,"ininChallenge
Challengeand
andChOl'ce
Choicel'nin
1 1Stephen
Stephen K.
Contemporary
ContemporaryEducatz'on,
Education, p.p. 166.
166.
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In
In the
thesecond
second section,
section, writers
writers are
areconcerned
concerned with
with varying
varying thrusts
thrusts inin
modern
modern education
education evolving
evolving under
under the
the influence
influence of
of the
the technocratic
technocratic
revolution: behaviorist
behaviorist methodology,
methodology, applied
applied toto problems
problems ofof teaching
teaching
revolution:
techniques and
and evaluation;
evaluation; electronically
electronically based
based data
data storage,
storage, processing,
processing,
techniques
and retrieval,
retrieval, used
used totosupplement
supplement conventional
conventional modes
modes of
of instruction;
instruction; and
and
and
new technical
technical tools,
tools, used
used toto organize,
organize, administer,
administer, and
and manage
manage teaching
teaching
new
and learning.
learning. All
All of
ofthese
these deal
deal with
with the
the process
process of
oflearning
learning from
from an
an obob
and
jective
jective approach.
approach. The
Theeffects
effects of
ofsuch
such an
an approach
approach upon
upon our
oureducational
educational
system
system and
and their
their relationship
relationship toto aa developing
developing professionalism,
professionalism, their
their threats
threats
to teacher
teacher autonomy,
autonomy, and
and their
their relevancy
relevancy tototrue
true efficiency
efficiency ininsecuring
for
to
securing for
Americans
Americans their
their cherished
cherished freedoms
freedoms are
are discussed
discussed inin selected,
selected, pertinent
pertinent
writings.
writings.
Open
Open education
education and
and the
the move
move toward
toward more
more humanism
humanism in
in the
the schools
schools
are
are reviewed
reviewed in
in the
the third
third section
section of
of this
this volume.
volume. Descriptions
Descriptions of
of their
their
varying forms
forms are
are given,
given, along
along with
with characteristic,
characteristic, particular
particular promises
promises and
and
varying
problems
they have
problems of
of these
these programs
programs as
asthey
have appeared
appeared in
in different
different communities
communities
and
and systems.
systems. Inherent, basic
basic values
values and
and pedagogical
pedagogical practices of
of
educational humanism are questioned, detailed, and
placed in
andplaced
in reference to
to
our American system of
of universal, compulsory education. Can
Can human
human
our
rights survive
survive in
in the
the classroom?
classroom? Can
Can education
education be
beboth
highly individualized
individualized
rights
both highly
and
and highly effective? Will programs expanded and
and geared toward
acknowledgement
acknowledgement and
and respect
respect for
for the
the unique
unique potential
potential and
and individuality
individuality of
of
each student be supported and maintained by today's reeling economy and
and
reluctant tax-payers? If
If authentic movements toward opening issues and
relationships are not increasingly undertaken in the classrooms, what will
be the results for society, in
in terms of continued freedom and responsible
actions? Articles in this section stir serious thinking about
about answers to these
questions.
The significant area of career education engenders its own brands of
enthusiasts and enemies. Questions are posed by writers on both sides. Few
would argue against the thesis that work is important to society. Can the
dichotomy between things academic and things vocational be replaced with
melding of
of human
human resources
resources and
and life-fulfilling
life-fulfilling employment?
employment? Should
Should aa
aa melding
major
major goal
goal ofthis
of this same
same society's
society's education,
education, then,
then, bethe
be the teaching
teaching dimension
dimension
of
of the
the importance
importance of
of work
work to
to all
all students?
students? Has
Has content-centered
content-centered learning
learning
lost
lost its
its social
social utility
utility and,
and, consequently,
consequently, its
its validity?
validity? Is
Is the
the time
time right
right for
for
restructuring
restructuring our
our school
school curriculums
curriculums in
in terms
terms of
of the
the model
model which
which en
engrade levels:
levels: "career
"career awareness"
awareness" in
in grades
grades K-6,
K-6, "career
"career ex
excompasses all
all grade
compasses
ploration"
ploration" in
in grades
grades 7-9,
7-9, and
and "career
"career preparation"
preparation" in
in grades
grades 10-12?
1O-12? The
The
goal
goal of
of dignified,
dignified, satisfying
satisfying work
work for
for everyone
everyone as
as aa result
result of
of being
being educated
educated
in America's
America's schools
schools is
is temptingly
temptingly displayed,
displayed, but,
but, on
on the
the other
other hand,
hand,
in
challenged by
by some
some as
as revealing
revealing aa persistent
persistent authoritarian
authoritarian social
social
challenged
philosophy.
It has
has been
been suggested
suggested here
here that
that evaluation
evaluation and
and systematic
systematic
philosophy. It
review
offunded
funded programs
programsand
andresearch
researchin
inthis
thisarea
area are
areindicated,
indicated, and
andthat
that
reviewof
the
theappropriate
appropriatetime
timeisisnow.
now.
Within the
the last
last several
several decades
decades there
there has
has been
been an
an ever-increasing
ever-increasing in
inWithm
terest
in ways
ways to
to anticipate
anticipate and
and to
to pre-shape
pre-shape the
the world
world of
of the
the future.
future.
terest in
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Throughout
Throughout the
the history
history of
of the
the United
United States,
States, social,
social, political,
political, and
and
educational
educational thinkers
thinkers have
have believed
believed in
in the
the process
process of
of education
education as
as an
an ef
effective
means of
of building
building and
and preparing
preparing for
for aa better
better society.
society. Today
Today most
most
fective means

educators
eJulators still
still hold
hold that
that they,
they, and
and the
the institutions
institutions in
in which
which they
thf'y live
livf' and
and
work,
work, have
have a<l major
majol iole
wIt· to
II) play
play in
in the
the arena
arena ofsocial
of so('i~l reform,
reform, hut
hut there
thereare
are
differences
differences in
in interpretation
interpretationofthatrole.
of that role. Should
Shouldinstitutionalized
institutionalizededucation
education
act
act as
as the
the vanguard
vanguard of
of social
social change,
change, or
or will
will itit serve
serve more
more effectively
effectively by
by

apprising
apprising students
students of
of the
the best
best informed
informed judgments
judgments about
about the
the future
future and
and
helping
helping them
them to
to respond
respond intelligently
intelligently and
andforthrightly
forthrightly to
to expected
expected changing
changing
conditions?
conditions? Will
Will future
future generations
generations be
be able
able to
to cope
cope with
with social
social dilemmas
dilemmas

through
through education
education implemented
implemented largely
largely by
by coercion
coercion and
and regimentation,
regimentation, or
or
through
through aa more
more informal,
informal, random
random approach?
approach? Should
Should teachers
teachers concentrate
concentrate

upon
upon the
the teaching
teaching ofskills,
of skills, or
or upon
upon teaching
teaching of
of attitudes,
attitudes, or
or should
should they
they be
be
expected
expected to
to do
do both?
both? Should
Should schooling
schooling serve
serve individual
individual needs,
needs, or
or societal
societal
needs,
or are
are these
these one
one and
and the
the same
same thing?
thing? Answers
Answers to
to these
these questions
questions
needs, or

involve the requisite paraphernalia of public education such as curricula,
teacher training, and physical and governmental forms of school systems.
faced make all the difference.
The choices made as challenges are facedmakeall

Education today must
must affirm the promise of human life. It must

help
help us
us see
see citizens
citizens and
and public
public officials
officials not
not as
as instruments
instruments ofsurvival
of survival
or of mere security, but as
as possible instruments of human
human
freedom - to
to see the
the good society as
as an arrangement of institutions
and
and laws that
that help to
to free men from the
the bondage of
of fear, loneliness
and
and injustice, and
and from the crushing impersonalities of
of life . . . . .
For freedom
freedom isis the condition of nobility,
nobility, and knowledge is
is the
condition of freedom.
freedom.22

2

Stephen K.
2Stephen
K.Bailey,
Bailey, Op.
Op. cit.)
cit.,pp.
pp.166-67.
166-67.
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Glenda C. Petrini, a Social Studies teacher at Thoreau Intermediate
School in Vienna, Virginia, had
had tried for five
five years to teach the inquiry
School
skills as a vehicle for
method to her students before she tried using reading skills
follows, Ms.
Ms. Petrini tells
the comprehension of inquiry. In her article which follows,
skills to instruct
how she used the knowledge which she gained of reading skills
ways that would significantly strengthen their essaywriting.
essay writing.
her students in ways
Ms. Petrini presents convincing evidence that the teaching of reading and
Ms.
the teaching of writing can be combined very
very effectively.

Through the use of the "Umbrella Form," students learned not only how
to present their ideas more effectively in writing but also learned how
how to
draw implications from clue words which appeared in social studies
who
questions. Content area teachers who follow Ms. Petrini's lead and who
work cooperatively with reading teachers are very likely to find that the
them and
and their students from such cooperation will be
benefits accruing to them
substantial.
Teach Readingand Writing in the Content area!

Like many other content-oriented teachers, I was slow to realize that
inclusion of reading skills for the content area would greatly facilitate my
inclusion
students learn
learn American history more easily.
easily. Two
curriculum and help students

years ago, my school's reading teacher found time
time to help
help me learn how to
teach those reading skills that
that would make the
the "inquiry" approach, or

scientific method of teaching history, more comprehensible to my
heterogeneously grouped classes.
classes. Students of the inquiry
inquiry method formulate
hypotheses, gather data, analyze historical
historical documents, engage in critical
thinking and
and discover history for themselves.
themselves. This
This method involves the use
thinking
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of material
material which
which often
often contains
contains archaic
archaic vocabulary
vocabulary and
and expressions.
expressions.
of
Teaching
Teaching through
through reading
reading skills
skills alleviated
alleviated the
the frustration
frustration involved
involved when
when
trying
trying to
to deal
deal with
with such
such material.
material. It
It wasn't
wasn't long
long before
before my
my whole
whole program
program
took on
on aa more
more satisfying
satisfying look.
look.
took
Although reading
rearling skills for the
the content area
area seemed
St"emro to
to be
he the
the ap
apAlthough

propriate
propriate vehicle for the comprehension of inquiry, I was still dissatisfied
evaluation procedures. I feel that
that the best evaluation of what a student
student
with evaluation
has learned
learned is by reading
reading his thoughts as set down on paper.
paper. Essay-questions
are best to
to measure
measure such things
things as perception, analytical
analytical ability,
organizational skills, and communication effectiveness when drawing
on evidence.
evidence. However, students generally
generally have
have great
inferences based on

difficulty in writing down
down answers to questions, and I usually avoided this
type of
of test.
test.
type
One
One of the
the things
things I found
found particularly useful for teaching com
comrecognition of "reading
"reading
prehension of textbook material involves the recognition
Most professional writers for textbooks
textbooks follow certain
certain
patterns." '1 Most
organizational patterns when they write. The student learns to recognize
words and will be alert for the specific
these reading patterns through clue wordsand
these
example, if the student is reading
purpose of the material being read. For example,
about the Cowboy Era and he sees
sees clue words such as "reasons," "effects" or
about
pattern is being used
used and he should
"consequence," he knows a cause-effect pattern
happenings and their
their results. While I was
was analyzing these
look for specific happenings
ideas, I realized
realized that students could be taught these organizational patterns
but for writing as well.
not only for reading purposes but
I began to work out procedures for teaching how to write answers to
essay-tests. I collected typical essay-questionsfor
essay-questions for analysis
analysis of the vocabulary
commonly used in such questions. I became satisfied that most questions
give
give some clue as to the structure of the answer. It also appeared that the
reading patterns would apply as
as writing patterns for all questions.
questions. I taught
my students the use
use of the Umbrella Form as
as a focal
focal point for structuring
my
their writing.
simple rules.
is a drawing plus a few
fewsimple
rules. The
writing.22 The Umbrella Form is
represents the topic sentence.
sentence. The shaft represents
represents three
canopy part represents
con
sentences that give details or proofs, and the handle represents the concluding sentence. Utilization of these
these rules
rules helped my
my students to avoid the
sin
sin of brevity. An example which illustrates the complete process
process follows:
essay-question: "Why did the era of open-range cattle raising
History essay-question:
come to an end in the latter part of the 1880's?"
Analysis:
Analysis: The word "why" is
is a cause-effect clue word. It implies "because ..
..
is a request that the student supply reasons or causes.
" The word "why" is
phrase "...
open-range
. . .""
The phrase"
... era of open
-range cattle raising come to an end ...
indicates the result or effect of the causes.
Pattern to be used: Cause-effect. The student will use the Umbrella
Form with the result as
as the topic sentence:
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Essay- Answer:
Essay-Answer:

Three Sentences
Sentences
Three

(Cae
II

(Causes)

W
Conclusion

The era of open-range
ranching ended in the latter
part of the 1880's for several
reasons. First of all, the area of
the Great Plains had become
over-stocked and
and there
there wasn't
wasn't
over-stocked
enough grass to feed the cattle.
Ranchers found that disease
spread easily on the plains from
they
animal to animal and they
couldn't care
care for
for their
their cattle
cattle
couldn't
properly. Finally, breeding to
imimprove the cattle was im
possible
with
open-range
conditions. The day of the
range-riding cowboy, romantic
and adventurous, was over.

The answer to the right of the Umbrella Form contains five sentences
which include three causes of the end of open-range cattle raising.
Naturally, the student can give more reasons if he wishes, but the answer is
complete as given.
Any student benefits from the acquisition of skills that bring order to the
knowll'dge that he wishes to express. My
My students have benefited from the
knowledge
combination of reading and writing skills. They have learned considerable
history and have sharpened their ability
ability to do critical thinking.
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formative
it is, if it were not for the fact that the

author of the Left-Right Reversal test, Brian T. Jordan, were not
present in the next article to defend his work. Allington, who is
known to regular readers of RH, has helped all reading professionals
take a close look at reversals and the problems inherent in measuring
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The author did a comprehensive study of the amount of
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variance ranges found.
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questions about the state of reading and
brings up some important questions
the progress made in reading education. Doctor Chall's talk is
less specificity in testing and diagnosis, and for
essentially a plea for lessspecificity
more flexibility in the relationship of teacher to student. The report
on the state of
of reading is optimistic and positive.
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Journal
Behavior) (Summer
193-203.
Students
Students tend
tend to
to read
read materials
materials at
at aa rate
rate which
whichisis influenced
influenced by
by
the
the level
level itit isis written
written for
for and
and by
by the
the reasons
reasons for
for reading.
reading. Carver's
Carver's
seems to
to refute
refute the
the idea
idea that
that reading
reading rate
rate rests
rests mainly
mainly on
on
study
study seems
difficulty
measured by
word length
difficulty which
which isismeasured
byword
lengthand
and sentence
sentence length.
length.
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Because important principles
principles expressed by
by Piaget
Piaget have
have been
been
misunderstood
misunderstood and/or misapplied
misapplied in schools, the
the author has
has
adapted
adapted aa chapter
chapter of
of his
his new book Implementing Intellecutal
Development Assessments to
to help
help readers
readers take
take aa fresh
fresh look
look at the
stages of mental growth.
Frederick, E.
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"The Peripatetic Professor Learns," Journal of
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Reading, (October 1976) 20:9-13.
Often, a single sentence or line will stand out in an article as a
gem of wisdom. This article
article has several such lines, being a frank
gem

account of a teacher's hitchhiking trip to Alaska. Chance
acquaintances' reflections on their impressions of the good
good that
acquaintances'

teachers do are worth thinking about.

Ganier, Ann S., "The Post Oral ReadingCloze Test: Does It Really Work?"
Reading World
World (October 1976) 16:21-27.
doze test is described here as
as useful in
A variation of the cloze
A
which
measuring student comprehension of material, after tests which
the conventional
conventional cloze procedure to a cloze
doze test ad
adcompared the
passage. While the results are
ministered after oral reading of the passage.
not of immediate use to the classroom teacher, the ideas generated
by the research are
are most stimulating.
stimulating.

Hall, Mary
Mary Anne,
Anne, "Prereading
"Prereading Instruction:
Instruction: Teach
Teach for
for the
the Task,"
Task," The
The
Hall,
Reading
Reading Teacher,
Teacher) (October
(October 1976)
1976) 30:7-9.
30:7-9.
Because the
Because
the prereading
prereading activities
activities are
are so
so important
important to
to the
the

development
development of
of concepts
concepts and
and skills
skills which
which lead
lead to
to reading,
reading, this
this
author
author suggests
suggests involving
involving print
print in
in the
the foundation
foundation work
work with
with
children.
children. Citing
Citing convincing
convincing evidence
evidence in
in the
the literature,
literature, Hall
Hall points
points
out many
many advantages
advantages and
and benefits
benefits to
to be
be gained
gained through
through the
the use
use of
of
out
letters
letters and
and words
words in
in readiness
readiness activities.
activities.
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Heath, Earl
Earl J.,
J., Patricia
Patricia Cook,
Cook, and
and Nancy
Nancy O'Dell,
O'Dell, "Eye
"Eye Exercises
Exercises and
and
Heath,
Reading Efficiency,''Academic
Efficiency, "Academic Therapy,
Therapy, (Summer
(Summer 1976)
1976) 11:435-445.
1l:435-445.
Reading
While most
most experts
experts agree
agree that
that "smooth,
"smooth. coordinated
coordinated ocularocularWhile
motor control"
control" and
anrl the
thp achievement
achievpment of
of efficient
pfficient reading
rearling are
are related,
rplaterl,
motor
they do
do not
not agree
agree on
on the
the theory
theory that
that eye
eye movement
movement drills
drills lead
lead to
to
they
better reading.
reading. This
This article
article concludes
concludes that
that use
use of
of the
the "Bender
"Bender
better
facilitation exercise
exercise program"
program" yields
yields convincing
convincing evidence
evidence of
of greater
greater
facilitation
skills and
and efficiency
efficiency in
in reading.
reading.
skills

Heinrich,
Heinrich, June Sark, "Elementary Oral Reading: Methods and Materials,"
Reading Teacher (October 1976) 30:10-15.
The Reading

While accepting the school's major goal of producing in
infavor of teaching
dependent silent readers, the author argues in favor
goodoral
good oral reading in elementary grades. Thiscogent
This cogent articleincludes
article includes
well as many
a list of sources for oral reading instruction, as well
suggestions for application.
suggestions
Linda].
Hill, Charles H., and Linda
J. Gattis, "Teaching the Restless Ones,"

World, (October 1976) 16:28-34.
Reading World,
working in the area of special
special education gives
A capable writer working
facility and acumen,
the reader a bonus. The article, written with facility
deals with that area of remedial work we call hyperactivity and its
some
accompanying difficulty, inattention. Besides disspelling some
mistaken
mistaken ideas
ideas many teachers
teachers tend to
to have
have about hyperactivity, the
offers a few
few truly original and practical thoughts on how
how
article offers
teachers
students who
cannot pay attention.
teachers should
should regard
regard these
thesestudents
whocannot
Kaufman, Maurice, "The Oral Reading Sample in Reading Diagnosis,"
Reading World, (October 1976)
1976) 16:39-47.
16:39-47.
This scholarly
scholarly paper takes
takes note
note of the
the questions
questionswhich
which have
have been
been
raised
raised regarding the
the usefulness of
of oral
oral reading for
for purposes
purposes of
diagnosis, and proposes procedures
procedures by
by which
which diagnosis of
of word
word
analysis
analysis needs can be accomplished.
Lamme,
Lamme, Linda
Linda Leonard,
Leonard, "Are
"Are Reading
Reading Habits
Habits and
and Abilities
Abilities Related?",
Related?",
The
The Reading Teacher,
Teacher, (October
(October 1976),
1976), 30:21-27.
30:21-27.
Lamme
Lamme refutes
refutes the
the assumption
assumption that
that good
good readers
readers are
are avid
avid
readers,
readers, and
and shows
shows that
that we
we know
know little
little about
about students
students who
who score
score high
high
on
on reading
reading ability
ability tests.
tests. She
She further
further suggests
suggests that
that we
we have
have been
been so
so
busy teaching
teaching reading
reading skills
skills that
that we
we have
have neglected
neglected our
our obligation
obligation to
to
busy
encourage
encourage free
free reading
reading among
among our
our students.
students.

rh 163
rh-163
Marzano, Robert, Donna J. Barbar, Nan Breen, Colleen Larson, Sheryl
Larson, and Patricia Tilton, "Sound Discrimination and Reading
Comprehension in Middle School,"Journal
School ,"Journal of Reading,
Reading) (October 1976)
20:34-36.
20:34-36.

The results of this study indicate a definite relationship between
auditory discrimination and reading achievement. The authors
vowel sounds with
suggest more emphasis and care in reviewing vowel
middle school students.
middle

McWilliams, Lana, and Perry McWilliams, "What are
are Reading Teachers
Doing
Reading Improvement,
Improvement) (Fall
Doing to Their Students' Personalities?", Reading
1976) 13:174-179.
1976)13:174-179.
All reading teachers share a common concern for the welfare
conand growth of students in their charge under atypical school con
ditions. In this article, the research centers around the effects of oneperto-one teaching in reference to
to-one
to student self-confidence and per
one's life. Conclusions
ceived ability to control forces which affect one's
imply some need to re-examine our remedial programs and teaching
lfitrategies.
strategies.

Pyrczak, Fred, "Reducing Reading Illiteracy by Improving Reading
Materials," Reading Improvement,
Improvement) (Fall 1976)13:159-162.
1976) 13:159-162.
In this article, the author examines the assumption that
publishers have made "everyday reading materials as readable as
possible." His findings do not support the assumption. His
recommendation is
is that many companies
companies would benefit greatly if
re-WTote materials (contracts, directions, etc.) so they might be
they re-wrote
more easily understood by more people.
Joseph , "Bilingual Ed," Learning,
Learning) (October 1976) 5:32-41.
Shender, Karen Joseph,

Shender's article is comprehensive, and is especially helpful for
readers who want to know more about the history and development
of programs for students who come
come from other than the Anglo
tradition and language. The author includes much factual data and
obaddresses of agencies from which resource material may be ob
tained.
tained.
Basic Reading Skills,'Journal
Skills ,"Journal
Shuman, R. Baird, "Open-ended Stories and Basic

of Reading) (October 1976)20:18-22.
1976) 20:18-22.
ofReading,
ways to
The author, one of the feature writers in RH, suggests ways
entice even the most severely handicapped students to attempt the
thinking and reading that accompanies carrying unfinished stories
to some conclusion. Shuman goes
goes into detail to demonstrate the
versatility and high yield
yield benefits of the technique.
versatility

N EW MATERIALS
MATERIALS
NEW
Sandra Ahern
Ahern
Sandra
READING CONSULTANT.
CONSULTANT. COMSTOCK.
COMSTOCK. MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN
READING

A m I Different?
Different? by Norma
Norma Simon. Published
Published by Albert
Albert Whitman and
and
Why Ami
Company, 1976, 560 West Lake Street, Chicago, 111.,
Ill., 60637,
60637, 32 pps.,
Grades K-2.
K-2.
Grades
What does it mean to be different? How do we feel about it? The
situations to show how boys and
and girls become
author uses everyday situations
aware
of the
the similarities and differences
differences through comparison,
aware of
recognition, and
and analysis.
analysis. The
The book makes a strong
strong positive
"I am
am different and being different is O.K."
statement: "I

of Lonely Lantern
Lantern by Florence Parry
Parry Heide and
and Roxanne Heide.
Mystery of
Published by Albert Whitman and Company, 1976, 128 pps.,
Grades 3-8.
3-8.
Grades
new Spotlight
Spotlight Club Mystery when,
when, after
Suspense builds in this new
Halloween,
seeing a mysterious stranger in an abandoned house on Halloween,
the junior
junior detectives try to learn the identity of the black-masked
figure. The story is written and plotted appealingly for the special
reader.
reader.

NOTE: The followingbooks,
following books, reviewed in the fall '76 issue, are alsofrom
also from
& Company,
Company, 560
560 West
West Lake Street, Chicago, Illinois,
the Albert Whitman &
60637.
60637.

Soccer Hero)
Hero, by Mike Neigoff
Benny
Benny Uncovers a Mystery)
Mystery, by Gertrude Chandler Warner
Grandma
Grandma is
is Somebody
Somebody Spedal)
Special, by Susan Goldman
You
way) by Dorothy Corey
You Go
Go A
Away,
Cuando
Cuando Me
Me Enojo)
Enojo, by Norma Simon
A
A Button in Her EaT)
Ear, by Ada N. Litchfield
All Kinds
Families) by Norma Simon
Kinds of
ofFamilies,
Skateboard Four)
Four, by Eve
Eve Bunting
Codesfor
Kids, by Burton Albert, Jr.
Codes
for Kids)
The
The Diagnostic
Diagnostic Inventory
Inventory of Basic
Basic Skills by Albert Brigance. Published by
Curriculum Associates, Inc., 94 Bridge Street, Newton, Mass., 02158,
1976,162
1976, 162 pps.
The purpose of this
this system
system isis to assess basic
basic readiness
readiness and
skills from kindergarten through sixth grade. The inacademic skills

rh~ 165
rh-165
ventory allows the teacher to make detailed diagnosis and
evaluation. The manual also makes it easy for the teacher to
prescribe an instructional program tailored to meet the needs of the
child.
The sequence of reading and computational skills
skills includes levels
levels
from readiness through several skills
skills in each category of reading,
language skills,
skills, and mathematics. With the outstanding guidance
the examiner is
is given through the various sub-tests, elementary
teachers should find they can reach an accurate evaluation and
diagnosis of any student's basic skills.

Reading Aids Through the Grades-A
Grades—A Guide to
to Materials and 440
for Individualizing
Activities
Activitiesfor
Individualizing Instruction
Instruction by David H. Russell
Russell and Etta
E.
E. Karp. Revised by Anne Marie Mueser, Teachers College Press,
Columbia University, N.Y., N.Y., 10027,
10027, 338 pps., 1975.
1975.
The four hundred activities in this revised edition are divided
into three major areas: reading readiness, beginning reading, and
advanced reading skills.
skills. Activity objectives are listed, and numbered
to accompany the ideas in each of the major areas. Many, many
illustrations are given to help the teacher prepare the materials. Of
is the annotated list of relevant reading
further assistance to teachers is
materials published recently.

NEW MATERIALS
Ron Crowell
WESTERN
WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY

The Child as Critic:
Critic: Teaching Literature in the Elementary School,
School) by
Glenna Davis Sloan, Teachers College Press, Columbia University, 130
1975.
pps., 1975.
for Cognitive
Cognitive Development,
Development) by Deborah
Teaching Literature: Designs for
Elkins, Merrill, 1976, 323 pps.
Elkins,
present a refreshing view
view and some unique
unique suggestions
These two books present
for developing children's thinking skills through the teaching of literature.
center of the
Both books are specifically about the place of literature at the center
cases for the development
language arts curriculum, and build compelling cases
skills and imagination through a cohesive, language centered
of thinking skills

Critic is aimed at
at the elementary program, while
curriculum. The Child as Critic
Lzterature is directed at the adolescent
adolescent student in the secondary
Teaching Literature
school.
school.
ideas about teaching
Dr. Sloan bases her thesis in The Child as Critic on ideas
literature and the framework for criticism of literature as expressed by
Frye, University
University of Toronto. She has skillfully integrated his
his
Northrup Frye,
suggestions related to the study and
theory into practical and creative suggestions
composition of poetry and story. However,
However, this book is
is not just a "how-to -""
suggestion is
is solidly grounded on the theory of children's needs
book. Each suggestion
fully developed
and an overall conception of their growth toward "more fully
human beings."
Dr. Sloan's view
and drills"
view is
is in opposition to what she calls
calls the "skills
"skillsand
approach, and to fragmentation of the teaching of language arts. Rather,
she calls for unification of children's learning around the study of literature
in elementary school, involving
involving all language arts. As
As she points out, "The
literate person, however,
knows how
how to read, but one
one who
who
however, is
is not one who krwws
reads;
reads; fluently, responsively, critically, and because he wants to ...
...
.. .. .. In the drive toward literacy , we have splintered the subject
'English' into a number of discrete entities: reading, listening,
speaking, writing, spelling, grammar-each
grammar—each with its
its own
own textbooks,
drills, exercises, and timetable slots.
slots. Reading in particular has often
been divorced from the rest of the 'language arts,' sometimes taught
to children by teachers who teach them no other language activity.
New knowledge from linguistics and literary criticism indicates the
folly
folly of this fragmented approach ...
...""

Through the study of literature children can become critics,
critics, and in this

rh-167
r/i-167
Sloan reaches her main proposition. The
reference to literary criticism, Dr. Sloan
structure of literature provides a deductive framework for the teacher. "The
student is led toward these understandings inductively. With the deductive
framework to guide him, the teacher structures learning sequences that give
framework
child scope for asking questions, forming his own conclusions, and
the child
testing these against evidence." (p. 47) The student is helped to develop
is the "constructive power of the mind."
"educated imagination" which is
In the chapters on the study of poetry and the story and composing
poetry and story, the author presents many,
many, many ideas developed around
"learning sequences," which will be of use to the elementary teacher at all
levels. These ideas and activities provide the bases for a comprehensive
levels.
teaching program in the language arts.
Teaching Literature
Literature by Deborah Elkins is also a book of practical
book is directed toward
suggestions which is solidly grounded in theory. The book
the secondary school and is based on the work of Piaget. Since the second
secondthe
ary school is functionally divided into subject matter areas the author does
not make the same argument for an integrated program as Sloan does.
However, the effect of her suggestions appear to be very similar. The
apcentrality of literature in the language arts program, systematically ap
proached, will lead to the development of higher level cognitive skills in
views the ultimate goal to be the development
adolescent learners. She also views
of the fully functioning human who is sensitive to the human condition.
is cogent
The discussion of Motivation and Cognition in the first chapter is
and should prove especially useful to the perceptive teacher. The chapters
on "Teaching the Short Story," "Teaching the Novel," "Engaging in
Poetry, " and "Coping with the Essay
Essay and Exploring
Drama," "Experiencing Poetry,"
Biography" provide very thorough discussions and many useful ideas for the
teacher.
teacher.
These are both fascinating and important books and
and should provide
many ideas which teachers at all levels
levels can put into
into practice. Not all people
will agree with the thesis
thesis each author proposes,
will
proposes, but the emphasis on the
skills is something all teachers must
development of higher order thinking skills
more perspective in the growing
concern themselves with. They provide one more
awareness of the importance of language and thought in all of education.
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PROGRAM
HOMER L. J.
J. CARTER READING COUNCIL
INTERNATIONAL READING ASSOCIATION

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17,1977
17, 1977
TI-IURSDAY,
7:00 P.M., WMU University Center: Panel discussion on current trends and
issues in reading featuring IRA, MRA, and State Board of Education
issues
personnel (specific
J. Carter
(specific speakers to be announced in final Homer L.
L.J.
Reading Council Program). Co-sponsored with Western Michigan
University Reading Center and Clinic.

21,1977
TI-IURSDAY, APRIL 21,
THURSDAY,
1977
7:00 P.M. (place to be announced): Work session for members as well as
election of officers and general business meeting.

30,1977
SATURDAY, APRIL 30,
1977
10:00 A.M.-4:00
A.M.-4:00 P.M., Maple
Maple Hill Mall:
Mall: "Read-a-rama"
"Read-a-rama" featuring Council
10:00
members from
presenting the good
good things
things
from as
as many schools as possible presenting

happening in reading in our
our area.

